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January 30, 1969 

@ho Now York Review . 
250 “est S7th Stroat_ a 
Yow York, N.Y. 16019 

.fo the E@itora: 

e a ne o & of g o. 2 et co i 

elogan but #5 a subject Lor hiateriaal analysis. He 

#, to acal with tho basic arguaent has €ailed, h 

eg thosa who se@ ravolution ay -a real historical pos~- 

- glbili¢ty. 

1} Ho sencible observer argues that ravolution in g 

epells out: 

res society and the ruled have not baccun desparate 

enough simply to ignore theixy authority. Those who 

bolieve ravolution possible do argue that America’s 

rulors are faced with a series of objactive problems 

with which they socom unable to cope -~ problems vhich, 

42 they persist, will lead to both a we ning of their 

pover and an increase of mass discontent. 

ited States has bulit its economy on 

world dominines through alliances and interventicna 

which now appear to be beyond its resources to ix 



have major sepercunaions on ‘tho Gon 

course vig 

.7 Page 2 ~ 

X£ 4& continues to defend this empire, it is faced with 

all the economic and other problems that have ba ORG. 

avidant during the Vietnam war. Ig it allows the empire 

to Gisnolve, it is faced with’a domino efZect that would 

Age: 

‘prevent, the suling groups appear ‘unwed Ling to extri- 

roa €roa Ghis dile: gate thenge s by following éither 

‘ 

b) Amariva's post-war prosperity has doponded on 

fea domination of the eapitalist economies of EMrOpe, 

and the consequent suppy vassion of int ex-caphtalist 

economic yivalry. The international monetary cziseo 

of the pace two years are essentially & manifestation 

of the underlying fact that this imposcd, andty is now 

breaking up. Each monetary crisis has been accompaniad 

by dire warnings from the authoritias that disunity 

will lead to econonic disaster. There is reason to 

expect that international competic fon will increasingly 

undexinine tho controlled economy which has circuavanted 

depression in the U.S. for the past 25 yoara. 

c} With the concentration of black people in the 

innor city, the system has put an Lmpov erished and xe-~ 

bellious eoup in a strategic location. Its efforts. 

to analt orate ‘the conditions of this group have been 

blocked by veto pover over social legislation held by 

smali-property and: Dixiecrat reprosent tatives in the 

Congress, and by the fact that social investment in 

the not-for-profit sector reduces the effective demand 
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helicopters are profitable for industry, but the poverty 

program ien't. The domand for the former js the Keystone 

to oux general economic prospority. 

a) Finally there is ghe- lesa definable but equally 

jmapor tant evisis of Legitinate author cy. The official - 

managemant of tha jagge institutions of ths soolaty 

are inoreasingly viewed not as the necessary organisers 

of epolety, buc as a superfivous and derational ‘they’. 

hie has boon especially evident with ragard Co cha 

Presidency under Lyndon Johnson and the university 

administvations under atudent atta 

Mhather revolution is possible depends on whether 

the prosent rulers are able to resolve these probloms. 

The reason revolution has begun to seom 2 roal posai- 

pility to some 

who was the k 

it s their great political ma 

vho undermined 

datox, Lyndon Johnson, 

sar-old cold-war unity of the 

gond, the ruling 

al€ together and folla a coherent class 

disaster, and a threat to the international monetary 
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syste Nor has business developed effective support 

for such class~-conacious efforts to deal with the race 

exiais as the Urben Coalition. 

O£ course, the ineffectivenass of ruling class 

has not forced a “yesponse to these objectivsa. proble 

revolutionary crisis on the system yet. But if the 

problems grow worse and worse, © rontnally de wilh, 

On this question ~- the roally critical one for determin- 

ing whether revolution is a veal possibility =~ Hoore 

aaye only “In my judgment the system has considerable 

flexibility and room for maneuver, including strategic 

2} Moore notes the abs ca in the United States 

rr of the traditiunal revolutionary lower-class base. Bu 

“he appears to assume without arguing that any deviation 

from the class configuration which obtained in previous 

revolutions makes revolution lesa likely. Those who 

believe in the possibility of revolutien in the United 

States podnt out a number of unique aspects of the 

a) The traditional middle class of bu 

_farmers which bas always been the basic mass constitu- 

ency for the rulers of capi has now become 

a tiny minority within A The over- 

whelming majority of Lhe society 8 becore p3 

ized in the sense that it does not-own the means of 

predvetion but works for others who do. 

U 
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‘by Ghe eentralleation of poor and impoveriehed | 

blacks an the contral city lends to an extreme vulnara~ 

bidity o€ the country to diree’ disruption, through 

strikes which hit the public services, sabotage to 

power, waber, gags, transport ete., and shrough other 

oe} The vice of a milita b of educated 

youth cdds a now historstaat factes which in a nuwber 

ved a catalysic role. a8 situations hae alxeady plz 

a)’ She industrial working class in the United 

States has voached a viiquely high standard of con- 

the same time cetaindng mmch of the 

oppression to which this class has 

dislocation and mass unemployment, this class would be 

subject to extreme drops in living standarda due to 

forsclosures on mortgages, day laans, ete, ts political Gag 7 F 

pehavioyr in such clzcumstances is unpredictable to say 

the Least. S.tt 3s the significance of these unique 

factors which wil} determine wheather revolution is 

in the American future. 

3} Moore's commonts on the dangers of radical 

revolution presumably are directed toverd the New Left, 

since they are virtna people around advo- 

revolution these 

so fxequently as 

ism which lurk in revolution that it hardly bothers any 

“nore to make re ms tee factlely that 



ouch warnings are motivated more by a fear of change 

itself than a fear of totalitarianism. Professor Moore, 

‘however, certainly does not need CO prove hig ereden- 

tialg as an opponent of tha status quo, and the New 

Lake chould thegofore foal Gbhilged to respond to nis 

varning. 

a} Moore cuggeste that "a revolnt: ton 2aey takeover 

in guaéi-Loninist fashion by some tiny bat resolnte 

minority” Ls egnont of young american radicals 

apparantly seoeko...." ¥et anyone familiar with the 

Arovd an How Loft knows that it started ont with a 

specific eritiqne and rejeetion of this concapt of 

Fevolnution, and that organigatioas which espouse such 

a vi LOU» such as the Progressive Labor Party, have bean 

‘Yor their ap~ 
_ contLaucus ly eriticized by the New Le 

. 
i 

proach, which has von Little support among young 

radicals. 

b) Moore argues that "a revolution that tries to 

remold society against the mores and Folkways of the 

mass of the population must turn to terroxy and propa~ 

ganda on @ antic scale in ordex to stay in control.” 

It is truc t if the revolut sonary forces outlaved 

ham sandwiches and popcorn in movie theaters it would 

lose favor with the population and might have to resort 

to torre But it is difficult to see why a- revolution 

whieh ended censcription and war taxes, lot the vorkers 

run their own factories, buiit degent howsing ¢ 

everyone to live in, and reduced the work week would 
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‘ “need to oppress the population. 

©) As always, the final argumant against revolu-_ 

tion is to point to the horxorys of the Rugslan exper- 

fenca, Moore himself recognizes that Russia was a 

primitive country with no tra Lac s@lf- 

rule whose maages were unable to organize the economy 

~- but he does not deaw the obvious conclusion that 

° entirely differant conditions would obtain in an 

advanced country with a tradition of self-xule like 

the United States. 

tend €) it de trus that revolutionary mover 

toward a contralized author itarianion when they have 

no alternative program for organiging society. This 

3a as trus for the liberal revolutions Moore defends 

+. ag the vadioal revolutions he criticizes ~--'the English 

‘yevolution ended with tha Aictatorship of Cromvell and 

the Prench yevolution with that of Napoleon. The New 

Left has put forward partidipatory democracy as its 

- program precisely because it recognizes that both the 

revolutionary party and the revolutionary state tend 

toward authoritarianism. Whe critigs are right in 

maintaining that the New Laft has fatlea to spell out 

its concept ef how a socisty based on, participation 

instead of authority would work, ..But which of then has 

» contributed more to solution to this probisn? 

‘e) wi thin ail recent revolutionary ‘rises, organs 

he masses have de~ 

a; the Yorkers Councils 
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in Gormany, are classic examples. Whether a revolution 

results in authoritarian or democratic development , © 

sily on whether these | I would suggest, depands pri 

organe and the masses they represent ‘are st Fong enough 

to organise bockety under. their o Gum dlzection. If ve 

don'e we nt authositariar 

the way to combat such tendoncles is not ~- aa Moore 

suggests -- by somehow Snvorporating élements of liberal 

revolution. within radical rovolution (whatever that 

means}, but rather by geoking, to gtyengthen the organs 

of oolf-government which revolutions ongendor. 

r€ this is in face the case, then one 

own views would contribute greatly to authoritarian 

development. A revolutionary mass, he asserts, “cannot 

take power on its own. Fox a rev solution to take place 

there must exist geome group, euch as the Russian Bol- 

sheviks in 1917, that knovs what it wants to accomplish 

and is willing to seize powsr in the midst of ch a 

and exexcise it ruthlessly to restore oxder.* It is 

precisely this arg aant which was usea@ in an effort to 

justify the destruction of rule by the Sovieta in Russia, 

and which the French Communists uned against the workers 

councils that sprahg up in the spring of 1968. While 

it may well have been true in the Rugsian context that: 

direct self-govormment of the 

; that this is true at all 

times and all places is simply te give the color ‘of 

historical inevitability to author itarian as urpabion. 
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4) In discussing the possibility and dasivability 

portant question: is revolution necessary, not in che 

sense of inavitebia bat in the sense of neaded? After 

all, those who advocate yevyolution do not do so out of 

an affection for violenca, but vathor ont of a baliat 

that human. nesds can ba met in no other way. Essen- 

. xavolution in neces thally Chey argu ry Sor these 

2 the overwhelming 

poverty of the undordeveloped wy and of 

the poor within the United States -- a poverty perpetu- 

ated by the pover of Amevica's rulers. 

b) It is the only way to end the Gomination of the 

everyday Lives of ordinary people ip all advanced soc- 

loties by buroaneratic atithoritarian structures. 

ec} It {5 the only way to provent the eventual 

outhyeak of nuclear war in dofense of established 

interest of one or another great power -- or by accident. 

Of course, 4€ these are not the real needs faced 

by civilization, or if they can be fulfilled without 

revolutionary change, then revolution is unnecesrary. 

Some of us who b sve that it ie necessary also believe 

can be ae sensitive to their own and civil- 

ae we axe. “It to seek the 

unattaineble,"as the Port Buren 

*.., then let it te known that ve ao so to avold the 

tnimagineble."~ 
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8) X2 read against the grain, Profesedz Hoore's 

axticle suggests a number of points that those who 

support the fdea of revolution must note. 

a) The guxrent radical foreas -- essentially 

militant youth and blocks --eonstitute far too narrow 

a soolal base for any suecessful revolution. “Only at 

the point when large soctions. of the now-conservative’ 

population swing over to social opposition can revo- 

Zution possibly sueceed. This is particularly true 

since only at that point will dt bo possible to 

politically neutralize the instruments of violence. 

eh he statement of the French police that they would 

not fire on the workexs in the upsurge last spring is 

an exarple of & king of situation in, which the over~ 

whelming capacity for violence of the state beging to 

fectivensss ; this can only happen when the 

clanses from which the army and police are drawn have 

swung againat the states guo. Thus, te is essential 

3 
break 

in the long run that black and youth me 

a broader constituency 

the costs of new over which social 

qemonts. Thavafore, tl issue on which 
social arran 

rand win the 
to eplic the xuling grow 

tion to the 

attempt to put the burden‘of paying 
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fo¥ the sceciai crisis on the hacks of the lower strata 

of the population. This is also the only program which 

can revnite the poor and the working class. $o far, 

the left has been very weak in developing an economic 

_ program which draws on this basic social conflict. 

c) Radicals must recognize the great aiggerences 

saint revolutions, Eoore points out between urban and 

and not assume that they can apply the. concept of 

rw Ba 6 R e c ted territories" with theix. independent economic, 

military, and geographical base to the “connter-cormuni- 

ties" of an urban culture. Instead, they must look 

toward some equivalent of Rosa Lunamburg's idea of 

antagonistic engagement with the society “> @ movement 

which builds on the friction generated at every point 

a) Much has 

of wodarn societ 

the real point of 

control over essenthal comweunity 

Moore may consider auch action “the anarcho- 

syndicalist drvam of the general strike and ravolution 

“hut such draun from n of socla 

Mass strikes have been the core of eve 

m 1905 to May, 1968. As revolutionary movement £ 

such a move- 

asential services 



join it, and whether they participate in the denocratic . 

reorganization of tha society 
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AT 100-7852 ‘PONEIDENTIAL 

bé 
Instant report pages 4, 6, b7c 

7, and 8 b7D 

Instant report page 7 

ADMINISTRATIVE . 

This report is classified CONFIDENTIAL to protect 
AT T-1 and AT T+3,@. 

The following information is set forth regarding the 
status of cases of people mentioned-in this report as being 
affiliated with the Atlanta ISS: 

Investigation 
* was conducted .on and & 

- summary report was subm ed on 
him but he was not recommended for 
the ADEX, The case on[___—ids iss 
presently closed in Atlanta as his 
activities do not warrant his in- ( ) 
clusion on the Atlanta ADEX, U 

b3 
(J Bufile 100-473924, An investigation > 

of(______]was conducted and a sum- bic 
mary report was submitted by Atlanta b7D 
on 10/5/72, but his activities did bTE 

. ' not warrant his being placed on the ) 

Member_of_S Subject Organization———- ADEX and, the case was subsequently (v 
om closed, , 

ss Bufile unknown, An investigation of 
[_____] was conducted by the Atlanta 

Cee’, Office and a summary report submitted 
eo on 7/28/72; however, she was not rec- 
2 & ommended for the ADEK and the ease (y) 

was closed, 

-B- 
COVER PAGE 

CONPBENTIAL 
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Copy to: 1 - Secret Service, Atlanta 

Report of saT Office; Atlanta bs 
Date: May 31, 1973 p7e 
Field Office File #: 100-7852 Bureau File #: 100-447935 

Title: INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES 

Character: INTERNAL SECURITY - REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES 

Synopsis: Institute for Southern Studies (ISS) in Atlanta, Ga., 
is affiliated With Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) in 
Washington, D, C., and at present are involved in research 
dealing with prisoners' rights, justice in trials, uniformity 
of sentencing of people.convicted of crimes, and a union for 
prisoners. ISS has office space with ACLU at 88 Walton Street b6 

N.W,, Atlanta, ee ore 
reportedly are leadership of Atianta ISS, Membership 0: 
estimated at 10-16; Atlanta ISS has no newspaper or publica 
tion; ISS is reportedly funded by parent organization, IPS, 
in Washington, D, C., and through donations. ISS in past has 
worked with ACLU and TGSB on programs or issues, SDS/WSA and 
PLP in Atlanta haye used ISS for research material. (y) 
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DETAILS 

INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS), ALSO 
KNOWN AS INSTITUTE FOR SOUTHERN STUDIES 
CSB) . 

qr, ORGANIZATIONAL DATA 

A, Aims and Purposes 

[Source AT 1 Ti 

(Source advised on April 6, 1973) that the ISS in 
Atlanta, Georgia, is a group that works on research issues 
dealing with prisoners' rights, justice in trials, uniformity 
of sentencing of people convicted of crimes, and a union for 
prisoners. €u) 

IPS also known as 189 

[az 1-2 advised in July, 1970, |;thal IPS had 
opened an office at 5 Forsyth Street, Atlanta, 
Georgia, and thereafter reported that IPS was 
allegedly studying the effects of war on the 
southern ecohomy, that it was conducting re- 
search on war related industries. in the South 
and that. its purpose was to identify war related 
industrial contractors in the Atlanta area to 
determine the part played by these contractors in 
what they termed the "military industrial somphen” Ty 

fin February, 1970, this same source retirted 
that thé Atlanta IPS was affiliated with the IPS. 
headquartered in Washington, D, C., and in Atlanta 
the group was being referred. to as the ISS. (u) 

The IPS has been: characterized in an article 
by EDITH KERMIT ROOSEVELT appearing on page 22 
of the September 24, 1967, edition of a former 
Washington, ,D, C,, weekly newspaper, "The Examiner," 
She stated in part that the IPS is a Washington 
based "Think Factory" which helped train extremists 
who incite violence in United States cities and 
whose educational research serves as a cover for 
intrigue and political agitation. Through its 
conferences and seminars, the IPS asserts a con+ 

tinuing influence on the ideology and tactics of c u) 
the New Left. 

Vi 
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Source AT Tx3 TT - 

{source related on April 12, 1973} Shall the present 
aim or goa of the Atlanta ISS appears to be in working for 
a reform in prisons, changes in court procedures, and the 

legal structure to aid and assist prisoners. Gu 

B, Headquarters : 

(Source AT wt [ec 1 i) 

this source reported on April 6, 1973}, that ISS is 
associated with and has-office space with the American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLU). at 88 Walton Street, N.W., Atlanta, 4) 
Georgia, 

Source AT 728 fee aT 0) 

fhis source on April 127 i678 Indicated that ISS 
has an office at 88 Walton Street, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia. (wv) 

C. Leadership | co an 

[Source AT 1 {Rc wm - u 

{Source seported on April 6,-1973}tnat [Ld 
was then one of the leaders of the Iss. in Atlanta, Georgia, tu) 

ele ~ GENE GUERRERO «. _ - Ui bb 
— bI7c 

AT T-2 advised on November 15, 1968 at 
was one of the people who organized 

the Southern Students Organizing Committee (SSOC) 
in 1964, and[ sas. of 1968, was still a (v) 
member of SSOC, 

ssoc 

The SSOC is a now defunct fraternal affiliate * 
of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) 
which espoused and defended a pro-communist and 
anti-U. 8S. position concerning U. 8. domestic (vu) 
and foreign policy. 

CONIBENTIAL. 
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AT 100-7882 QO oo ra) : 

Students for a Democratic Society (sos) PONEIBENTIAL . 

SDS was founded during June, 1962, at 
Port Huron, Michigan, and in the 1960s functioned 

as the leading New Left campus-based student 

organization in the United States. From an 

initial posture of “participatory democracy", 

SDS moved to a radical-revolutionary position, 

with debate centering on how best to credte a 

revolutionary youth movement. Internal factionalism 

produced a split during the SDS National 

Convention in June, 1969, which result éd in the 

following three factions: Weatherman; Worker 

Student Alliance (WSA); and Revolutionary Youth 

Movement (RYM). ‘The Weatherman and RYM are no 

longer affiliated with SDS. The WSA continues 

to use the name SDS and maintains its national 

headquarters in Chicago, Illinois. (vu) 

Weatherman 

Weatherman, formerly a faction of Students for 

a Democratic Society (SDS), controlled the SDS 

National Office from June, 1969, until its elosing 

in February, 1970. Weatherman then entered an 

underground status and adopted a tactic of "strategic 

sabotage", with police and military installations 

designated as primary targets. re ys) 

Revolutionary Youth Movement (RYM) 

RYM, a pro-Communist revolutionary youth 

organization, was organized in 1969, first as foe 

a faction within the Students for a Democratic 

Society (SDS), then as a separate. group with 

headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. RYM was 

“unsuccessful in attracting support and by mid- 

1970, it was practically defunct. qv) 

“Worker Student Alliance (WSA) 

me Worker “Student Alliance (WSA), a faction of 

_ SDS, was expelled from SDS in June, 1969, by the 

then dominant Weatherman faction, but continued 

to use the name SDS and opened an office in 

Cambridge, Massachusetts. WSA aligned ideologically 

with the Progressive Labor Party (PLP) and, in 

February, 1971, moved to Chicago, Illinois, where 

it opened the SDS National Office at 1225 South 

- Wabash Street. - Coo, _(v) 

-5- 
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we REE Progressive Labor Party (PLP) 

. The Progressive Labor Party (PLP) was founded 
in 1962 by individuals expelled from the Communist 

Party, USA, for following the Chinese Communist 
line. Its objective is the establishment of a 
militant working-class movement based on Marxism- 
Leninism and MAO Tse-tung thought. (#) 

J fource AT 2-3 he am a 

TSource mentioned on April 12, 19: Bat from what 
he has learned, were part of 
the staff or leadership of ISS in Atlanta, Georgia. {( u) 

HOWARD ROMAINE - 1 
AND SUE THRASHER 

AT T-2 indicated in February rotik niet 
were formerly active in @ 

leadership capacity With the SSOC. (x) 

D. Membership o 

Source AT alO< ni 

On April 6, 1973, source indicated that the estimated 
membership of the ISS in Atlanta was about 16 people. (uv) 

{source AT T-3 Be iq) 

This source, on April 12, 1973, mentioned that the 
membership of the Atlanta ISS was ten. . a THE tT) 

E, Publications 

[Source AT m1) ‘T 

The above source reported on April 6, 1973, that the 
Atlanta ISS’ has no newspaper or publication that it issues, 
but it does prepare various research papers on various topics. (u) 

-6- 
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AT 100-7852 

/source AT ToBPK ‘Th 

On April 12, 1973, source related that the ISS in 
Atlanta does not put out any newspaper, magazine, or any 
type publication, (w) 

II. FINANCES 

[Source AT T-1{ ony u 
N 

[a7 T+1 stated on April 6, wi) that he did not 
know the source of the Atlanta ISS funds, but they do seem to 
have adequate money. (v) 

fource red rileg no a Wi 

Source: ifidicated on April 12; _— that the ISS 
reportedly is=funded by its parent organiza ion, the IPS in 
Washington, D, C .; plus it receives Some additional money 
through donations made to the group.” - (v) 

“ELI. . CONNECTIONS WITH 
/ “?"* * GRHER ORGANIZATIONS 

(Source ar TIX ip) 
Bource mentioned on April 6,- 1973 tile the only 

known connection that ISS in Atlanta has with other organiza- 
tions is that it works occasionally with the ACLU on some 
program or project, (u) 

[Source AT T-4 hx. 11 

(Source indicated on April 10, 1973] that in the 
recent past> the Atlanta SDS/WSA and PLP have used the ISS 
for research material, with the last such instance when the 
Atlanta PLP was doing some research on a Government project 
on venereal disease (VD) that the PLP was opposed to. HR 1 

(Gouree AT ToBI i nfl 

is source mentioned on April 12, 1973, hat the 
ISS in Atlanta is an organization that is affiliated with 
the IPS in Washington, D, C, (uv) 

CONFIBENTIAL 
-~7T- 
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ISS in the past had been primarily involved in doing 
research and research papers on the military industrial complex 
in the south, but now they seemed to have broadened their 
areas of concern to do research on prison reform, court re- 
form, and reform of the legal structure. tu) 

In addition, the Atlanta ISS in the past has worked 
with the ACLU and also "The Great Speckied Bird" (TGSB) on 
various issues. (v 

TGSB 

TGSB is an underground type newspaper pub (0) 
lished in Atlanta, Georgia, a 

IV, ACTIVITIES 

[source AT Tie nm iv) 

Source stated on April 6, 1913 nat the Atlanta 
ISS has no regular type meetings or affairs and most of their 
discussions. are held at informal get togethers, In addition, 
ISS has a research library which is available to interested 
persons or groups, At present, the main activities or programs 
of the Atlanta ISS are to. issue papers, articles, et cetera, 
on prisoners rights, -justice inftrials, uniformity of sentencing 
of prisoners, and a union for prisoners. lv) 

(Gouree AT TAR 0) 

{Source mentioned on April 12, 1973/"that the Atlanta 
ISS does not hold any meetings but merely handles its work on 
a continuing basis from day to day at its office and any policy 
or discussions are handled on an informal get together basis. 
ISS is not known to have any other activities such as social 
events, dinners, et cetera, (uv) 

C AL 
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1 - Mr. MacFarlane ~ 
To: SAC, Washington. Field 

~ 3 - Mr. Shackelford :. From: Acting Director, FBI “L 2100-447935 Caps) 
Ls oq 

-uNSUBS; . ~ } 
Ls erring - ye 
cR 

€. (fe Nye ' 
Enclosed herewith are two copies of a letter received  ”~ 

at Bureau Headquarters from Mitchell Rogovin, Esquire of the 
Arnold and Porter Law Firm, Washington, D. €:, and one copy of 

e Bureau's reply to Rogovin. Mr. Rogovin, Counsel for the 
Cee incre for Polley. Stuates 1520 New Hampshire Ay; 
Washington, D. C.; and 

infer possible civil rights violations based on alleged 
patterns. of illegal, surveillance ‘including illegal entry by lay 
enforcerent agencies. (v) 

Inmediately contact[ obtain from 
them any additional facts they may have in theix poséassion. 
relating to the allegations set forth in Mr. Rogovin's letter. - 
Handle any civil rights violations in, accordance with Section 27, 
Volume II, Manual of Instructions. Any other violation reported at 
should be handled in accordance with existing Bureau instructions. fu): 

In the course of your investt, ation resolve thé identity 
of individual to whom D. C. "sogl Twas issued-and whether 

. 
or not he ig employed in a-law enforcement. cdpacity. (u)- be 

b7c 

For your information,[_———sdts identical to . 
oe subject of your file, 100-45298. (v) f 
Enclosures: - 3° ‘ Ny ; 

SIME :1xd 0 OR VYEDG ES = 
(7) a : fj 

f sweet Sa eS a . a NOT ‘RECORDE 

fae aan Ad JUN 28-1973 a 
a . HUPLIGATE XeuLoT —_—— i 

we M9 Js THFORMATION CONTAINED fs & 
: Th IS U bic 



MEMPTED FROM AUTOMATIC ne 7 Te aw 
RECLASSIZICATICH - be. ie - . 
AUTHORITY CERTVED § bye - x. . _ 7 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE ‘7 oy 4) ~ - _ ’ 
‘EXEMPTION CODE: §0%{1, 6-ISM/CIFLO} \/ oe 
DATE 09-05-2014 

~ 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
WHERE SHOKN OTHERWISE 

Oy a 
is . : - . . year me 2973 a - : 

. : : 1 «Mr. MacFarlane : 
: - Special zr 

Miteheil Fogovin, “Eaq. . Division be 

: Arnold 2 Porter . 3,5, Mr. Shackelrord (-~ ~ be 

. -. 1229 fanoteenth Strect, #. Ke Q- = yi! 
: ~ Washington, 0. 6. 20036 

Rear ie, Rogovin: Nbc <a Ue vo . ‘ 

. This will. acknowledge receipt of your 
letter dated Nay 25, 1973, regarding. the Institute 
Tor Policy Studies in Sashington, B 6, - Cy) 

Jw23i be Anter- ~ 
viewed for spaciric racts 3 ad possihle violation 
of theif’ aivil richts, as referred to 4n your letter, 
the results gf their interviews and any inquiries con~- 
ducted will ‘ty furniehed to the J. 8. Departront of Justida, 
for 3 dstersinstion as to- whether any posbible vialation. - 
of Federal lays exists. Lu} 

Regarding, your inguiry for information « 
on electronic Survetllances by Pederal acenoies, since 
thig is an Anaviry that fella within the purview of the 

yo & Departnoent of dustigo, may T suggest you airact 
Jf. your dnquirg to. the Attorney General, U. 5. Depart- - 
sy ment of Justice, Wachington, BD, . (u) 

Sinceroly yours, * = _ 1OO-“ETG BE 
‘tog oT Ror RECORDED 
i 3. irate B. Euckeishous us? UN 121973 

Acting Btrector 
Ufa F - —_— > 

. 1- Assistant attorey General Enclosure (copy of 
‘ . “ Gpiminal Division. Ainéoming) - 

, l- Assistant. Athorney aénéral - Enclosure (copy of 
H Civil Rights Division Ancoming) bs 
\ - . 
' 1» Washington Field (By Separate Commynaéation) bre 

6 Seay alo! A f 
PaseR era anos NOTE PAGE TWO ‘pAsoy-FeTi ee 

- REVIEW_-6 {6 — 
te 2". -ASSIEIED 

q H ¥ 
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“WiteheLl Rogovin, Esq. 

NOTE: Attorney Mitchell Rogovin, by letter 5/25/73, 
identifies himself as counsel for the Institute for Policy 
Studies (IPS). He reports a recent attempted burglary of the 
Institute on Mey 24 last and that the burglary possibly 
perpetrated by individuals. described as plainclothesmen 
or detectives: He relates that over the past four years 
the Institute has been advised on a number of occasions 1+ 
has been surveilled by Federal and local law enforcenent 
agenetes including but not limited to illegal surveillance 
and breaking and entering. He coneludes his letter by 
requesting an investigation of not only’ the burglaries, 
but rather what appears to be a pattern of illegal surveillances: 
inoluding dllegal entry by law enforcement agencies. He 
also requésted that he be advised re any electronic. 
surveillances of the Institute, its officials or employees, 
or those a £ ; r ney Rogovin identified as¢y) be 
the complainant ih this matter. pre 

WO. is being instructed to interview[7 ____] 3 
(land nandié results appropriately. In accordance with our , 
procedures In such inquiries, Attorney Rogovin is being referred 
to thé Department of Justice for an answer to his qtiestion re 
electronic surveilldénces. Regarding our 
files reflect he a thé which has been character- 
ized as the "Think Factory” of the new lef$ which helps train - 
extrenists who incite violence and whose research nerves as 
cover-up for intrigue and political agitation, It exerts 
considerable influence through contacts, educators, Congress . 
and Inbor, (100-45%040~-10) Our indices also indteoate that | . | 
conversations of a probably identical to 

ofovin 

are currently the subjects of an I1S-Revolutionary 
Ke’ ies investigation supervised by Division 5 (100~447935),— 
Intelligence Division. Rogovin yas former Chief Counsel for IRS 
and also AAG of the Tax Division. Uepartment is being furnished 

. copies of Mr. Rogovin's letter and our reply, and informed we . are. interviewingp 

a 

om . 
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4 : ‘ Lis. Malunfeldt - ARNOLD & PORTER We Meta 
1229 NINETEENTH STREET, N.W. 

IKUAMAN ARNOLD (901-1940) vAuLA.pontER 

EERE 
MHUAK Cosaovend % aoe 2 
SERN usaove S WASHINGTON, D.¢. 20036 9. SUaNE i i ee Aae nn 
WIKKIAM O. ncaens TELEPMOME! (202) 223-3200 SHOWER HHL * 

CABLE: “ARFORG” ZULUS wi ontianare 
NNER.” TELEX! #8:2795 

dune 1, 1973 a Aad 
Michell Kogavi JEG AUiN i févild ¢ kack x it t 
(249 Wine Tea ASt Mid Ay van ) a : daspogtan, 1. ig 9 sami nians “Pree > s erry V. Wilson . i Nn OF counset Chief of Police : (- 

Government of the District 
of Columbia : 

Metropolitan Police nepartmant 
GEfico of the Chie? of polices 
Washington, B.C. 20001 

OUTO S392 BIER AES IEE BCC R tS 

Re: sno tatseate for Policy Studies . 
3520 ‘Hew Hancsnice Venue, Ny ay 

Dear Chief Wilsen: 

32 letter and will be in further touch with respect 
é therein. In the meahtime, 

, | Ye very tugh appreciate the epirit of your May 

stand randy to be of any further assistanca to your (v) pic 
pedple, 

With reapect to tha beeader investigation re- 
quested. we will be submitting to you shortly affi~ 
davits and other avidentiazy leads regarding the pat (4) 
tan of iliegel surveillance woe referred te in ve May 28 letter. : /00- Gf VF 25~ SES 

cpsesset. 
cent SS. s ineerely : nr, 3 gh a 8 sin 78 toy 

_ ashes Meo, ATE mere, ot *e Geeher; Rogovin “ 
Pk 
ing Dixéctor, FBI : oat 

iy 
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SEGUE! noone evernont: (208 972-9700 Have Wien SUSWAS aoe ‘case’ “hnroro™ Renee har SOUS Saetaean ace ReneS te i eens TeunK en" 199 BEnERY b peeanol Senate's Wows Settee 

Heels Ase SEUBERE £:posmason SoUSERE A: WS eet Reeaven May 25, 1973 poveten fi: B8eus Soeiaeo Ae hocn un Fiowhe icone SeeaRanare EESKAS Sessa 
BENE Ciae8 Pearse Bee See Sheny SEVER gone 
aha Hane Sean eeseeae BRO Ca eeen spent ae 
GERALD, TERN LAVING O. YOSKOWITZ SERPS ining Broa 
SAVIO R-KENTOPE SARTO, OERLACH 
BEERS BE ° 

oI 
PAUL &. RYERSON RESMANES! FeRhelich . core ao RISHANS . SSRUAR Febsens fl 

Hon. William D. Ruckelshaus 
Acting Director 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Justice Department 

Washington, D. C. 20535 AM. Malmtetay 
4 Hon YF 

Re: The Qastitute for Policy~Studies 

1520 New Hampshire Avenue, N. W. 

Asucounsel for the Institute 
we wish to disclose the following information. On 

the evening of May 24th, 
of nstitute_for policy-Studies., 

received an anonymous telephone call at their 

ome at 1:35 a.m. indicating that two plainclothes-— 
men had entered the Institute for Policy Studies Lf 
at the above-captioned address shortly before the 

call. called the police, while[__] 

left his home for the Institute. Within 
thirty minutes from the call,[ _—S—s—CédzS appeared 
at the Institute where he was subsequently met by 

a Metropolitan Police Officer at approximately 2:05 
a.m. A search of the premises by Cd the ¢ 

~ police officer did not reveal any indi PAF. yoo 

- 5A / On- = 
While was at the Institute, n 

[_ received another phone call from the same 3! JUN 19 1972 
. party who, once again, did not identify himself. ( oat remanent mc 

At that time, he indicated that the two individuals 7 ° A 

a ALL THFORMATION coNTA TIED 

HEREIN, 15 WNGLAS 
DATE. 
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Wm. D. Ruckelshaus 

May 25, 1973 
Page Two 

who he referred to as detectives, had left the Institute 

before either[ _———sidior ‘the police arrived and de- 
parted in aL____} colored ear with a District of Columbia (o) 

license No. 

The automobil, 
name of 

ears to be registered in the 

The reference in the above 
Paragraph to "plainclothesmen" and "detectives" is the 

language of the anonymous caller. our client, has no 

information other than Bt. WoAse As, age forth above. (wv 

Over the past four years, the Institute has been 
advised on a number of occasions that it has been sur- 
veilled by federal and local law enforcement agencies 

including, but not limited to, electronic surveillance 

and breaking and entering. Up until recent months, we 
have declined to press the issue of violations of the civil 
xights of this organization and its members. Recent develop- 

ments tend to indicate that refraining from bringing such 

indignities to the attention of the authorities is not con- 

sistent with Constitutional safeguards and is indeed harm- i) 
ful to law enforcement. 

We would appreciate it, therefore, if you cause an 

investigation to be conducted -- not simply into an al- 
lieged burglary -- but rather into what appears to be a 
pattern of illegal surveillance including illegal entry 
by law enforcement agencies. We would also appreciate 

information regarding any electronic surveillance. Such 

an investigation should also include any evidence of 

electronic surveillance of the Institute, its officers, 

or employees or those associated with the organization. v) 

b6 

b7C 
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Wm. D. Ruckelshaus 
May 25, 1973 

Page Three 

Because this matter may well transcend juris- 
dictional lines, a similar letter is being sent to- 

the Chief of Police, Washington, D. Cc. (we) 

Sincerely, 

cc: Hon. Robert Kastenmeier 



May 31, 3973 

Tos 
Dear Mr,” “Rogovi ne 

This will reply. to your letter of Hay 25, requesting that-this Separt- 
ment. underta i Tavestigation of any evidence of Slectronic survell- 
lance of The Institut: ies, its offiters or empjoyees 
or those assocfated with the organization. You also,asked: that. we 

- J Investigate ari alleged pattern of tllegaT survef]Tanée including 
- egal entity by. federal and local. law ‘enforcement agenctes. iy ) 

| Ae fe iF outsdh T should make three points. 2 * | 

ei rEstiy, as Pan certain you know, surveillance “ts not crimfnatiy 
Haute? unleSs it involves such activities as unlawful entry-or 5 

as of Bectrepic devices without proper authority. Cu) 

x . sedindly a ta ive inquiry of federal agencies, hasta Sted a 
ress nskthat Bey, like this department, do not fore osenS 
activities of The Institute to be of sufficient significance Y 
‘to warrant, any survejTiance of that organization or 1& aoriptes. (x) 

i beyond curgory review of whatever PF REGEEghe Hon ere 

wis = gps C00-4 EG zs “184 
4 i yi 

Thirdly, Because. variety of individuals and organizttigis pF JUN 

j2- 3/544 

b6 

‘0 a a 

|} ONRECORDED COPY FILED IN 
reasons sometimes justified and sometipes paranoid, suspect 
they aré eer ‘Fest foris. of survelTiance, it is not on 

a 
SECEIAE Ag FAET Wap 
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‘Lpolicy of this department to routinely investigate such suspictons 
‘without some concrete evidence of probable Ya violation, I make this 
point so you will understand that we will investigate any allegations 
which secm to have some concrete basis, ‘but will not engage in extensive 
investigations of matters of mere ‘suspicion. For these matters, or 
| for such’activities as electronic "cleansiag” of premises, your 

‘| clients will need to employ private investigative services. (vy) 
- 

” & 

With ‘those caveats, we will undertake an investigation of illegal. 
surveillance of The Institute, beginning with-the snecific incident 
referred to in your letter. I assume thath at 
be available for interview in that connection. T hava directed that. 

» this investigation begin without delay, (u} 

For the broader investigation you have requested, I would appreciate 
your furnishing me reports of specific incidents, with as such detail | 
as practical, which would indicate acts or patterns ct iTiegal surveil- 
lances these reports should include names of individuals wo wil? be 
available for follow-up interviews and for court testimony, if needed. . 
Ne also will need a listing of the officers, employees, or those _ 
associated with The Institute, including their office and residence 
addresses and office and residence telephone numbers.: 1 will institute 
the broader investigation, as. resources ane available, fellowing receipt 
of these mterials. : . a) 

‘ 
Nery truly yours, 

re Ih ek 
Oe Wilson lied 

Chief of Police 

ce: Wiltiam D. Ruckelshaus, Acting Director, FBI 
Honorable. Robert Kas tenneier 

cen? = 1973. 

\ XEROXED ORIGINAL-RETAIM, AL RG 
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cones fom xo. 18 d sees 8) ws 
MAY 1942 EDITION . * 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . Mr. Pelt 
r Xr. Baker 

Memorandum i Caan — 
Mr, Conrad, 

3 Mr. Gebhardt ____ 
ro  : MR. PONDERY pate: 6-20-73 Me. Jenkins 

Ge Mr. Marshall 

Mr. a i 
Mr, Soyar: 
Mr. Thompson FRom : Fletcher D. rnompsony Me. Walter ; Walters 
Tele, Room —__ 
Mr. Baise: 

ra 7? - 

women, [— ta toe 
INSTITUTE OF POLICY STUDIES A Merington DZS ‘Mr. Herington 

ee , INFORMATION CONCERNING-——— ee Mr. Mintz 

uoes Meo loga 
Captioned individual called on 6-20-73. She stated 

she is employed by the Insti! of Policy Studies and is doing 
research for'| ‘who is writing a book concerning 

data banks and rélated matters pursuant to a Marshall Field 

Foundation Grant. She made inquiry concerning the processing 

of fingerprints. I briefed her génerally on our authority for the 

collection, preservation and exchange of fingerprint information. 

She indicated that ‘she would appreciate taking a tour of the Identi- 

fication Division-at some time and I told her that we would be glad 

to have her but arrangements should be made in advance through 

your office. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

t+ Mr. se bs i an 219, o-f 4 7IS ») bie 
+ 1- Mr, . REG, 19 

ek 14 
FDT:ed .0” , AB JUN 26 1973 _~” 

(4). an ee amas HE 
f 

a 

ALL INFORMATION con ow f- ° 8G, HEREIN 1S yNpuassr pe : tet} 
ue 2 

Z ett bc 
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‘July 3, 1973 

? th ; : Lon 

REO "YY 7FES— 1) - 
: - i ae 

SE Policy, v SkYALe so + - bIC 
1520 |, Nevi.Hamashire Avenue, uN. W. : . . 7 
Washington, D.C. 200300 a satan ae alaths Pcat ame S , 

. In reply to your letter of June 21st, we have no 
printed material available for distribution on Prechek. It 
contains computerized data on known professional-type, xrecid~ 
ivist, bad-check passers whose handiwork has beer examined . 
in the FBI Laboratory through the years. It isan internal 

_ computer system and actually is an adjunct of the National 
Fraudulent, Check File which is a central repository for bad 
checks in the United States. Such checks are submitted by 
police agencies and the FBI to the FBI Laboratory for exami- 
nation in connection with crintina],“investigations. ° (v)- 

+ The actual data encoded inté Prochek is of a cdn- 
“ €idential nature. Since it is an internal FBI computer System, . 

access to and utilization of this file are limited to »personnel 
Qf the FBI _baboratory. ; . ; . (wv) 

Sincerely yours; : . 
‘Wil ’ 

NED wweiliamD, Ruckershaug cs 1 a * . 

ye William D, Ruckelshaus 5 B 4. 

bey 

’ 

BAA Pa 
e 

UL - 1973 

: Acting Director 

* pre =" ‘ 

eet hontaxable, independen center for: ‘xegearch, éducation . 
and social invention on piiblic policy.problems. Therefore, our 
respofise to[ is purposely-circumspect. Reply coordi; 
nated. with. e, Document Section of the Laboratory Division. 

BS] ubyiSys Be 
aay) 
ran “MAIL ROOM(] = TELETYPE unNiT (} 



O Institute for Policy Studies 
1520 New Hampshire Avenue, NW, Washinglom D.C, 20036 (202) ADams 4.9382 

dune 21, 1973 

Acting Director FBI 
Attention: FBI Laboratory 
FBI 
9th and Pennsylvania, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 

fo whom it may concern: . 

“Iam researching data bank systems for the Institute for oe 
Policy Studies here in Washington, D.C.. My research is being 
conducted $00 ed who has received a grant from 
the Marshall Fie foundation to study data banks. We encoun? 
tered some information on ‘the Bureau's PROCHEK, a file of 
known professional check passers. However, our information is 
limited y to the reference of the existence of the FBI file. 

from the Bureau suggested that I submit a written 
request to gain additional information on the file system. (vy) 

Perhaps it would be most helpful if I posed a few ques— 
tions to illustrate the type of information I need, First, is 
your file manual or computerized? Second, how des the.Bureau 
gain its information,i.e., how do the bad check passers be- 
come Known to the FBI? Also, which agencies are contributing 
to your data files? What types of information is stored in 
your files? Finally, who or which agencies have access to your 
files? tu) 

T would appreciate responses to my questions and any ad- 

iw) 

“tos /o0-¥ 779 19 
ery 



‘ 
Institiite for Policy Studies 
1520 Now Hampshive Avenue, N.AW., Washington, D.C. 26036 (202) ADams 49382 

ditional information you feel is revelant to my research as 
soon es possible. Thank you very much for your assistance. 5 ~ 

U 
Sincerely, C 

b6 
2 b7C 
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Date of rosscipton SL2I73 

. On 41/24/71 : telephonically 
advised SA that he had attended a meeting 
at the Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) at which former 
FBI agent,[_ shad spoken. 

[ further advised he had, on his own, with 
his own equipment,, made a tape recording of the meeting. 

[turned the recording over-to SA lon 
11/26/71. It was reviewed and teturned*to[____] since 
it was his porperty. No. copy of this.tepe was made. 

= 

Interviewed on__B/ 2/73 : ot, Washington, D.C Fite #. 
vf : Tae 

———_—T 8, oy et te dictated, f2/ Z = = . ~ = 

Lou-YY7FS> — | 4 
fhis document contains nether cecommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FB] ahd & ladted to your ogency; Ei 

> Us céatenls ofe not to be dliteibuted outside your ogentyny 47S 
a ee on 

onosuis 



FD.302JREV. 11-2770) - . 6: . - “ : 
wet ed “8 eT, a ’ SS -? 
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. FEDERAL BUREAUOF INVESTIGATION wd . * 

Ie efi 
Bate of transcription, 

Sometime after returning to. work subsequent. to . 
November 24, 1971; SA Washington: Field 
Office, Federal Buredu of Investigstion, Washington, D. C., 
was advised by 5A of the same office that 

4 Stated_that the meeting fad’ : 
_- ogeurred én Noyembez* 24, 1971. -[ Thad taped’ the coments + 

- on his om initiative*and with his own equipment. . 
* had “never béen: asked by. Sis to tonduct , 

such taping activities. , : ; 

~ $4[____Jadvised 8A thar [[ had oT 
given hin the tape. SA [did not listen to or, see” a 
the tape and as far as he knows neither the: tape nor a 

. transcription. thereof was made a part of @ WEO- £1 _— 
: Aeeording to. sil | thé tape was xeturned tol 

. Inlecviewed on algira Mas shinaton 1, 2. G rs EO x00- 46784 _ 

———w interne 8/2073 Be 

“this docuhent contoins nether recgmmeindations hor LAr dz ie Sie of 12 4 fulloanddt.your agenty; 
fit ond ite contents ore not to, be shyirtbuted outside your agency. ew e105" 



'DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED Faow: “¥ bb Fas J. 
(sex REAU_OF neiucarion bs 
| _ : CONEIRENT( 

Bar (OLAV Hitlisticative pariop 7" Y REPORTING OFFICE 
NASHINGTON: FIELD 
TLE Opes ° 

NSPITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES’ 
(IPS), 1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE 
AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. CHARACTER OF CASE 

uP 

i 
i 

INTERNAL SECURITY 

REFERENCES : IFO report of SA ROBERT W. FEUER, 3/15/73; 
. Bureau letters to WFO, 4/19/73 and 1/26/73 

oc) ae 
ADMINISTRATIVE: : ye pines = 

This investigation is Based “poh Unformation 
which indicates that captioned organization 

| is engaged in activities which could involve 
|-violations.of Title 18, U.S.C. 2387 (Sedition); 

193. (Espionage), 2101 (antirtiot Laws), and Title 
Y 50; U.S.C. 71. 798 (Internal Security Act ‘of 

t igs0 and the Confmunist Control Act of 1958) : (v) 
a oad My 

Be 

RY. 

i: 

Ag73ied 
fi 

SCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED . CONONE 

TALS 
PENOING OVER ONE YEAR []ves [Jno 
PENDING PROSECUTION 

OVER SIXMONTHS © {ves []No 
SPECIAL-AGENT : = eel ; 
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? Tgenstupy 5% 
NOTATIONS HEREIN ACCOUNT FOR ACCESS AND~OR DELIVERY OF THIS DO DOCUMENT TO SENATE 
(SELECT ‘co, MMITTEE (SSC) AND“UR HOUSE SELECY. COMMITTEE (HSC) ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, 

q fas bom ; wort FORM IN WHICH ACCESS AND OR DELIVERY WAS MADE MAY. BE DIFFELENT 
THAN AS REDRESENTED BY THIS > 9CU AENT uw THAT CERTAIN EXCISIONS MAY HA/E BEEN 
MADE. FOR ACCESS DELIVERY FORM, SEE BUFILE ,S) 62-116395 (SSC), 62-116464 (HSC). 

sso. HSE pype Meets we, “ 
DATE wreensnrns ACC. reer 

neirieites OATE enn pr pe ate i ea > 
DOCUMENTS FURNISHE? 'O S87 RE MARTIN LUTH: » {6,JR, WERE ALSO FURNISHED 

t, TO ESTATE OF KING THRONSH THE DEPT, AS INDICATED BELO! £9 II'STANT DOCUMENT, DATE 
: DENOTING DELIVERY TO DEPT. SE BUFILE 100-106670 FOR FORM IN WHICH FURNISHED," 

oe ae TO DEPT. 

: { ‘ 

< apes 
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WFO 100-46784 

IPS has been characterized in an article 
by EDITH KERMIT ROOSEVELT appearing on 
page 22 of the September 24, 1967, edition 
of a’ former WDC weekly newspaper, “The 
Examiner", She stated in part that the 
IPS is a Washington-based "Think Factory” 
which helped train extremists who incite 
violence in the United States (U.S.) 
eities and whose educational research 

. serves as a cover for intrigue and poli- 
tical agitation. Through its conferencés 

- and seminars, the IPS asserts a continuing 
influence on the ideology and tactics of 
the New Left. . {v) 

IPS is self-described as a non-profit, 
non-taxable independent center for 
research education and social invention 
on public policy problems. w) 

The report. is classified ™ # to protect 
WF T-L, WF T-17, and uF Pe KYY, Fee 

In assessing this office's past and current inves- 
+ tigative efforts regarding the Institute in light of reference 
Bureau letter, 4/19/73, three recent events appear eriticals. , 

1) Referenced) Report set forth considerable infor- 
mation indicating IPS operates in anaurg of paranoia with 
regard to law enforcement organizations, particularly the FBI. 
Their hiring the services of a Washington, D.C. electronics 
store proprietor in 1971 to sweep IPS for bugs and tans, and 
their -apparent practice of subjecting their employees and 
prospective fellows to polygraph examination tend to confirm y) 
this supposition. 

2) During the latter part of 1971, a 
attempted to obtain ail Tossiers, 

. reports, and information maintained by the Internal Security 
.Division (USDJ) concerning his private, public and professional 
life....." This request was initiated with the aide of The 
American Civil Liberties Union, and was based on 
unsubstantiated claim that the Internal Security Division 
had disseminated false information regarding [~~ Jin the (u)} 

" past. . 

-Be 

COVER PAGE 



WFO 100-46784 

3) During 1973,7 «dS, : 
initiated a civil rights complaint with the aid of WDC Attor- . IC. 
ney MITCHELL ROGOVIN alleging that -federal and local law { 
enforcement agencies had engaged in electronic surveillance, 
and breaking and entering upon the premises of IPS. Inves=- 
tigation by this office did not substantiate[ | ane) 
tions. U 

Coupled with this evidenced paranoia is the fact that 
most of the provocative information that was developed by this 
office regarding those areas of IPS activity contained in this 
communication was derived from[__——sd|s whose identity and bIE 
limitations were set forth in WFO letter to Bureau, 9/15/72 
{IPS caption). WFO feels it would be most unwise at this point 
‘in time. to seriously consider instituting a similar operation 
as encompassed by the utilization of this. source: Potential . 
harm to the FBI and the Federal Government, per se, far 
outweigh the potential information that could be expected w) 
from such a reinstated operation. -- 

Obviously, a classically ambivalent situation pre- 
sently confronts the FBI regarding the scope of additional 
investigation regarding the Institute. The development of 

, information in this investigation which may indicate the violation 
of Federal laws by IPS in general, or by its principal leaders 
is most unlikely without the utilization of a full physical 
surveillance program, technical surveillance, trash cover, 
or live informant in place. None of these techniques is con- 
sidered prudent or féasible at this time. a) 

During the next several months, WFO will direct the 
course of its investigation regarding the Institute toward 
the determination of whether IPS and its principal leaders 
are functioning in violation of Federal law. After this 
period, Washington Field will make a récommended assessment 
as to whether additional investigation is warranted, advising 
the ‘Bureau accordingly. . Cy) 

. The representative of the FBI who telephonically 
contacted the WDC offices of CEC on 8/29/72 utilizing a no- 
name pretext was SA ROBERT W. FEUER. : Cw) . 

The representative of the FBI who reviewed the pass- 
port records (U.S. Government records) regarding SAMUEL RUBIN ot 

on 8/6/64 was T¢[ (uv) be 
BIC 

~Ce . 
COVER PAGE 



{WP T-1 is 

WF T-7 is 

“#0 100-4678 -CONAIBEN HAC 
The representative of the FBI who reviewed the records 

of the Surrogate Court, Westchester County, New York, on 4/28/71 
was SA WILLIAM A. FLYNN, JR. . (vy) 

The representative of the FBI who reviewed the pass— 
port records (U.S. Government records) regarding 
on 1/26/70 wes 38D 8 

he ive of the FBI who observed C7 
eee 9/20/12 was Sh ROBERT W. FEUER. (y) 

- The representative of the FBI who reviewed the records 
at the Bureau of Vital Statistics, New York City, New York, re- 
garding) —SSSSS™S™—SSSSCd vas SA WELLIAM FIELD, JR. 

(v) 
The representative of the FBI who reviewed the records 

of the Passport Office, U.S. District Court, WDC (U.S. Government 
records) regardin and SAMUEL RUBIN 
was IC (v) 

INFORMANTS 

identity of Sources Location 

WF T-2 is 

WF T~3 is] 

WF T-4 is WP 100-48568-1 
: iM} 

WF T-6 is (See Non-Symbol Source Page) 

rotect~Request ) 

WF T-8 is 

WF T-~9 is 

2 

-D- 
COVER PAGE 
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identity of Sources Location 

T-11 is (See Non-Symbol Source Page) 

; T-12 4s 5 WF 157-1181-177 
and 524 

\ 
T-Lb 4 WF 157-1181-142, 

\ 524 

T-15 is| WF 100-52575-39 ,40 

T-16 is (See Non Symbol Source Page) 

oat fel eg , 
pas isC 
T-19 is (See Non-Symbol Source Page) 

T-21 is WF 100-1522-1600 

EADS: . - (Hy 

WASHINGTON FIELD 

WF 100-46784-1368pD 

AT WASHINGTON; D.C. WFO is discontinuing the leads set 
* forth for this office as contained in referenced report, other 
than continuing to follow and report upon IPS activities. The i 
specific areas the leads in referenced report addressed themselves 

. to were either not in the areas of legitimate investigative in- 
terest the Bureau set forth in the 4/19/73 Bureau letter, or fell 
into areas of investigative concern that are not the juris-— 
dictional responsibilities of the» FBI. (vy) 

-Ee- . , 
COVER PAGE : 
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We T-l1_ is WF 157-1181+177, 
(Requested ) _ and Bey . 

FT-19 is : WF 157~2208- 
L WDC (Requested) 2,3,5 a.) 

WFO. 1100-46784 CONEBENEAL 

ADMINISTRATIVE = NON-SYMBOL SOURCE PAGE 
ReWFOreport of SA at Washington, D.C, 

captioned “INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS), IS-REVACT," ‘ 
dated 8/24/73. . 

identity of Sources Location 

WF T-6 is WF 100~46784-1017 b7c 

WDC, to whom a subpoena duces 
ecum should be directed in the event. 

a request is made for information 
set out. (Requested) 

WE P~16 is WF 100-46784- 

671p2. 
WDC (Requested) 

‘ 

THIS PAGE IS TO BE RETAINED IN HEADQUARTERS CITY AT ALL TIMES. 
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FBI AUTCHATIC CECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
DATE 08-24-2015 BY 

The Acting Attorney General L October 31, 1973 

¢ 

Mr. Franck 
(Attn: lr. Herington 
Mr. Mintz 
Mr. B.S. Hiller 
Hr. BR. L. Shackelford 

J " se 2 & 
Dixector, pr /007 797752 — 208 

REC-IG H 
I 
1 

INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS) 

7 

7h i IN ae 

against the IPS. . 
r 7 

For-yotir backgroiind information, IPS was tle subject 
of a prelimin: quiry by the FBI in November, 1968, after 
information Was eived indicating a possible connection 

+ between IPS and~the Students for a Democratic Society. (SDS). 
fhe investigation was expanded in 197l after it, was determined 
that IPS planned to embark on 2 five year plan for the radical 
reconstruction of" AmeYiédit “Society and had circulated to t 
radical groups.‘aréund' the cotintry a document calling for brigades 
to descend on Washington, D. C., and closé down Government \‘": 
agencies. The: ‘current investigation is directed, toward. those’ 
areas in whith Gidlations, of Federal statutes may be developed 
in view of the activities of IPS personnel involving the . 
Hiddle East and the Arabs, North and South Vietnan, Tangania 
and the Pan~African Moverient and contacts with subversive 6 av 
organizations and individuals in the United States. (G7 tr 

Se spupgtes , Gye “ In May, 1973, HitchelYRogoyin, danse for IPs, 
requested lir, William D. Ruckelshaiis, then Acting Director of 
the FBI, to investigate alleged hts 

econ, ~=-9f IPS personnel. in general and 
in particular. ‘In June, if 
General J. Stanley. Pottinger concerning, the eivil r: 

Admin, emmew 
Comp. Syst. 
Ext Affates ights of IPS 

Pe 
b7Cc 

> 
a 

~ x 
DECLASSIFICATICH AUTHORITY CERIVED FROM: 

oo 

3 ur, bé wi} ~ InFe bIC it y FORMATION CoN . Ss “8 Ds) HEREWE ASE ON MEKORANDUMLASS. 5 
age Sy WH WH OTHERWISE, > or 
eee) nN Reference is made to a memorandum dated October 17, . ES>. 1973, from Mr.[ «dF Fice of the former Deputy pc bs =O" | Attorney General, to Taspeotor [et Office of Legal L———P7¢ 
SUB e | Counsel, FBI, wherein a status report was requested concerning 
ie. an article by Johpiidnraban, "Washington Post" staff writer,. 
cone which appeared in the "Washington Post" on October 10, 1973. 
CCKcaAG The story alleges.that the FRI engaged in illegal activities uv) 

t 

b3 

b7D 

b7E 

4 x yy, 

t 

e H 

9973, he S wrote tg Assistant Attorney 27°. 
et fiesacin. Personnel. - The allegations included illef>{ surveillances by eo 

Gov tveromm  Fedexval and local; jaw énforcement > neluding electronic .7. 

‘tate, «=~ SWG:mem/ajn (9) Hise’ Foen_/ 3 Ser Nori pace tuo 
te Us PRA EA 
PEN mA 

Ne 1 
ASSEIERSE 

ERAS "Blip San sal 
- 4 

e 

ia 

yi aoe 
{ 
4 ) 
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The Acting Attor: . néy General B 
aoe i = 

Rb LTRS 

surveillance and breaking and entering. .A civil rights investi= 
gation was conducted by_oux Washingto: a Office of the 
allegatiotis concerning and results were , b6 
furnished to the Civil Rights! LOY ~pe-the Justice : bie: 
Department and to former Special Brésééutor a ao f i 

. With the denials of electronic surveillances or burgiaries by FBI 
- Agents. By memorandum dated October 17, 1973, Assistant Attorney 

General Pottinger requested additional investigation relating 
to alleged brorking and entering and surveillances, including 

te electronic surveillance of IPS. . (vu) 

who is mentioned in the article, was ee 
a Special Agent of the FBI from Hay 10, 1965, to April 30, 1970, 
when he voluntarily resigned. Since his resignation he has Keen 
eritical of the Bureau's investigative and personnel policies 
and has visited IPS and discussed his participation in FBI 
investigations in thé Now Left and racial fields. He has also 
made several allegations against the FBI in newspaper and 
magazine articles claiming the FBI was unnecessarily investigating 

| organizations: and individuals who had not committed crimes. 
6 allegations that the FBI improperly secured bank records : 

regarding IPS, that he himself initiated investigation of IPS ! 
and concluded there was nothing to investigate but that 
investigation of IPS continued and his description of that i 
investigation have all been made before. Previous inquiries into ‘ 

's allegations disclosed they are inaccurate and there were ; 
no proprieties on the part of FBI Agents during the course y 
of the investigation of IPS. {v) 

1 -- Office of the Deputy Attorney Genoral 

NOTE: 

Memorandum being sent to the Acting Attorney General 

in response to a request for a status report concerning the 

allegations in the "Washington Post" article described above. 

[hee a 
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Date: 11/16/73 

Transmit the following in 
(ype in plaintext or code 

Via-AIRTEL 
(Priority) H 

woe ee ee ee ee bo------2 

\ TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-447935) ATIN: INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 
: an j 

FROM: SAC, WFO (44-951) GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE 
OO DIVISION 

INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES 
1520 New Hampshire Avenue 
Washington, D. C, % C. 
INTERNAL SECURITY (fre 

UNSUBS =: 
AND THE 

INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES - VICTIMS 
CONSPIRACY AGAINST RIGHTS 
CIVIL RIGHTS . " 
(00:WEO) i 

Bureau airtel of 10/29/73 forwarded a copy of a 
memorandum from the Civil Rights Division (CRD) of the De-~; 
partment wherein the Bureau in question #2 was requested 
to “Provide a copy of all records and reports of the Wash- 
ington Field Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
pertaining to the ‘surveillance’ of the Institute for Policy 
Studies (IPS) for the period January.1, 1971, to the present." 
I was informed by the Bureau that thé, word "surveillance" 
should be interpreted in the broadest|possible sense so as 
to mean the equivalent of investigation. Under the circum- 
stances, I found it desirable to have the WFO file reviewed /,)), 
for the purpose of composing a “damage assessment" potential 
Should the Bureau decide to comply with the CRD's request. 

UNRECORDEDC 

ALL INFORMATION CONTERIS 
_qvya0 HEREIN, JS UNCLASSIF 

@ + Bureau 
‘2 ~ WFO 

(1 - 1100-46784) 

Approved: eee es 
Special Agent in Chi Se q = 4556 GL P gent in Charge U.S.Government Printing Office: 1972 455-574 
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WFO 44-951 

WFO has conducted an examination of the 22 volume 
file on the IPS matter which consists of in excess of 1400 
serials, This file contains raw investigative material 
which generally falls within the following categories: @) 

Identities of confidential sources which furnished 
banking information pertaining to IPS and its pérsonnel. WFO, 
during a portion of the investigation, had access to the records 
of theo leads were set out to many points b7D 
in the United States of America to gather background data 
on_ banking correspondents, Thiis, sources in banks other than 

are identified in the file, Co 

Classified material pertaining to representatives 
of foreign embassies, These individuals were either in contact : 

with IPS or were of interest to FBIzinvestigation of IPS. 19) d 

Stationary ‘observation posts and physical surveillance 
techniques, With information that Weather fugitives visited 
IPS, WFO had in effect a stationary observation post on IPS 
for a period of several months, Additionally, surveillances 
were conducted on spot check basis over several years with (v) 
respect to New Left figures who frequented IPS, 

Identities of live symbol and non-symbol informants 
who furnished data pertaining to IPS. v) 

Investigative results pertaining to. other mattérs 
which were placed in the IPS file because of collateral {u) 
interest, such as Elsur data, 

Results of Metropolitan Police Department investigatioris 
of IPS which were funished to WFO in confidence, (v) 

Confidential information furnished by the b7D 

which were made available without the benefit -} 
of subpoéna duces tecum, 

K 



WFO 44-951 

Material furnished by other Federal agencies such ¢ \ bre 
as the[___|which falls under the "Third Agency Rule", 

Material furnished the FBI by private industry 
and its reaction to requests of IPS concerning policies 
of private industry, This material was furnished the FBI 
in confidence, 

yo) 

Information supplied by foreign intelligence agencies ( 
which was for FBI use only. 

‘Material relative to the security afforded IPS of . 
its buildings and environment, : 

Administrative correspondence between FBI Headquarters 
and WFO relating to specific investigative points, 

. The foregoing was made available to SA ROBERT L. ful 
SHACKELFORD. of the Bureau. on 11/1/73. - 

While advice has since been received from the Bureau 
that the CRD's original request with regard to paragraph #2 
of its letter has been modified pending review in the Depart- . 
ment of material furnished to it previously by the Bureau con- { y } 
cerning IPS, I would like to make the following observations 
should the Department renew its request in anything like its 
original form. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

The CRD has. no greater right to review the Bureau's 
vaw files than any other agency or division to which we dis- g} 
seminate information since, among other things, we have the 
obligation to protect the identity of sensitive sources and 
techniques which would be revealed. 

it should be expected to accept the Bureau's parole concerning (te 
the lack of any illegality or impropriety by Bureau employees 
in connection with the IPS investigation. 

While the CRD. may make any inquiry of the Bureau, } 



" WEO 44-951 

“YE an analogy may be drasm with Departmental re- 
. -Qhests regarding electronic surveilldnces (elsurs) with re- < . 

- gatd to evidentiaty material’ in connection with criminal | 
actions pending in Federal Court, it has been the Depart- - 
ment"s- practice to ‘merely request the Bureau to review its 
own files and, theteafter, fo accept without question the < 

, Bureau's response. It’ is noted that im the IPS case there 7 
- is no matter’ pending before thé court. The CRD's request = s/s * : 

to,. in effect, see thé WEO taw file can only-be interpreted- - 
“As. av disinclination to aécept the results of the Bureau's - 
own file review. : . - 

The Bureau has beer: placed in the: position y CRD” 
>of attempting to establish a negative concept, that is, the 
Burégu's non-dnvolvement in any illegal activity,as ¢ 
ofa communication directed to-~former Acting Director 
RUCKELSHAUS in May,.1973, .by MITCHELL ROGOVIN of IPS, wherein’ ''* 
ROGOVIN. engaged in accusative Speculatidn, approaching paranoia 
by way of imputation, of -wrong ‘doing to. the Bureali without ~ 

ésult | 

Buréau. had WFO institute a most thorough review of files, in-. . 
terviews of investigative personnel, ag well as the complainants, 
police officers, ‘etc.; and thereafter Wro submitted an exten: 
sive letterhead’ memorandum which should have set in proper 
perspec . Lor any reasonable person the true facts surround- 
ing the incident complained of by. ROGOVIN. 

4 Having bent over backwards;..having' "walked the extra 
mite" as it were, I feel it intolerable that the ‘CRD should 
consider attempting to test the Bureau's credibility by a 
review of raw field office “files instead of telling ROGOVIN 
to “put up: or shut, up" with regard to. furnishing speci: 
Iam sure the Butéau also xegards ROGOVIN's. position as © 

. ' & thinly veiled attampt to: learn whatever -the FBI, knows.-con=. 
_ cerning IPS, : 

4 i there was a single area of Legitimate itiquity = 
for ROGOVIN oh behal£ of IPS, it, coricerris the events Of the : 

- evening of 5/24/73. ‘That issue was met head-on in the most, _ 

“factual basis. Desi ite the lack of factual predication, ‘the. + y 
a 



WFO 44-951 , . 

thorough jraimer. To. permit ROGOVIN's paranoid suspicions of 
Bureau operations to be used as a predication for a CRD raid 
on Buyeau files would be intolerable. CRD. has permitted { 5 
ROGOVIN to place.this matter all out of perspective.. If the “ 
Bureau wefe to be put through this exercise each time some . 
malcontent, vociferously expressés himself, we would have 
time for little else. 

RECOMMENDATIONS ; 

Should the GRD tenew its requést to review wero! s 7 | 
raw file in this matter or, in any evént, dacuments not 7 
originally intended or prepared for dissemination, that: 

“J . 1. The Bureau decline to’ comply. 

f ’ 2. "That ‘the CRD -be informed that the entire in- 
| veStigative file concerning the IPS in WFO Has been seviewed root 
and fnot a single inkling of illegality. or improprietytwas an 
detected; further, that sac, WFO is prepared to make affidavit - 

..to this effect at such time as there is an action, ‘before the 
ws court,” which is not now the case. a 

3. That the Bureau inform CRD that the Bureau 
os uO stands prepared’ to respond to any and all legitimate in- 

Ta ‘quiries of substance concerning the propriety. of its operations. 
gt oS 

rey 48 " 4. That the Bureau expects. the CRD in. the future 
oe oe -to insist upon receipt of more specifics from. a complainant -. a) 

instead. of placing the Bukeaw in a position ag attempting ‘to a 
fove a negative concept. : 
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To: SAC, Detroit (100-42081) 

From: Director, EBI (20-470582) LUN 
MOLEHOLE > 

of SUBVERSIVE LATTER. “cextabitgsn) 

|“ ROPBINQte? dated, iijar/is, 

| for Potroit 
printouts of 

on ALL di: ste ; the address b7e 
book of Which was. in his possession at the \ 
time of. his arreat on 11/12/73. These ord} ‘ 
checked against. the following: Ti dX 

MS 
| iN 

oA 

8 
S 

Additionally énclosed is the printouts ‘of TE 
Crater pitrommation eoncerning those 

ste the above printouts under : : 

- OS 0) 
Enelpsures. (8) _ - 

FR @- Institute for policy Study (10944 936 Anstitute for Policy Study , 

ave . 

Ae 

a | ~ DUPLICATE ‘ALO 

Ei S40ec 20 1973 icra —_ 



from. this printout, vj 

Airtel. to. Detroit 
Ré: Molehole 

It 4s to. be noted that riot all a have. 
information, This is partially due to periedit 

leletions from|___]by the. fieid.- Those[___] on which. 
Ca phase information is attached are notéd by 4 dash (-), - 
and Zoe LJ anfornition aré noted by a 
zero (0 

In order to_more he pr. 
Should be noted that. | 

Have been checked against the] ss CC~=‘zE SPR 

ascertaine - eontacting the field office, referring to 
the 2161d office filé, which is listéd under "Fo NUMBER" 
since those numbers would have been entéred into by 
& comminication under the. field office ile number. indicated xg 

The following is an example of what can be obtained 

es 2 
which were listed in] SS sade book which 

b7E 



Atrtel to Detroit * 
Res. Nolehole™ 
1002470562 

. . Inquiry concerning was also made on two- 
secasioiis by the Charlotte ce under théir file numbers: 
157-6758 And-ABC5268 07 

ih is the mubject of the case. 
captioned, aka, SM ~ RA; IS - CH" 
WEO file. ‘2 [has recently traveled to China 

- and is a of the Institute for Policy Study, 
which has been. publicly deséribed as a New«Left "Think-Tank.* 

- Ceres a background of Wnvolvement.. with the Students 
: or & Democratic’ Society during the period 1962 + 1965.96 an 

b7C 

b75 



Airtel to Detroit . v . so a : 
i - Re? Holehole * ~ “owe ‘ 
. _ £00-470582 . wun i . . 

Bury 

Detroit should thoroughly review enclosed 
printouts in conjunction with the objectives of the 

. investigation in captioned matter, After thorough 
analysis, -logical ne be set forth to determine 
the involvement of land others in the promotion of bé 
violent revolution, Be Ty BTC 

- , (Me bIE 

- NOTE: co . : 

ss Molehole is a Buteau code name in the investigation 

* it is felt that an explanation of the printquts,is nectssary 

L - for the Understanding of the Detroit ob8e0. th 

‘ > 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
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7 ci Shang BR. L. Shackelford 
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SHOWN OTH 

Le 

- -REREW EXCEPT Ps 
b7D 

CLASS 
REASO’-FoT 7 Ve) v6 

. DATE ov i a b7C 
PURPOSE: 

1 To anaver the Director's question of Mr, Hiller | 
‘any untrubha in this story?" referring to a "Washington 
Post™ newspaper story by staf? weiter Paul W. Valentine, 
which appeared in the 11/26/73 edition of the "Washineton . - 
Post™ and which dealt with ptatements made by captioned ( U ) 
individuals to the "Vasitinstor Post, * 

BACKGROUND: bs 

eh 

2 on yy 4 »7D manera ngh LORY 74 258° 
“: 935 ingbitute for Policy Stydiesh72 pe meen csi 

Enelosure: or OF RECORDE ~ 
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b6 EPS, which is mentioned in thé article, es oe 
subject of a prelininary inquiry by the FBI in ll rons 
after information was received indicating a possible connection 
betyeen IPS and SDS, The investigation was expanded in 1971 
after it wan determined that IPS planned to émbarkc én a five year 
pian for the radical reconstruction of American dociety and 
had circulated to radical groups around the country a-decument 
‘calling for brigades to descend on Washington, D.C,, and close WW 

- down Government agencies. The current investigation of IPS = < 
is directed toward those areas in which violations of Federal 
statutes may be déveloped in view of the activities of IPS 
personnel involving the Middle East and the Arabs, _ ; 
North and South Vietnam,£Tanzania and the Pan-African Movement tnd 
contacts with subversive organizations and individuals in the 
United States. 554 Tj 
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TO 

FROM 
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Or TIcetAL FORM NO, 19 & i = MAY tse2 EDITION Sas 
SEA FeMR (6t CER) 101-128 Sd 

“ UNITED STATES GQ*SRNMENT aoe | 

Memoraniium 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-447935) pate: 1/4/74 

AG, ATLANTA (100-7852) (C) 

SUBJECT: Onsrrrure FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS), aka 

' 

vi 

Institute for Southern Studies (ISS)—— 
INTERNAL SECURITY 
00: WFO 

Re report of a 5/31/73, at b6 
Atlanta; and Bulet to Atlanta, 6/1. . (uv). b7c 

Referenced Atlanta report of 5/31/73, pointed 
out that ISS in Atlanta was affiliated with IPS in 
Washington, D.C., and that in the past ISS had been 
primarily involved in doing research and research papers 
on the military industrial complex in the South; also 
that as of the Spring of 1973, ISS was doing research 
on prison reform, prisoners’ rights, court reform, - 
justice in trials, a reform of the legal structure, 
uniformity of sentencing of people convicted of crimes 
and a union for prisoners. In addition, the réport. 
showed that ISS in Atlanta has no regular type meetings 
or affairs and most of its discussions were held at 
informal get-togethers. ©) 

Referenced bulet of 6/15/73, pointed out that 
the Bureau had reviewed the above-mentioned report and 
the Bureau noted that this report set forth certain 
activities of the ISS, which did not appear to be revo- 
lutionary in nature and did not show evidence of pos- 
sible. violations of Federal statutes within the FBI's 
jurisdiction. : ¢ sy™ 

Since the submission of referenced report on 
5/31/73, ISS began issuing a quarterly publication called 
"Southern Exposure", which runs approximately 100 pages 
and, to date, two issues have been published. The Spring, 
1973 issue was devoted to the theme "The Military and 
The. South" and the articles..appearing in this issue (v) 

@)- Bureau RECN: LO -¢Y1G 3S 
- NOs 

2 - WEO (100-46784) ; 
L - Atlanta WA JAN T1974 ys 
EAS/Iru bE 
(5) a 

LL TREORM: 

58 Jan Corsten 38 
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Reg 



og ae we OPTIONAL FORK NO. 19 fo. te me 
* = maraeseomon ro , 1 GSAFPMR (At CFR) 10f-118 

¢ “UNITED STATES Gog pment . gO 

Memorandum .. °. 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-447935) pate: FEB 28 1974 

Te Dw. WFO (100-46784) (Cc) 

sunjeor CRISTIPUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS) 
1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Is 

Re Bureau letter to WFO, 4/19/73; WFO report of SA 
8/23/73; and WFO airtel to Bureau, 11/16/73. (wv) Bs 

Cc 

WFO has reviewed the investigative efforts conducted 
to date concerning captioned organization and its principal 
leaders, and has come to the conclusion. that a paucity of in- 
formation exists that would support the likelihood of IPS or 
its leaders to be functioning in violation of Federal law. (v) 

This, coupled with the following examples of IPS 
activity directed against the FBI and other law enforcement 
organizations has convinced this office that continued investi- 
gative efforts directed toward the Institute would be unlikely 
to develop further substantial information detailing subversion 
on the part of IPS, and could very likely again place the FBI 
into a position of attempting to prove a negative concept, i.e., 
the Bureau's non-involvement in any illegal activity directe: 
against the Institute, that SAC, WFO specifically addregséd 
himself to in referenced WFO airtel: Cv 

1) WFO report of SAT —S—s—CSC—C—_ 315/73, et be . 
forth considerable information indicating IPS operates in bic 
an aura of paranoia with regard to law enforcement organi~ 
zations, particularly the FBI. Their hiring the services of 
a Washington, D. C. (WDC) electronics store propreitor’ in 
1971 to sweep IPS for bugs and taps, and their apparent. 
practice of subjecti: their employees arid prospective fellow: 
to polygraph exami: | to confirm this sw easton 1) 

HOO —-Y — 

e Lavted 2S of tor; f 
at IPS, attempted to obtain "a Os 

slers, reports, and information maintained by the Internal 
Security Division (USDJ) concerning his private, public and 
professional life..." This request was initiated with the aid 

[- For me 

b3 
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ureau 4? . ee . (x) 1-WFO ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED geeuan 111974 j 

(3) ply DATE =o BY ) ee Cat 

-APR1 1974 

IPC: Ime / HEREIN IS UNCLASSIF, S 
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WFO 100~46784 

of The Americari Civil Liberties Union, and was based onL__ dts 
unsubstantiated claim that the Internal Security Division had ) bic 
disseminated false information pegarding>—]in the past. ( 

initiated a Federal civil rights Complaint w. e 2 WDC © 
attorney, MITCHELL ROGOVIN, alleging that Federal and local law 
enforcement agencies had engaged in’electronic surveillance, 
and breaking and entering upon the premises of IPS. Investi- 
gation by this office did not in any way substantiate Lou) 
allegations. . 

Referenced letter focused on several facets of activity 
of IPS and its personnel which the Bureau suggested may involve 
violations of Federal statutes. All of these areas having a -do- 
mestic origin have been the subject of separate investigations 
by this office as follows: (u 

’ 
bé 

b7c 

.MIDDLE EAST ‘RESEARCH INFORMATION 
PROJECT (MERIP) 
Is 
Bufile: Uninown 
“WROTL1e + b3 

- bIE 

PAUL, LEONARD JACOBS 
* .IS-ME 

Bufile: 100-401403 
WFOfile: 100-48569 

fh 
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WFO 100-46784 

CENTER FOR BLACK EDUCATION (CBE) 
WASHINGTON, D. C, 
EM 
Bufile: 157=15364 
WFOfile: 157-2619 

RICHARD JACKSON BARNET 
SM ba 

purive:[ | bre 
WFOfile: 100-45302 

(uv) 
J As the Bureau set forth in referenced letter, it is 

agifficult to differentiate between legal and potentially i1- 
legal activities of IPS because of the interrelated structure 
of its programs, and the complexity of its furiding, however, 
there does appear that many of the Institute's activities 
-are in the gray area of propriety, or may even be proper. (vw) 

For this reason primarily, and for those reasons 
enumerated previously, WFO is discontinuing the investigation 
regarding the Institute at this time. Should information be 
“developed by this office that suggests subversive and/or 
illegal involvement on the part of those organizations or“in- 
dividuals listed above, this. information will be furnished 
to the Bureau under their specific organizational or indivi- 
dual title, and obviously, if future information comes to 
the attention of this office indicating an overall subversive 
and/or illegal activity on the part of IPS pér se, the investi- 
gation re captioned organization will be re-opened at that 
time. ( v) 

be 

bIc 
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Legal Cous, 
Telephone Rm. 

Vv ph 
FROM: R. Le sacters ly ay i 

sunjEcT: “INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS 
INTERNAL SECURITY 

PURPOSE: 

To advise Intelligence Division (INTD) concurs 
, With the decision of WFO to close its investigation ‘of 
‘ IPS as stated in WFO letter dated 2/28/74, which is attache 

“BACKGROUND: : (u) 
i. IPS incorporated as a non~profit organization in 

1962 ih the District of Columbia to receive and maintain 
funds for daritable, scientific, literary or educational 
purposes. Most responsible for the development of IPS were 

“Richard Barnet, [be 
* bi7c 

. Richard J. Barnet was an organizer for antiwar protests. 
inns He traveled. to Europe, the Soviet Union and North Vietnam 
iu) {and was in contact with high-level officials of the 

Russian, Polish, Hungarian and Czechoslovakian aan war 2 
b in Washington, D.C. 3x . (2) 

was a defendant with[ sin a trial 
regarding the Selective Service System, He was acquitted, 

452] He publicly stated that the capitalistic system in the U.S. 
Batt iis causing imperialism aggression in other parts of the 

world. in aigciora | Jone one of a group who met with 
sees, the North Vietnam and Viet Cong delegations to the Paris 

LH! Peace Talks during which the “Politi rf of Escalation" of the 
was strongly oon REC-18 LYOG 4 LE PPS. osm =a 

was eithe¥-a A cer or participant ii in “pimost 
revery New Left oriented event in WaShington, DzC; forgseyeral 
years, in 1967 he became or 
"Ramparts" magazine and the Radical Education SProject"of sees 

“Btudents for a Democratic Society (SDS). was active in 
DS in 1968 and helped organize the demonstrations 

bé 

b7c 

PY FILED f 

aH 

UNRECORDE! Qa. 

b 

. b6 i o~ Democratic National Convention ip Ghicago. (uv) IC 

Enclosizve | 5 HoiGlassii al CBE, C, 
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Sg ee a 
Memorandum to Mr Wii Ri Wannall 
RE:- Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) 
100-447935 SECRERCON 

In late 1968, following a trip to Cube by SDS TIAL 
arrangements were made through {ee 

of SDS, for a story about the tripy bIC 
worked for IPS and for "Ramparts" magazine Upon receip 

of this information, a preliminary inquiry concerning IPS was 
conducted to determine any connection between IPS and "Ramparts" 
magazine and to determine the aims and purposes of IPS.so that 
a determination could be made whether investigation of IPS was 
warranted under existing instructions concerning investigations of 
organizations; ( v) 

In mid-1969, Cheriff Guellal, former Algerian 
Ambassador who had joined IPS, made all of the arrangements 
for 2@ Pan-African Confere: rs with money allegedly 
put up by IPS through The Conference was 
attended by many black militants from the UvS;, including 
the Black Panther Party (BPP). Soviet influence on the 
Conference was omnipresent and the direction of the propaganda 
at the Conference was the result of Soviet planning, (u\ 

in late 1969, Richard Js Barnet visited Hanoi, 
North Vietnam, and held discussions. with Premier Pham Van Dong’. wv) 

b6 

b7c 

i) > 
In late 1970, a 

[___ visited the offices of IPS in Washington, pecs! SC) 

In late 1970, IPS reportedly circulated a document 
calling for brigades to descend on Washington, DjCs, and close g 
down Government agencies; The chief organizer of the program 
was reported to be subject, 
assisted by of IPSs : . 

In late 1970) it was learned that IPS was considering 
a five year plan to radicalize UsS, society through the creation () 
of counter structures, 

In view of the above, the investigation of IPS was 
expanded in order to determine if its was subversive in nature, (v) 

(FIDE: TIAL 
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“Memorandum to tir. W. R. Wannail 

ind 

RE: Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) 
100=447935 

. By letter dated 8/31/71, Assistant Aviaitney General 
Robert C, Mardian requested additional investigation of IPS { 
pointing out a-possible connection between IPS and the . re ) 
unauthorized disclosure of the "McNamara Papers," a possible o 
violation of Title 18, USC, 792-98 (Espionage). . 

In late 1971, a meeting was arranged at IPS for the 
Middle East Research ana Inf (MERIP). A (> 
staff member of the Project, Who, later joined ‘be 
IPS, was a member of the delegation to the Second World Conference27< 
on Palestine held in Amman, Jordan, in mid-1970. The Conference 
adopted views which identified completely with Arab guerriilas 
and called for “revolution in the U.S." 

In mid-1972,[ requested advice ol 
about financing a trip to the Middle East to study and repor 
the revolutionary and progressive developments in the area of 
the oil-rich U.S. dominated Persian Gulf, He subsequently ) 
arranged to leave for Istanbul, Turkey, in late 1972, (v 

In early 1973,[ _Jendorsed the work of 
who was working for IPS in determining the extent of 

FBI investigations of the Arab Community as part of af overall 
study Of the U.S. internal security apparatus. (v) 

In 4/73, FBIHQ reviewed the IPS investigation and 
directed WFO to insure that the investigation of IPS and its 
leaders is directed in those areas in which violations of 
Federal statutes may be developed, such as the Internal Security. 
Act of 1950, Communist Controi Act of'1954, sedition, espionage 
and antiriot laws and that the continuing investigation of IPS: 
is concerned only with possible illegal activities so that iy 

.Will. be no. infringement upon the rights of IPS personnel... 

In 8/73, WRO reported the results of itss investigation 
in accordance with FBIHQ guidelines and advised that after a 
period of severd) months. it would assess its investigation to 
determine whether IPS and its principal leaders were in violation 
of Federal statutes, after which appropriate recommendations 
would. be made concerning continued investigation, (uv ) 

By létter dated 2/28/74, WFO advised it had reviewed 
its investigation and conciuded there is no current evidence that 
IPS is presently engaged in activities in violation of Federal 
statutes and continued investigation would not “eect” 

y 

CONTINUED ~ OVER 



Sa eee) 
Memorandum to My. Ws, Rs Wannall 
RE: Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) 
100-447935 

See 
prosecutable violations of statutes covering subversive ac a 
Further, additional investigation would likely lead to t 
additional civil rights allegations, infra, being made against ‘ 
the FBI and its personnel which would again place the FBI in 
@ position of attempting to prove no illegal activity was directed 
against IPS; WFO advised it was closing its investigation of 
IPS subject to being reopened if future information indicates 
subversive or illegal activities by IPSs WFO also pointed out 
that IPS leaders and other personnel have been subjects of separate 
investigations where their activities indicated possible ey 
of Federai statutes and listed eight such investigations. (Vv) 

RELATED MATTERS: 

In 5/73, IPS alleged a violation of the civil rights 
of some of its personnel; At the direction of the Civil Rights. 
Division (CRD) of the Department, a civil rights investigation was 
conducted, and no evidence of improper or illegal acts on the 
part of Bureau personnel was developed, The results of this v) 
investigation are presently under consideration by the CRD of 
the Department. 

On 2/20/74, IPS filed a civil coliplaint against. 
John Nz Mitchell and others, including present. and former FBI 
personnel, alleging illegal interception. of telephone calis. 
of IPS personnel at IPS, breaking and entering and removal of 
documents from IPS, All of the allegations concerning FBI personnel 
are absolutely baseless and false and were resolved in the civil 
rights investigation,supra; Part of the allegations in the IPS 
complaint involve. the “plumbers, the Washington, D,C., Police 
Department and other non-FBI individuals; We cannot, of course, 
answer for their activities; 

OBSERVATIONS: : vee 

INED concurs with the decision of WFO to close the 
investigation .of IPS based upon its conclusion that there is (v) 
no current evidence that IPS is presently engaged in activities 
in violation of Federal statutes, INID has noted that WFO advised 
that investigations of possible illegal activities of IPS 
personnel, such as the eight cases listed in WFO letter ‘of 2/28/74, 
will be conducted in the individual cases and INID concurs with 
this decision. ‘Two of these cases are pending. and six are closed, 
An ‘up~to-date report concluding the investigation of IPS is being 
requested from WFO, which upon receipt will be disseminated to. J 
the Department. 



Memorandum to Mr; W, R; Wannall 
RE: Institute for Policy Studies (IPs) 
100-447935 

RECOMMENDATION: 

: None; For your, information; Upon receipt of “élosing 
WFO report, it will bé furnished the Department with a cover letter 
along the lines of the. foregoing. . 

‘iad a 
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‘QPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 
i v MAY 1982 EOITION 

% Bsa remen (41 CFR) sort. j * 
: , UNITED STATES e@enenr 

‘Memorandum 
— 

TO  : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~447935) ah 2/10/72 

nopelysnc, DETROIT (100-36428) (RUC) 

soopor ineersure FOR POLICY STUDIES 
1520 New Hampshire Avenue NW & “ 
Washington, D. Cc. Se 
sM - MISC ae) 

7 (00: WFO) 

Re WFO letter, 10/12/70, captioned as above. 

Security Department, b6 
Personnel and Organization Staff, Ford Motor Company, b7c 

| Dearborn, Michigan, advised SA pC on 
12/18/70, that the Ford Motor Company had received a letter ’ 
from the Institute for Policy Studies (IP festing oN 
background information on .the per 
of their security program, signed 

. reed 
advised that the letter was ignored 

and no response was made thereto. 

| wh i liable information b7TC 
in the past, advised a ee 1/29/71, that b7D 
the General M i had received a letter from 
IPS, signed b asking for the same information 
requested fro he Ford Motor Company. This letter was not 
responded to. Ww) 

It is to be noted that the 10/1/70, issue of 
"Combat" carries an article “Left's Think - Tank Launches 
Campaign Against Security Forces.” 

The article: in part stated: 

-~ffI9 3S | 
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"A man who once had a place of honor in the office 
of Pres. Kennedy's National Security Council, Marcus 
Raskin, heads up IPS's Program 2, which at the moment is 
collecting information about the men who handle security 
for the nation's industrial plants. Raskin, another 

‘Liberal Papers’ author, was one on ‘Rampart’ board of 
directors, and was an outspoken critic of the CIA and the 
National Security Agency and other intelligence organizations. 
in mid-August Raskin‘sent a letter to the public relations 
departments of 500 American companies, informing the PR 
men: ‘I am doing a study of the problems of industrial 
security. As a starting point I would appreciate any 
written materials which you might have concerning this 
question including a biographical resume of the person or 
persons in charge of your security program. Thank you very 
much.' PR men habitually respond to such inquiries without 
asking questions themselves. Contacted by 'Combat', Raskin 
said he was doing the research for a b-ok which would show 
'the class background and educational background of the men 
who head various programs, who are part of the business elite.' 
He said one of his interests was to find out what happened 
to ex-military officers and ex-FBI agents. Most American 
firms will not conceal the background of their security 
managers, but when a man who in the past has attacked national 
security programs (e.g., nuclear testing, Skybolt missiles, 
etc.) tries to compile a filing cabinet of dossiers on the 
men who guard the country's industrial plants, security 
agents are suspicious. Not suspicious enough, though. 
Raskin told 'Combat' he has received more than 200 replies." 

It is suggested that WFO attempt to establish a 
source in the offices of IPS determine what companies 
replied tol setter. b6 

) b7Cc 
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. i J . : Memorandum 

TO, + DIRECTOR, FBI (100-447935) DATE: 2/4/71 aah 
ji 
FROM : >fpre LOUISVILLE (100-5289) (RUC) 

SUBJECT: INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS) 

SM - MISC ; 

00: WFO a 

Re WFO letter and LHM, 10/12/70, 

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of an LEM. 
Two copies of LHM being furnished San Francisco and WFO. 

}, advised th 
ad_ not heard of captioned organization or of 

advised that he would make discree 
among members concerning IPS, 

On 1/13/71, he furnished information set out in 
LHM and identities of persons contacted and the firms they 
represented, This list is being maintained in the exhibit 
envelope of the an von vabshée —— > 

Hinkel (Ene. s5nodgpeRe —— Mig lg Mpetrenine tar 
2~San Francisco (Enc. 2) (RM) : 
2-WFO (100-46784) (Enc. 2) (RM) a ital : 
1-Louisville 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Louisville, Kentucky 

February 4, 1971 
In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 

INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES 
1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NORTHWEST 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

On January 13, 1971, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that he had made 
discreet inquiries concerning captioned institute 

among fifteen individuals involved in the Tie of 
industrial security and plat protection in thirteen Louisville 

: companies or agencies and one Lexington, Kentucky company. 

Only one of the individuals contacted had heard 
of captioned institute This individual who 
has associated with Standard Oil of Kentucky, advised that 
the Public Relations Department, Standard Oil of California, 
San Francisco, California, had received an inquiry fron 

of the captioned institute dated August 17, 1970, 
Sking for information concerning industrial security and 

a biographical resume of the person in charge of the 
industrial security program of the company. No reply/ 
was made $@ the inquiry. : 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its conténts are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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OPTIONAL. FORM NO, to ’ 
MAY 1982 EDITION ,, 
GSA FPMR (44 CFR) 101-116 

GOVERNMENT ‘ UNITED STATES 

Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-447935) © RATES 2/12/71 
TO : 

kG SAC, WFO (100~46784) 

2 
SUBJECT: “INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES 

. SM - MISCELLANEOUS 
\ - y Space for an observation i bG6 

ecured b7c 

7 b7D ashington Fie ce and there is no 

organizati 

ie 
cos or the lookout. However, in order to maintain 
contact with the office and institute surveillances 
when needed to identify people, it is necessary to use 
a telephone. UACB, WFO will hae a telephone installed 
at this location. 

EXloqg 3 WAR 1 ‘971 
cet tenth . 

bé na 

ALL INFORMATION CONTATNED 7° HEREIN IS PNCLA ' 
DATE_S. 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 5 
{ - nm a - yp 



NOTATIONS HEREIN ACCOUNT FOR ACCESS 4ND~OR DELIVERY OF THIS DOCUMENT TO SENATE =. 
‘ SENSTUDY 75 

SELECT COMMITTEE (SSC} AND“OR HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE {HSC} ON ANTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. 

thd “Rtv NOTES” FORM IN-WHICH ACCESS AND QR DELIVERY WAS MADE MAY BE DIFFE.ENT 

HAN AS REPRESENTED BY THIS 700 42NT IN THAT CE GAIN EXCISWNS MAY RAE B 

MADE. FOR ACCESS“ DELIVERY FORM, SEE BUFILE S) 62-116299 (SSC), 62116464 (HEC). 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

z ; FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer ws Washington, B.C. 20535 
File No. . yi; 

February 19, 1971 

INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES 
1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW. 

HASHINGTON, D.C. 

é ‘By giving a tax exemption to an organization 
. Like the Institute for Policy Studies, our government is 
x allowing tax exemption to support revolution." 1 

Senator Strom Thurmond ao 
(Republican, South Carolina) 
Congressional. Record, 
December 4, 1967 

; a 

5a, 

I. Introduction 

The Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) is located 
at 1520 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. (WDC). 
The Institute was founded in October 1963 by Marcus G. 
Raskin and Kichard J. Barnet who still remain its co-directors. 
The IPS is self-described az a non-profit, non-taxable, 
independent center for research, education, and social 
invention on public policy problems. 

Sls (Sr. 
RBASCN-FCIM IT, I 

DATE OF REVIEW Z 

(IPS Pamphlet entitled "The 
First Three Years," Institute 

bic —- fer Policy Studies) 

"TPs had its genesis in the Peace Research 
Institute, which began operations in Washington on April 
3, 1961, with an announcement that it would serve as a _ wn so 

Lae ct cemtne cane penne ap, 
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private agency to undertake and stimulate research in all 
fields relevant to peace, security, disarmament and 
international order. Shortly afterward, it obtained a 
$20,000 contract for a study for the Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency. 

"Late in 1963, the Peace Research Institute (led 
by Arthur Irwin Waskow) merged with the Institute for 
Policy Studies, which had just been founded by Mareus 
Raskin and Richard Barnet, who once served as deputy 
director of political research for the U.S, Arms Control 
and Disarmament Agency. Arthur Waskow then went to work 
for the IPS as its senior fellow." 

(Article "Barron's" National 
Business and Financial Weekly 
entitled "Radical Think-Tank, 
the Institute for Policy 
Studies Aim to Disarm the 
United States,” dated 10/6, 13/69) 

In an article in the former Washington weekly 
newspaper, "The Examiner" dated September 24, 1967, page 
twenty-two, Edith Kermit Roosevelt deseribed the IPS in 
part, as follows: 

IPS is a Washington based Think Factory, which 
helped train extremists who incite violence in American 
cities, Educational research serves as a cover for intrigue 
and political agitation. 

Through its conferences and seminars, the IPS 
exerts a continuing influence on the ideology and tactics 
of the New Left. 

Structure 

The IPS pamphlet entitled "The First Three Years" 
indicates the structure of the Institute to be as follows: 

2 CONFT Ls 
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There are twenty-two individuals listed in the 
above-described pamphlet as being the Trustees of IPS, two 
individuals are listed as Co-directors and one individual 
as the Executive Officer. The Institute's faculty members 
are called Fellows, which are broken down into the subtitles 
of Resident Fellows, Visiting Fellows, and Associate Fellows. 

4 Resident Fellow is described as a permanent 
member of the Institute faculty. 

A Visiting Yellow is a full-time faculty member 
for a limited period. 

An Associate Fellow is considered to be a part-time 
faculty member who has led seminars on occasion, participated 
in social inventions, or has engaged in individual research 
projects supported by the Institute. 

Note; Since the IPS pamphlet entitled "The 
First Three Years" appeared to be the only 
document published by the IPS, it is difficult 
to determine exactly who are their current 
officers, faculty and students. 

it. 

bE 
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Raskin is also credited in a Washington Post 
newspaper article dated March 30, 1969, entitled "Military 
Influence Deplored}' as urging at a conference on Military 
Budget and National Priorities, the dismantling of the 
Central Intelligence Agency, the Defense Department and 
the National Security Agency within the next decade as 
the only sure way of reversing the "national security 
state... wt 

According to a press release by U.S, Representative 
Robert W. Kastenmeier, Mr. Raskin also served as a group 
secretary for the “Liberal Papers," a collection of essays 
written by more than a dozen professors for a number of 
Democratic Congressmen, made public early in 1962. Among 
other things, the essays urged the United States to allow 
Russia to plug inte this country's warning defense system 
(DEW); recognize end admit to the United Nations Communist 
East Germany, Red China, North Korea, and North Vietnam; 
unilaterally abandon nuclear tests; break up the North 
Atlantie Treaty Organization (NATO); abandon Berlin and 
neutralize Gentral Europe under terms proposed by Communist 
Poland. 

bo 
b7C 

tn addition, a source advisad on April 18, 1970, 
that Raskin was one of the speakers at a convention of 
Federal Employees For Peace, Equality, and Priorities held 
in WC. Raskin stated in part that such Government agencies 
as the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Secret Service, 
intelligence services of other Government agencies, and the 
military should be done away with in that order. He Labeled 
these agencies as un-American. He stated that the capitalistic 
system in the United States is causing imperialism and 
aggression in other parts of the world, and that Federal 
employees should organize to encourage the Government to 
change these policies and to do away with the above-mentioned 
agencies. 

<cSURTED 7 ; WA DOH = Mis 4170) 
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Boat ot we 

.« Richard Jaectson , Barnet Ne 
web idale, Dea 

Go-director yee Tackson: wade et Sgt 
publicly described Zs, A. B. Harvard University, L. L. B., Me 
Harvard Law School; formerly an official of of the the Department 

of State and the United States Arms Control and Disarmament 
Agency, , and Fellow of the Russian Research Center at 
Harvard University. 

"The Examiner", a former WDC newspaper dated 
September 28 through October 1, 1967, page six, contains an 
article entitled "Another View of the 'think factory’. 
The article states in part that Richard Barnet, Co-director 
of the IPS, stated that the work of the Institute and its 
Fellows is completely independent. Government money is not 
accepted in any form, "Our hope is to develop a group of 
social entrepreneurs who can develop solutions to problems, 
prove their merits, and put them into action." 

The Guardian newspaper dated March 16, 1968, 
page three, listed Richard J. Barnet as one of the sponsors 
of the New University Conference (NUC). 

Among the publicly stated aims of the NUC are: 
unite faculty, graduate students and movement intellectuals, 
end the {solation which afflicts so many radicals, suppoft 
radical scholarship and research, support the radicals now 
challenging the doctrines of the university establishment, 
expose university collaboration in war research and social 
manipulation, assist radicals in obtaining university posi- 
tions and to provide defense support against the inevitable 
attacks of McCarthyites. 

Barnet has been identified in the "Washington Post"! 
newspaper, November 19, 1969, page G-5, as having been present 
in Hanoi, North Vietnam, at the time of the November 15th 
Peace Domonstration in WDC. Barnet was reported by the North 
Vietnamese to have said at a tally in Hanoi that the 

5 “CONPISENEAL- 
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Vietnamese are fighting "against the same aggressors that 
We will continue to fight in our country." Barnet denied 
making this statement. 

The “Washington Post" newspaper dated October 12, 
1969, page G-1, contained an article entitled "Report Urges 
Revolution in Television Ownership". The article states 
in part that "A privately-financed report produced by the 
Institute for Policy Studies and financed by the Stern 
Family Fund is entitled ‘Television Today: The End of 
Communication and the Death of Community!" The introduc- 
tion to this report was written by Barnet and the report 
itself urges that control over television stations be placed 
in the hands of the public, in the form of local groups 
and communities. The report warns that if changes are not 
brought abeut by Government regulatérs or the industry, the 
right of regulation will more and more be assumed by local 
groups in the form of sit-ins, court challenges and 
confrontation tactics. 

The "Washington Post" newspaper dated November 13, 
1969, contains an article entitled "Broadcast Puts Author 
Barnet at Hanoi Talks." The article stated in part that 
Richard J. Barnet is on the advisory board of the newly 
formed news agency named Dispatch, formed to provide “in- 
depth reporting on important issues and events for national 
newspapers and the collegiate press." The Dispatch News 
Service is described publicly as the small news agency, for 
which Seymour M. Hersch wrote a story concerning Lieutenant 
William L. Caley, Jr. and his “premeditated murder" of 
109 South Vietnamese villagers during combat March 16, 1968. 

Barnet wrote an article entitled "View from Hanoi" 
which appeared In the WDC hippie-type newspaper "The 
Quicksilver Times", page nine, dated December 8 to 18, 1969, 
The article states in part: : 

"After a week of intensive discussions in Hanoi 
with Premier Pham Van Dong and other leaders it is clear 
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' to me that North Vietnam needs and wants a political settle- 
ment. JI arrived in Hanoi a few days after President Nixon's 
November 3 speech as a guest of the Vietnamese Jurists 
Association. The invitation had come to me because I. had 
worked with the Lawyers Committee on American Policy Towards 
Vietnam, a group of lawyers who have challenged the legal 
basis of U.S. Vietnam policy. 

"The November 3 Nixon speech, Premler Pham Van 
Dong told me, was a ‘brazen challenge’. He and other 
leaders understand that Vietnamization is a strategy 
designed to make errdible a U.S. involvement in South 
Vietnam of indefinite duration. 

“While the Hanoi leadership believes that they are 
more than holding their own on the battle Field, they see 
two favorable political trends. (1) The rising opposition 
to the war in the United States and (2) the deteriorating 
political strength of the Saigon government. " y 

Staff Member's 7 ots hall € 7 ‘adiny 

Ramparts magazine is publicly described as a 
West Coast based New Left oriented magazine. 

L_Jnes publicly advocated what he calls 
“ereative disorder", deseribed as the use of illegal or 
nearly illegal techniques to force revolutionary changes 
in society. . 

| a Na 
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Another suggestion of is the creation of 

community institutions, such as citizens groups to police 

the police, schools supposedly controlled by the students, 

and law firms that will cater to those in trouble over such 

en approach. Ed ith Kermit Roosevelt deseribed the above 

as an entire framework of a shadow government with shadow 

institutions. 

In addition, 

The SDS and NMC are characterized in the appendix 
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MenEaR or suasncn onaexrzarron [WE T-2,, 9/4/ or MEMBER OF SUBIEOR opottZA8T0 at Gas Le 

JE ee Cc, Karl-Ress 

Karl Hess has been publicly deseribed in the 
December 6, 1970, issue of Potomac magazine, page fourteen. 

, The article, entitled "Karl Hess is Aflame with the Idea 
That a Man Can Run His Own Life", states in part that “There 
used to be an arch Conservative coat-and-tle Karl Hess; 

one who elimbed aboard Barry Goldwater's 1964 campaign 
eatavan, signed on as chief speechwriter." The article 
states further Hess would assist a Black Panther, an SDS; 
Weatherman or any activist he believes in. At forty-seven, 
Hess is an all-out New Left "anarchist". 

"No petty doubts seem to trouble Karl Hess. The 
New Left direction seems clear enough to him ~- seceding, 
ereating voluntary communities, resisting fat corporate 
monopolies, resisting 'outside' government contrel." 

AN O% D. p\,% 
a ee ods 

We ‘On ity 13; 1970, a reliable source advised that 

te, announced tha’ would receive 
aa a fellowship at ¢he IPS. 
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On February 9, 1965 

b7C 

» as of February 9, 1965. 

SNGC is characterized in the appendix. 

The Chicago, Tilinois, Police Department 

A source advised th 

CHF T-1, 1/15/70) 4 

The NMC and the BPP are characterized in the 
appendix, 

IV. IPS and the Unification of the Now Left Factions Sot RE SES ne Lnrication of the New Left Factions 

The IPS pamphlet entitled "The First Three Years" 
lists a "Conference on Youth in Polities" (une as The 

4mong those organizations represented at this 
conference were the SNCC, the Newark Commnity Union Project 
(xcup}(7 | was the NOUP t-orsc-ntotive,), the 
Vietnam Day Committee (Jerry Rubin was~the Wieteer Poy | 
Lorn t representative), the League for jndustriai Lumoeracy, 
i en Student Organizing Committee (SS0C), SDS, the 
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP) and the Congress 
of Ractal Equality (CORE). 

10 CONEIDENSIAL_ 
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In regard to unifying the divergent factions of the 
New Left and Black militants, a source advised that the IPS 
sent several representatives to the Soviet dominated Third 
World Conference in Algeria in 1969. 

oe v3, 7/14/69) 0 ul 

In December of 1966 seven militant Negro groups, 
among them the BPP of New York, met at the IPS, to form a 
black power alliance. 

("The Times Union" newspaper, 
ser on sonra oRGANTZATEOR - Albany, New York, 12/9/66.) 

In September, 1968, representatives see 
disagreeing fa t at the IPS with IPS 
representative © diseuss their objections b6 
to the operation of zhe WDC SNCC b7Cc 

9/5/68) Je ce 
During July, 1970, a meeting was held at the IPS 

whose purpose was to unite the many independent Veterans 
Groups who are opposed to the war in Vietnam. 

fear 2-5, 7/33/70)\Y UL, 
¥. IPS Views on U.S. Domestic and Foreign Polic 

ake pee IPS Co-director Richard Barnet and ps eae 5G ORGANIZATION, 
Hans Morganthau are advisors to the Council for a Livable . 
World (CFLW) which is described as the third biggest spender } 
among U.S. lobbyists. "A Senate report has described the ; 
Council's goals as unilateral disarmament and turning this 
country into a fourth rate power at the merey of the inter-~ 
national wolfpack." 

“According te the same Sonate document, the Council 
takes credit for assuring the original election victory of one 

ll __ SPER 
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of the Senate's leading peaceniks, George McGovern (Democrat, 

South Dakota), by having its membership put $22,00 into his 

campaign, enough to win a eloge contest In a sparsely 

populated state." 

("Barron's National Business 

and Financial Weekly magazine, 

10/6/69. “Radical Think-Tank, 

2 oF SUBJECT oRGASTZATION . the IPS Aims to Disarm the U.S.") 

YEUBE i - 

The IPS domestic poliey calls for “community control 

through pie device of neighborhood corporations". IPS Fellow 

’ maltonefotier has set forth the following remarks regarding 

community control. 

"Riots," wrote Mr. Kotler, "reflect the formation 

of a new local commmnity power in combat with the astablished 

power... Unless existing established federal, state, and 

municipal governments transfer a proper portion of their 

authority in Negro communities, today's domestic warfare 

will grow." Kotler also advised that these neighborhood 

cooperatives must receive financial assistance from the 

federal government. 

Kotler also has stated regarding the neighborhood 

cooperative: "It is necessary for the corporation both to 

have the power to tax its residents and to be able to dispose 

of its territory. This means the governmental power of 

eminent domain." He says it would be reasonable for the 

corporation "to control prices, rents, licensing and banking.“ 

Further, he would like communities to govern themselves 

based on custom rather than outside laws. Kotler states 

further: ‘The neighborhood organization mist be prepared 

to defend gains in jurisdiction by the threat of war to 

any who wowkd-endeavor to deny these gains." 

('Barron's" Weekly magazine dated 
10/6/69 regarding IPS.) 

FON CONTAINED 
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VI. Recent IPS Activities 

A A. Counter Institutions or 

| yeuaee op cunsecr nog gg, view of the success of IPS in developing and 
implementing theories, its present studies and projects for 

a the future take on added significance, One plan is to set 
pee 2 up a network of institutes like IPS all over the country to 

serve as capes Ria paeneinn established ones." Gar YEE 
—#Yperovitz_and Christopher-Jencks, both IPS Fellows, have mas 

‘~— “Launched one at Cambridge, Massachusetts. ia 
‘ MEMBER OF SUBJECT ORGANIZATION 

("Barron's'' National Business 
and Financial Weekly magazine 
dated 10/6/69.) 

A source advised that the IPS has provided sums 
of money in the thousands of dollars to the Center for the 
Study of Public Policy, Cambridge, Massachusetts, which 
appears to be identical to the above: 

Just completed an IPS study Qf "the possibility of wor 3 
control of factories, based on Yugoslav modelj' now is in 
Toronte exploring the possibility of setting up an institure i 

says IPS also is discussing the possibility of 

setting up one in the South. MEMBEROE SUBFECLORCANLZATION. 
Recently a source advised that the IPS has sent Gh. 

several thousand dollars to «: titute for Southern Studies 
in Atlanta, C-arcis. 

lth Y@r 2-7, usin |, ny 
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B. IPS New Left Activities 

Public source material has stated that IPS Fallow, 
Arthur Waskow, was one of the leaders of the NMC and has 
with the last year denounced the NMC as not | :ing aggressive 
enough. Waskow, with New Toft Tor4-~ Toute Javis, have 
advocated greater civis wisuseuii.u to obtain their demands 
from the government. Public sources alse have stated that 
Richard Barnet, IPS Co-director, was a founder of the 
Dispatch News Service, which is given credit for releasing 
the My Lal Massacre story to the public. 

The WDC "Committee te Defend the Chicago Conspiracy 
7" defendants was according to publie source material comprised 
of several IPS associates. This Comnittee, in addition to 
soliciting support for Dave Dellinger Jerry b6 
Rubin, et al, was responsible for organizing the "TDA’ b7Cc 
Aemenstration in WDC which resulted in a march on Attorney 
General Mitchell's residence at the Watergate Apartments 
and an ensuing violent confrontation with the police. 

G. Association with the BPP 

In an article entitled "Strikers Rally Today", it 
is stated in part that "GW activist will eall for a studant 
strike at a rally teday. The demands are: End repression of 
black people, the Black Panther Party and the New Haven Nine} 
withdraw all U.S. troops from Southeast Asia; end University 
complicity with the war machine." Among the speakers were 
two IPS Associates, Arthur Waskow and Karl Hess. 

("The Hatchet", a George 
Washington University student 
newspaper, page 1, 5/4/70) 

& reliable source advised that various individuals 
of the IPS are in contact with the BPP Office, WDC, for a 
varlety of reasons. 

ALL TETCPYA THON ACNTATESD Gr m8, 12/70))K 4 
HEREIN Is uh GEASSIFIED . 
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VII. Finances 

IPS operates on an annual budget of approximately 
$400,000 a year. ; 

Lag 7-7, usi7) WY 4 
[aR CE 

} bi These ménies| ayg“Hecetved in part from the ilip 
Stern Family Fund, theford Foundation.) the Samue**kubin Ett ’ 

“bure AS 5 i 7 

va '  (Pamphiet - “IPS - The First 
Three Years") 

HEMBER OF SUBJECT ORGAY 
ee Ihas been publicly identified as < b6 

trustee ¢& and was also identified as the on wha b7C 
supplied the Disnatich tous ro orke: 
with the funds to research ana ite the My Te? SPR ns 
story. . . 

B. The Ford Foundation 

w Foindation is headed by Netenromtitiniy BL. 
who was an ascociac. of lic Uorulreetor Maxcus askin when 
Bundy and Raskin worked together for the U.S. Government's 
National Security Couneil during the Kennedy Administration. 

("Barron's" National Business 
and Financial Weekly magazine 
dated 10/6/69, 10/13/69.) 

C. The Samuel Rubin Foundation 

v The Samuel Rubin Foundation which is listed as an 
x pt financial supporter appears to be the same foundation 

which a souree advised has contribut a cana to the 
Communist Party, U.S.A. in the oe 

ou CONT ATRED Gwe 1 T-'9, 9/ PT \ 
ASSTFIED 
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D. The Fontenay Corporation 

James Paul Warburg (deceased) has been publicly 
described as a Trustee of the IPS and connected with the 
Fontenay Corporation. 

A letter from a source regarding James Paul Warburg, 
dated June 27, 1946, stated that a file of a Government 
agency stated that Warburg, formerly of the Office of War 
Information, New York City, was generally regarded by 
informed circles to be a fellow-traveler, if not an outright 
Communist. The file dated September 20, 1944, and May 
26, 1945, indicated Warburg has continued to follow the 
Communist Party line since he left the Office of War 
Information. t 

[cme t-10, 6/27/46) { XK vi 
VEIL, Anarchy and the IPS 

. In recent months several items have come to the 
attention of this Bureau which indicate that the IPS may be 
involved in activities which are in violation of criminal 
statutes. 

CWE_T-11, 5/12/70 B 

FS ac 
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On May 26, 1970, a 2 

WDC. The same source advised on June 10, bo 
1970, that WDC telephone 4 

number 

is a _non-published bic 
number listed to DE 
woc. > 

[ore 1-12, 5/26 and /10/70) [f° Y 

Regarding Gerry Cari-flunnius ag ak Cree: 

EMBER OF SUBJECT ORGANIGPELON Cee — 
al Woe rding to Tina Smith, 2PS administrative 

assistant... . Gerry”Humnius, having just 
‘= completed an IPS study of the possibility of 
s workers! control of factories, based on Yugoslav 
= model, now is in Toronto exploring the possibility 
4 of setting up an institute," 
2 
% "Barron's"! National Business 
me 

say 
and Financial Weekly magazine 
10/6/69, 10/13/69.) 

Regarding [| bé 
bIC 

een previously characterLzed. 

3B. 

NOUWHYOINI ININIUSd TWNOLUGOY 

moog ay = WRGS ONICEOONS NI IPS's Research of Industrial Security Operations 

On August 21, 1970, a source of information from 
the Granite City Steel Company, Granite City, Illinois, 
advised this Bureau as follows: 

"Gentlemen: 

"The attached letter was received in the mail 
teday. Perhaps the times we live in have made 
ma superconscious of our Nation's security, 

rycibiwtenthesbetter sounds a little shady to me. 

7 “CONPIDEETET_ 
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INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES SOREreeear 

For example wouldn't this be a perfect 
way for a foreign power (or even radical 

démericans) to determine what it takes to 
destroy American industry? 

"For all I know, the Institute for Policy 

Studies could be a communist front for an 

esptonage operation.” 

[que 1-13, s/2is7 YS y 

The letter to which the source is referring was 

typed with an IPS letterhead, dated August 17, 1970, and 
The letter was addressed 

to Granite City Steel, Public Relations Department, Granite 

City, Illinois. It stated as follows: 

"Dear Sirs: 

"YT am doing a study of the problems of 
industrial security. As a staring point 

I would appreciate any written materials 
which you might have concerning this 
question including a biographical resume 

of the person or persons in charge of your 

security program, Thank you very mich." 

Regarding the above-letter, an article entitled 

‘Left's Think-Tank Leunches Campaign Against Security Forces" 

in "Combat" magazine, Volume 2, Number 19, dated October 1, 

1970, page two, states in part: ‘In mid-August Raskin sent 

'a copy of the above-letter' to the public relations 

department of 500 American companies. PR men habitually 

respond to such inquiries without asking questions themselves. 

Contacted by "Combat" Raskin said he was doing the research 

for a book which would shew 'the class background and 

educational background of the men who head various programs; 

who are part of the business elite.' He said one of his 
ALT; rea 

18 ONEepessT AL, 
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interests was to find out what happened to ex-military 
officers and ex-FBI Agents. Most American firms will not 
conceal the background of their security managers, but when 
a man who in the past has attacked national security 
programs (e.g., nuclear testing, skybolt missiles, et cotera) 
tries to compile a filing cabinet of dossiers on the men who 
guard the country's industrial plants, security agents are 
suspicious. Not suspicious enough though. Raskin told 
‘Combat! that he has received more than 200 replies ." 

"Combat" is a newsletter published by National 
Review,. Incerporated, and is deseribed as a newsletter 
that "keeps you informed about the revolutionary struggle 
in America today." 

C. Researching Government Intelligence Operations 

Along these lines a source who is in a position 
to furnish reliable information advised that IPS “researcher! 
made a request of the Office of Public Safety (OPS), Agency 
for International Development (AID) in February of 1969. 
The IPS “researchers demanded that access be granted 
immediately to the files to obtain the following data: 
Records about the establishment of the International 
Police Academy in WDC; records From 1954 to the present 
about OPS students who have been trained in the United 
States or at other AID sponsored institutions, their rank 
and position in international security forces at the time of 
their training and at present; syllabi from 1963 to the 
present of the International Police Academy programs, both 
general and specialized courses including the names of 
forces personnel and of similar records from 1954-1963 of 
the International Police Academy. Other data of a sensitive 
nature was also requested. 

(e114, arog Y 
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STUDENTS FOR & DEMOCRATIC SOCTETY : ~ 

Students for a Democratic Societ comment known as SDS, came into existence at s founding convention held during dune, 1962, at Port Huron, Michigan. Prom an initial posture of "participatory democracy," Marxist. - Leninist ideology of various shadings became predominant _ daring 1968-1969 with debate centering on how beast to create a revolutionary youth movement. SDS moved from involvement in the civil rights struggle te an anti-Vietnam war position to advocacy of a militant anti~imperialist line linking up ; the oppressed peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America with the black liberation movement in the United States. “ALL major factions within SOS embrace Marxism-Leninism and identify internationally with China, Cuba and North Vietnam as countries leading the worldwide struggles against the United States. However, the Soviet Union was regarded as imperialist and with the Communist Party, United States of America, “revisionist” in nature. 

SDS operated under & national constitution which 
Galled for an aunual Rational Convention (NC) and quarteriy 
National Couseil meetings wherein progvans were initiated 
and debated. Three national officers vere elected annually 
with a National Interim Committee to run the organization. 
Regionai offices and college chapters elected delegates to 
the national meetings but each functioned independently on 
local matters. Its official publication "Fire (formerly 
“New Left Notes") last appeared in December, 1969. 

Internal factionalism of serious proportions 
Geveloped during 1968 ~ 1969 and the following three factions 
evolved as a result of a split at the June, 1969,- NC: 
Weatherman, Worker Student Alliance (WSA), and Revolutionary 
Youth Movement (RYM). The effect of the eplit on SDS chapters 
throughout the country was divisive. Some alligned with one 
or the other of the three major factions. Others, unable to 
identify with any faction, disassociated with SDS completely 
and changed names. 

The SDS national effice in recent years was 
located at 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. I+ 
was closed in February, 1970. 

20 
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NEW MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE os 
TO_END THE WAR IN VIETNAM CRMC) 

The NMC is described as a national steering 
organization which specializes in the formation of local 

-and national protest and demonstration activities through 
a coalition of local anti-Vietnam War and draft groups 
throughout the nation. 

21 



APPENDIX 

STUDENT NATIONAL 
COORDINATING COMMITTEE 

A source advised the Student National Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC), formerly Known as the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, is a nonmembership organization 
founded in 1960 during the civil rights movement in the 

_ South. 

Under the leadership of Stokely Carmichael, who 
was National Chairman during the period of 1966 - 1967, SNCC 
evolved from a civil rights oriented group into a black 

‘ revolutionary organization, 

hE RIM TEES et 
A publication entitled "1967 High Tide of Black 

a Resistance" indicates the year 1967 was considered by SNCC 
as a historic milestone for the liberation of the black 
people in the United States. The publication declared that 
“liberation will come only when there is final destruction 
of this mad octopus ~ the capitalistic system of the 
United States and ail its life-sucking tentacles of exploitation 
and racism that choke the people of Africa, Asia and 
Latin America," 

A second source advised that in April, 1969, 
sncc moved its national headquarters from Atlanta, Georgia, 

i ° to .New York City, where it is presently located at 
St. Peter's Episcopal Church, 336 West 20th Street, New York City. 

H. Rap Brown announced at a press conference in 
“ New York City on July 22, 1969, that.he had been elected 
‘Chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. 
He announced that the organization was dropping the word 
"Nonviolent" from its title, and would be known as the 
Student National Coordinating Committee, Brown, at that time, 
stated the use of force is necessary in obtaining revolutionary 
goals, 

ck Lg eC Se a 
y A Federal warrant was issued for Brown on May 4, 1970, 

. at Baltimore, Maryland, charging him with unlawful interstate 
flight to avoid prosecution for arson, ineiting a riot and 
failure to appear (Title 18, United States Code, Section 1073). 

A third source advised that as of May, 1970, SNCC 
has secured a lease on premises in Augusta, Georgia, which 

SNCC intends to convert into a “coffeehouse” for GIs from 
nearby Fort Gordon, Georgia, to disseminate antiestablishm 

" propaganda. 

SNCC also has in the planning stage an in Ags Sealy - 
Reform Program for black tenant farmers and the resuaptio} Se 
of classes at the H. Rap Brown Liberation School in aa om 
Atlanta, Georgia. . 22 



LS @ BLACK PANTHER PARTY a 
also known as 
Black Panther Party for Self befense 

According to the official newspaper of the BPP, t 
BPP was started during December 1966, in Oakland, California, to organize 
black people so they can take control of the life, politics, and the 
destiny of the black community. It was organized by BORBY G. SEALE, BPP 
Chairman, and HUEY P. NEWTON, Minister of Defense, BPP. 

The official newspaper, called "The Black Panther,“ reqularly states 
that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla tactics in its 
revolutionary program to end oppression of the black people. Residents 
of the black community are urged to arm themselves against the police who 
are consistently referred to as “pigs" who should be killed. 

The newspaper, in its issue of September 7, 1968, had an article by 
the then Minister of Education, GEORGE MURRAY. This article ended with 
the following: 

“Black men, Black people, colored persons of America, revoit 
everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth keeping 
is revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. 
Dynamite! Black power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere. 

The BPP newspaper, issue of October 5, 1968, had an article introduced 

with the following statement: "We will not dissent from American govern-- 
ment. We will overthrow it.” 

DAVID HILLIARD, Chief of Staff, BPP, in a speech at the San Francisco 
Polo Field on November 15, 1969, said “We will kill Richard Nixon.” 

DAVID HILLIARD, in the "New York Times,“ issue of December 13, 1969, 
was quoted as follows: "We advocate the very direct overthrow of the 
government by way of force and violence.” 

In the issue of April 25, 1970, the RPP newspaper had an article by 
Minister of Culture EMORY DOUGLAS as follows: 

“The only way to make this racist US government administer 
justice to the people it is oppressing; is...by taking up 
arms against this government, killing the officials, until 
the reactionary forces...are dead, and those that are'left 

turn their weapons on their superiors, thereby passing 
revolutionary judgement against the number one enemy of all 
mankind, the racist U.S. government.” 

The BPP Headquarters is located at 1046 Peralta Street, Oakland, 
California. Branches of the BPP, and Committees to Combat — Fascism, under 

APPENDIX 
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@ APPENDIX 

SOUTHERN STUDENT ORGANIZING COMMITTEE €ss0c) 

On November 1, 1966, a first source advised that ~~ i She Southern Student Organizing Committee (SSOC) was formed H on the weekend of April 3-5, 1964, to stimate activity of 
Southern student groups in areas of civil rights, peace, 
academic freedom, civil liberties, capital punishment, and 
unemployment, Originally, it was to be a white counterpart 
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinat ing Committee (SNCC), It 
has agreed to work with similar interested groups Such as 
SNCC and Students for a Democratic Society {SDS) and Southern 
Conference Educational Fund, Inc, (SCEF),. SSOC is a fraternal 
afiiliate of the SDS, - . . 

Doe Beginning in the Fall of 1966, SSOC became a 
membership organization and embarked on a campaign to form 

- local chapters on various college campuses throughout the 
South, SSOC publishes, October through May each year, a 
publication, "New. South Student," which according to the 
&bove source has increasingly espoused and defended the pro-- 
Communist and anti-United States position om domestic and - foreign policy, , . 

On July 2, 1968, a second sources advised that SSOC 
continues to be headquartered at 1703 Portland Avenue, Nashville, 
Tennessee, and continues to defend and €fpouse the pro. . 
Communist and anti-United States position with particular - 
emphasis on attacking United States policy in Vietnam and 
emphasis on attackit: 8 em, Source - b6 tye noted tat | nine Sumer PS of 1967 travele o Prague, Czechoslovakia, where he met with - 

' Pepresentatives of tie National Liberation Front. (RL an the Demoera (DRY), and thse{e ] pe ean aT tt fraveled Cuban . . UMMer oO: 7 and February, 1968, respectively, 

By letter dated April 26, 1968, om SSOC letterhead 
m&iled to the general § er the signature of 

it was announced that 
c re ons Ww @ Students for a . 

Democratic Society (SDS) and better communications with the 
moyement nationally, SSOC and SDS have worked out an exchange. 
of the "New South Student" and the "New Left Notes," and that 
SDS and SSOC were exchanging contact lists of their respective 
memberships for this exchange, ste 

: APPENDIX 
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2 m ‘ _ APPENDIX 

SOUTHERN STUDENT ORGANIZING COMMITTER (SSOC) 

The May, 1968, issue of "New South Student indicates 
that the SSOC mailing address is Pp, 0, Box 6403, Nashville, 
Tennessee, 37212, Telephone Number 615-291-3537, and the masthead 
describes’ the organ ization as "An association of young concerned 
Southerners dedicated to social change," as taken from the 
preamble of the SSOC constitution, 

pleat nena TED 
ONCE: ASSIFIED, 

SHOWN, 1 



“suly 5, 1985 

‘S és < 
. yy xp sm a 

William Webster Eee pre 
Director : 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
J. Edgar Hoover Building 
Washington, D.C. 20591 C 

“tds i LT be: 

Re: Privacy Act FOIA Ke 

Dear Sir: ee 

In reviewing the information sent to me on March 1, 
1985 (see attached), I find that the material is inaccurate, 
incomplete, and out dated. I believe further that all of 
the characterizations.‘of my alleged activities as set-out in 
this material is irrelevant to the purposes of your agency. 

I am therefore requesting that my record be amended by 
deleting any identification of my name With any political 
party, organization, association, or activity. 

Would you please acknowledge receipt of this request 
withi10 days of this request (excluding of course 
Saturdays, Sundays and legal public holidays). 

ORIGINAL FILED IN 

‘Be OGY sat ~ GOX 

7 ENCLOSURE pe NOT RECORDED” 
: L OCT 21 1985 

ae af F n it ay 

fea pty ok 
Aine eae Yee 2? PRO ay sha ogoagt 
fo oe oCcT 



Weckington, D.C, 20535 

May 25, 1982 

rs A 

This document classified *seitet™ in its entirety. 

check request the central In response to yo 

files of this Bureau reveal 

All of the organizations mentioned in the attached 

memoranda are no longer under_investigation b: this Bureau 

feet with the exception of © ; EE SEI St AEN 
i i naa Re 

Ealis under investigation by the PBI due to fact tha 
Ha Activities meet the criteria that fall within the Attorney oe 

General's Guidelines for Domestic Security. Investigations. 4:4: 

Classified and “xxtenaéd by G-3 
Reason-FCIM Il, 22-462 (2/3) oe = 
Date of Revie for Weclassification August 25, 1992 

‘. as iS toe, : Saerente foder? 4-3) 

boc 
g (Attention: 

VNRECORDED coprencen 0 

Original & 1 
Request Receive 

SS BEE NOTE PAGE (2) 
“iy MAIL ROOM [J 

of the FBI, ‘This doTiment contains neither recomendations nor coxclusions of the FBI. It és the propert 
ond is Locned to your agency: H md ike consenss ore no! 10 be distributed ouside your Crehey. This reply 
is vreau! of check of PB! nveatigative files. To check wrest records, request must be gubsitsed to FBI 

Tgentifre asi ivisjon. Fingerprints ore mecessary for, sitive check, Z 

Apbivits a ke aarm ee [beri seth ae GIX . Fevo02 



| duly 30, 1985 

qptste SORE 

ne 

This is in response to your duly 5 Privacy Act 
request to amend FBI records about you. 

‘ . , 

| Records maintained in the FBI central records system, 
! to the extent they are subject to exemption pursuant to Title 5, 

United States Code, Section 5522 (j}(2) and (k)(2), are exempt ' 
from the amendment provisions of the Privacy Act, as described 
in Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 16.96 (b)({2). . 
However, even though the records are exempt, it is the policy 
of this bureau to conbider each réquest on an individual basis 
in order to reach an equitable determination consistent with a 
the best interests of both the individual and the Government. 
Where amendment is appropriate, such action will be considered; a 
where not appropriate, the exemption will be justification for + 

q _ ‘denial of the request. a 

A 
oO 
mm 
o 

As you are aware, you are involved in civil litigation 
in the Unit istrict Court for thé District of Columbia, 
civil actiog fio FBI records relevant to this litigation 4 
can be alteréd Or destroyed until final resolution of the case, bar 

a at which time you can resubmit your amendment request. For 
£2 7 tiow, we will make your letter a matter of official record in’ 
iB — gone files to preserve your objection to their contents. 
t CO 

ea " I hope the above will be of assistance to you, . 

ae . jy 2 - GOK} 
ys : sincerely yours, Nor RECORDED” 

: bé 

taiabee oo © NED pic : OCT 21 195 

Exes AD LES oe ; | James K, Hall, Chie ————~. 

tm. Sa . Freedom of Information- oy 

Insp. 

Privacy Acts Section 
Records Management Division 

Intell, 

Ha 

Off. Gog. & NOTE? ove responsive to request for expunction of several 

Lego! Coon. 

Public Affs. —— . files. Requester is currently engaged in a civil ' 
aie, FBI. in LCD is handling. ; ‘ ; ' 

Telephone Rm, bia oa 
} Divecters 277 Albus. ROOK Oe 4 

oct a4 5 



Mr. W.C, Sullivan 
C.D 

1. 
1 -_Mr. rennan bo 

1- > RG, ackelford 

Maxch 19, 1071 ROB) 7735 -b/ | 
INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS) 
4520 NEW HAMPSHINE AVENUE, NW, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Income tax returns, if available, for the years 
163 Cwhon IPS was founded 2 a concerning IPS and 
and Richard Jackso! St, Hpecivically, Forms 990.4 
submitted by IPS arc xequested, as is the IPS request for 
ta-onenpt Status with supporting documents, Individual 
veturus (Form 1040) from Zaskin and Darnet are soguested. 

a 
Richard Jackson parnot rosides at 1716 Portal Brive, > 

HU,, Washington, 5.6. His eecupation is codircetor of TBO, Ee vac born Nay 7, 162g, in poston, Hassachusetis, and has ? Social Seourity Sumber 022-28-3709. 3 
3 

It ig requested that no active investigation be 2 
conducted based solely on this request. a 

b3 3 1. LOR BIE 3 i ichard Jackson Barnet) 3 

HM:acs (.1 4 

(10) LL INFORMATION CONTATNE! tf ben 
, ABREIN. 18 UNG ‘ we YAN 
NOTE: DATE pre #8 

See memorandum R,L, § to Mr. C.D, Brennan, dated 3/18/71, captioned "Institute for Policy Studies CIPS), 
1520 New Hampshire Avenue, N,W,, Washington, D.C,, Internal 
Security ~ Miscellaneous" and prepared by HM;acs. 

{ f 

IN ee 
for ini 71 y V. 
MAIL ROOM! TELETYPE UNITL_] 

7 



OSA FeMR (43 GR) tones. + igs 
+ >» UNITED STATES Q exer s , . ' é ¥ . F 

Memorandum 
:DERECTOR, FBI (100-447935) DATE: 3/4/71 

ROM/ 7: SAC, WFO (100-46784) (P) 

oO 
? INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES 

1520 New Hampshire Avenie, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 
Is - MISC 

(00:WFO) 

ReWFOlet and LHM to the Bureau dated 2/22/71. 

In order £6r WFO to obtain a more comprehensive 
t , picture of the financial situation of the Institute for Policy 

Studies (IPS) and its printipal leaders, WFO is requesting 
4 = . the Bureau to contact Headquarters, Inteznal Revenue Service 
~ £  (CIRS)Y;"Washington, D. C., and obtain copies of the following 
3 7 documents: ad 
ee 
ae) . The 1963, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69 IRS Forms 990-A JA 
“3 ta for the IPS, 1520 New Hampshire Avenue, N. W., Washington, 
23% D.C. Also requested is the IPS "request for a tex-exempt = 
Pa ¢ 9 Status" and all the supporting documents. 

are 
ie Eis en The individual tax returns (Form 1040) are requested 

Py g f © for the following two individuals for the years 1963, 64, 65, 
eae ~ 66, 67, 68, and 69: 

st io = 0.4144 7557 Gf 

Np Ggad? ~ WR Sa 
\ - Bureau Eanes 

3 - WFO 
(1-WFLO0-45298) 
CL-WF100-45302) (RICHARD J. BARNET) 

iszdlb ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
(6) HEREIN 9S U ey 4 

DATE 24 B 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



SENSTUDYI5 

NOTATIONS HEREIN ACCOUNT FOR AGCESS * sR DEL-VERY OF THIS DOCUMENT TO T7NATE 

SELECT C: MMITTES (SSC) AND OR HOUSE SELEG” COMMITTFE HSC) 3N INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. 

NOT! FOR IN WHICH ASSESS AND ZOR DELL ERY WAS MADE MAY. Bt DIFFERENT 

THAN AS REPRESENTED BY. THIS 3 JENE IN TAM 2§ WN EXC 

MADE. FOR ACCESS ~ DELIVERY FORM, SEE BUF WE 61 62-Llosve > 

$80 yp HUDISATE, HB ppouedlt-3 

ACC. ee + pate SABC tee DATE 4 

DEte wk DATE albs. tort cata © pare fl 7 

Misc: DOCUMENTS FURNIGHE? 70 S85 RE MARTIN: LUTHER KING,JR, WERE ALSO FURNISHED 

UND MAY BA Boch 

), 6216464 (HSC), 

Fo ESTATE OF KING THROUGH THE DEPT. AS INDICATED BELOW FOR INSTANT DOCUMENT, DATE 

DENOTING DELIVERY TO DEPT. SEE BUFILE 100-106670 FOR FORM IN WHICH FURNISHED, 

TOODEPT. * . 

Lut HOO 4 

“AIG 1 



WFO 100-46784 

Name: 
Social Security. Number: __. 
Odcupation: 
Date of birth: 
Place of birth: 
Residence: 

Name: 

Social Security Number: 
Occupation? — 
Date of birth: 
Place of birth: 
Residence: 

RICHARD JACKSON? ET 

022-28-3709 
Co-director, IPS 

_May_7, 1929 
Boston, Massachusetts 
1716 Portal Drive, N. W., 
Washington, DB. C. 

b6 
b7Cc 



GSA FPM ) 

UNIFED STATES i NMENT «  ” 7” 

Memorantlum : 
xO, > DIRECTOR, FBI (100-447935) pate: 3/9/71 

a Ca SAN FRANCISCO (100-61761) (P) 

o) 
| SUBJECT’ INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES 

, 1520 New Hampshire Avenue N.W. 
7 Washington, D.C. 

7 IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
00: Washington Field 

R % 

Ti: fe OF Fer Fees 

q Enclosed for Bureau afd Washington Field Office Hi’ 
is one copy each of an_article| appearing in the March, _ LOGF ar ee 

1971, issue of4ESquire Magazine regarding captioned ~~ 

organization, / The copy containing the original caricatures fe opt Gh 

from the magazine is being forwarded to Washington eos. 

Field Office. 

ry 
i 

we 

5 FILE: yn. FL {ENC. 
ine 4 £ Vs Soe gsuk 
- Bureau (RM) (Enc. 1) 

2 - Washington Field (100-46784) (RM) (Enc. 1) 
2 - San Francisco {°° 7°77} fi be 
JFS :mba ; -|04- 5 me ffl 6 Te lo E 
(6) a Aaa he 

REC-1i 
ONT. D +x tS MAR 11 1971 ‘ 

ALL INFORMATION C ‘AINE : 

HEREIN 1S UNC: if Pe oe ames end 
A Lz eed A 

: ie, AN mn WS / vA 4 

ace ae ad EWAR.8 O78 ey ay U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



‘20+ JOFFICE OF DIRECTOR 
| } FEDER“L BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

‘ f NITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

; \ 9 March 3, 1971 eee! 

The attached article "Radicalizing oe sae 
The State Department'! ent : MR, DALBEY 

aR. FELT —___ VUE 
MR. GALE —__ ns BY 

y ins nasa ne *) 
MR. TAVEL al 

was written thereon: MR. WALTERS 
MR. SOYARS. 
MR. JONES: 

"Dear Sir: - TELE. ROOM 
miss HOLMES 

Ay Is this true? ins bare Ae ae 
§ 

MISS GANDY 

Have you seen this article - | 

1 

“Gxcosere ATTACHED" 

@ MAR y wil 

cca ee a EES 

corr's’ GE fhshice 



“WASHINGTON The State 
Department's: Foreign Service 
Institute is. taking President 
ENixon’s advocacy -of 2 New 
ner Revolution” 

. ES ‘te lecture: 
}Pepartment: ‘personnelson: subjects 
ranging from ‘The. Amerifan. 

ehist “Tradition” to ‘The 
Anternationat Outlook OF ‘The New , 
Lefts" 

j “The. ‘fitst of these" “biaid. 
t, 

Federal 

ant ariti-war 
the: Nixon 

Administration's Vietnam 
I policy: and: favoriig radical 
-changes.in-our present system 
of governinent. Only hwo pro: 
Administration speakers were 
invited forwi w eréssingy oo 

np, and: Karl 
Saaline speech. writer tor 

en vadvocate eh doing:away with all 
jedvernmeiit, 1 aa 

Centralk- 

war, revolutionary movements in 
the Country. 

Financing has come ‘from: the - 
Edgar ‘Stermfamiily fund, the Ford 
Foundation, Field’ Foundation, 
Samuel Rubin Foubdation, Inviny 
Lauck, 

Baivetservadinine US, Ari 
Control and: Disarmament Agency, 
during the Kennedy Ade! 
ininistration.. He: is now one of). Wath 
IPS’s chief. sttategists.. supporting 

governnient, 

in 1968, Barnet! traveled fo‘Hanol 
and met with -Goveriment- 

5, 
ted: plans for 

‘antiswar actions “against: U.S. 
‘ defense of Sduth Vietnam, te 

aa . . *. 

eport 
‘that its Jeaders. have Been 

, discussing, privately -for -weéks 
” Ways ti, radicalize State Depart- 

LIFTING THE Lip. 

izedihiére eight ‘years:ago, 
‘tthe Tnstitute-of Policy ‘Studies: is 
J constilered-to. bé one of the thdst 4 

luential far-Left. ‘operations in 
United: State: ‘It teceivés:arid 

a! ‘milli 

RE 
the Institute for In 

a} 
- Tevolutionaties:both inrthie:streets 
"arid? ‘insid 

fernational« 
tangy. Corp.,” ‘through ithe 
‘generosity of late James P|}. 

ure, who was an IPS: ‘trustee 
de 969. 

“fiuele tests, break. up i ‘NATO, 
spnd:neubratiz Central Europe 

he or PSE “Aost active 
lows” ds. t 

- Department, Internal Re: 

seminars,” ~¢hiefly ‘for 

agsistants, The “Think Tank” also 
‘thained 1 

i rategis 

ight. young: college 
aduatés. to ‘take ‘positions on 
ngressional statis and: Govern- 

nent agencies. fo bush TPS's: 
7 ‘al 

invitation for ‘the TPS 
te lectire 9 State 

order, rand the. bo 

Unilted: States and. « 
Sdaght military’ defense Hough. 2 

embers of Congress and’ their 

be 
“pyc 

we d Februae 28 ay 

5 partment ersonnt opens vast 
evolutions POSSI 
far-Left group, 

of. the Stata 
sell” their 

ical Soctatist 
mployées,.on | 

Government Bioperty, and 
during. ‘time .paid for -by- 

. American taxpayers. ! 

Unless -countoridanued’ ‘Dy. ‘The 
o 

nis. 
{questions:about ‘the Iind. of. “New. | Arvericat 

olution” President i 
n is seeking, i 

‘anether Pra lent: ‘Nixon i ‘is. being 
kept fally i 
gatheréd on-the-IPS:! byd the: Sustice 

‘service, and” Bonsres 

‘former plea 
the United’ States, iS snow a 
"Fellow" on the IPS. staff. 
Although Algeria. -broke: off : 
diplomatic rélations: with the 

. United: states in 1967, the State | 
Department: has: pérmnitted: Guéllat 
to-remain:iri the United: States . at 
the urging. of TPS, 

SCoiitinved on Page 10) 



ee mare en “E el 

bo 

. bIC 

. : Does fear ‘have a place in the earthly 
Christian. life?, Absolut ly, says: thé though ab 

rifithasthe proper motivations. . .  infilmset 
We hegiii.a.series of five. articles: cby Fi die ag.thd 
‘Connolly on the yirtue of fear ~~ a. Church. Ty 
virtue which lately -has -tot- received: for ‘the foy 
much attention from.theologians tosay ceo net 

cnothiig: of ordinary ‘Christians, orimary-ty 

Lk ceasinigto 
. : . aan nécessai 

On March 3rd; 1949, Pope: Pitis:XI, speakiiig to.rgroup the:subje 
of: Lenten preach f-thé-Diocése of Rome; made- this: manner; 
urgentappeal: "Yis:sorfowtilte: einany today — and keh + 
among: themimany ¢ Catholies — '—living.as though {heir only 

“4No one can be at the 

éneral audience on Feb Saal ye same timed sinters: 
pe Pail titited-to-the: Gas ‘ Catholic and a 

Ever: since' Christrgas We have hey exceed -all dur 
‘set out to offer Our'visitors tothess me ménis, ought to’ .attrget,. 
Fan weekly conversations: — concert us. So'let us turhour 
‘as’ though .more -out ‘of curiosity. r t: 
than for-the. ;purpase..of study: 

leas about:. Jesus, what He : 
ike; a8.a hurnair being, a o 

WHOS JESUS? . 

begin by ‘noting sat is 

‘the: fascination of this. theme. This at 
is.why We retuin“to-it again, We that the story whicir the Gospe 

yoii two: lies of’ ‘tells-is-waven: entirely: around: this: 
‘way. of a sumiming up; question of Jésus' real identity. 

We exhott.each of you: to look:into 
ti ‘ees, which carpenter’ 8 Son 

| ‘have béen:schooled-in-our Catholic « is-how public. épinion vie wed 
Faith, atid searctifor'the answers 

‘to. trio. ‘quéstigns:, Who-was Jesus? 

5 a 



ORTONAL FORM NO. 10 
Hav 1962-comTION 
GSA FEAR (21 CF#) 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES Gl “ {ENT 

7 Memorandum + 
TO DIRECIOR, FBI (100~447935) DATE: 3/13/71 

(100-6278) (RUC) 

supject:INSTITUTE_FOR POLICY STUDIES 
CIPS) 
1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS “ 

00: WO 

ReBulet to WFO, 2/5/71. 

Contacts with EP informants and sources during 
the period 2/9/71 -~ 3/17/71, have developed no information 
that projects and plans outlined in the IPS working paper 
are being implemented in the territory covered by the EP 
Division. Appropriate informants and sources have been 
alerted concerning projected plans of the IPS and any 
positive information subsequently developed will be furnished 
promptly to the Bureau and interested offices. 

C2=Bureau (RM) 
2-WFO (100-46784) (RM) ;! 1-El Paso q 

VIA isi 
(5) 

5 BWAR 9 OP . 



March 8, 1971 

b6 
b7C 

The news article containing your note was received 

on March 8rd and I appreciate your interest in bringing this to my 

attention. In reply to your inquiry, information in our files must 

be maintained as confidential in accordance with regulations of the 

Department of Justice. Iam sending a copy of this article to the 

Secretary of State, Washington, D. C., for any help he can give 
=, 2 

yous. 

7 Sincerely ae 

~ 7 ¥, Boon Hoot are 
: wet ALE PRWTTON connate | 25 S UNCLAS: I - WaShington Field - Enclosure Ao 

Sate 

4 NOTE: There is ns record of correspondent in Butt 

ot notation appears on an article tne institute o the ‘State’ abe te lect 

olson for allowing representatives of the“Institute & te lecture 
Sullivan at the State Department's Foreign ‘Service Institute. ‘The Institute of 

eau Policy Studies is the subject of a current Security Matter--Miseellaneous 

carats «investigation. The article notes that representatives of the FBI and other 
' Federal investigative agencies were not scheduled to appear as lecturers. 

An invitation for an FBI speaker cannot be identified in Bufiles. Cspy sent 

to State Department by form referral this date. Following appreval, 

correspondence should pe routed to the Domestic Intelligence Division for 

‘Tele. Room 

| Gandy MATL SMA TELETYPE UNIT[_] 

Soyars 

_—_— — . ‘ - 
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: OPTIONAL FORM XO, to 
MAY 1902 EDITION 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) s01-51.8 

UNITED STATES GO! -NMENT 

L) Me emorandum 
To :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-447935) pate: 3/24/71 

rnorfh AC, WFO (100-46784) (PY 

subject? INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES 
: 1520 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 
Is - Misc, 

Re Bureau let to WFO, dated 2/5/71, 

To date WFO has received no information as to the 
| identity of the author or authors of the paper contained in 

the referenced letter. It is also not known whether the 
paper has been accepted by IPS leaders. 

WFO is checking the following names through 
indices in order_to set out appropriate leads for other o 

W. HOPPS, \ be 
deid Foundation, 

the Stern Fund. 

OMS: mt 2-103 of Hn? FEL AS 
(4) 

bo - 

17 MAR 25 or 

eo 
eet 

or 

ALL LIE OR Ne SS
 GONTATNED ne 

HEREIN 19 J 
Be 

| 

DATE 
ue, 

S 

BMAR St 8 A Avi rail “he U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
so10-108 



s . . . _ _ . b6 , ote 

serge ama. 1° 4 sae > pic 8 7 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 j : 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT i 

- Mr. W.C,. Sullivan 

| L/ - Memorandum 1 jen apes 

| 20 “Mr. C.D. prenng DATE: 3/18/71 

1 - Mr. RL, Shackelford 
+ Walters 

Tele. Room O 
pied 

SUBECTFNSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS) 
1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C, 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 

PURPOSE: 

To recommend that we send attached memorandtim to Internal 
Revenue Service requesting income tax returns on IPS and on 

Ce Tar ereeltigherd Jackson Barnet 
IPS, for years i9 when IPS was founded) through 1969. 

BACKGROUND: 
a 

IPS has been characterized as the "Think Factory" of th 

New Left which helps train extremists who incite violence and who: 

educational research serves as a cover for intrigue and political } 

agitation. It is a nonprofit, nontaxable organization which ' 

studies Government policies and offers alternative policies. 1 : 
exerts .considerable_influence through contacts with educators, a. 

Congress and laborl——C—sBaarmnet [Ld i 
IPS receives its funds from private foundations. In view of thé}: 

New Left activity, additional investigation is warranted to ? 

determine the sources of income and assets of IPS Ce 

Barnet, If you approve, attached memorandum should be returned ¢ 

the Domestic Intelligence Division so that these income tax retipns 

: 
> 

bs 

B75 

can be obtained and reviewed. 

= + RECOMMENDATION: 
i 

q § a That attached memorandum be approved requesting income 

ses tax returns of IPS, Barnet tor 1963 through 1969. 
x 

2, Bt f=] Q Q, co] nD fod w oO 
ey = a aes 

. 1 - 100- 0? Fie | pane rae 02 gd BITES & 
— * fs 

HM:acs (tay \ 2 ww? 
(8) yf Joh / aR 30% NOt] fi} 3 nl pt - AY. @ Mur 80 471 Gb 

ALL INFORMA? F ieneinemel 
HEREIN ts TON [ONTATNED 7c 

NSSAPRIS 197077 

4 

ay OSA, 3 

yaanaal ATE. 
SS 
aN BS 

| REVS 



REC'D SULLIVAN 
FAT USTIQE 

RECLigED-TOLSON 
ee FBI 
RECEIVED-DIRECTOR . 

F.8. 1. Har 18 eos BERT 

(3. Isr AN?7I 

me Zz Pose = a 
= oO aon nS on ‘ SS oa 
SG 

— oe 
. i : fs Om 

eet »~ He, ag AY 
2 = mz 

% (oS S 
= z= 



‘QFHONAL FORM NO. 10 RAY 1902 eDIiOn ‘GBA FPMR (48 CFR) 1OT-11.6 

UNITED STATXS = 

Ot rabbhRl Fer 100-17935) NEALE 2/30/71 ies 
\ i 

msi AC, DALLAS (4100-12174) (RUC) 
of y 

*  suBjecT: “INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IFS) 
2 1520 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., 

Washington, D.C. 
Is - NISCELL. NEOUS 

CO: VFO 

Re Burean letter to VO, captioned es above, 
dated 2/5/71. 

fhe following security informants and sources 
have advised, on dates indicated, that there is no IPS 
within the Dallas Division area and no indication of 
any forming: 

(U) 
2/9/713 3/26/71 bé 
2/10/7153 2/22/71 ~ Saris bIC 19/713 3719/71 mob 

/10/71 and 3/23/71, 
Tatelligence Unit, Dallas FD, advise 

nat through contact with his sources, there is no IFS 
within the Dallas area at this tine, 

In view of above, no further action bein 
talzen by Dalbs, U!CB. : 

mat, ES cag 
fF REVIEW BRED a: 

aT OO ‘ert apr 1 ” 

6- Puneay | yo 
2 - FO (RE) po) 
i - Dallas) (Co 

— pra 7 ae 



‘OPTIONAL. FORM NO, 19 
MAY 19m EDITION 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-116 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ‘ 

e/ 
a 

SUBJECT: “INSTITUTE _FOR_POLICY STUDTES.. 

BD APR 21 1ST 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-417935) pare: 4/15/71 

SAC, BALTIMORE (100-25719) RUC 

1520 New Hampshire A 
Washington, D. ¢, 
SM - MISCELLANEOUS 
OO: WFO 

Re Philadelphia letter to Bureau, 1/15/71; and i 
WRO letter to Bureau, 12/10/70. 

bo on Wtf te 
Hercules, Inc., Wilmington, Delaware, advised as follows : 
(the letter |_| refers to is exactly as set out 
in the LHM enclosed with the WFO letter dated 12/10/70 
and is not being restated here): 

A letter dated 8/17/70 was received at the 
Public Relations Dept. for Hercules from the captioned 
organization, pe 

He did not respond to the Letter because of 
the nature of the inquiry an@ because the letter had been 

| ) ose 
He had read an article dated December, 1967, 

from the "Washingtonian" captioned "Intellectual Bomb 
Throwers" eribed the Institute for Policy Studies, 
as well asf din particular, Because of the nature 
of the artiTele, he did not want to honor the request 
in the letter in any way or to take the time to respond, 

gis! 

~424D 7 yj 7) 
- Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL) yo oe wo moe 

@ - WFO (100-4678) 

(REGISTERED MAIL) 40 APR 1G 17t 
i - Baltimore 

REZ msg B= —— a 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ®7¢ 3 
HEREIN JS UNC . z 
DATE, 



*“Reuting ’Slip (Copies to Offices Checked) ~« | 7 ° 
0-7 (Rev. 1247-73) A “ 
TO: SAC: Y Ye Fok eeu 
CO Albany ( Houston (J Oklahdma City > Beirut * © Albuquerque [J Indianapolis =] Omsha Bem 
CO Alexandria = Fj Jackson [1 Philadelphia ) Bonn 
(5 Anchorage | Jacksonville Phoenix 1 Brasilia 
© Atlanta 7] Kansas City Pittsburgh 5 Buenos Aires 
(Baltimore Knoxville () Portland [5 Caracas 
(2 Birmingham {SJ Las Vegas £5) Richmond (5 Hong Kong 
Boston Little Rock (=) Sacramento (London 
] Buffalo Coos Angeles [7 St. Louis =) Madrid 
CJ Butte (J Louisville (j Salt Lake City (=) Manila 
CiCharlotte [=| Memphis San Antonio (5 Mexico City 
Cy Chicago Miami 5) San Diego Ottawa 
Cj Cincinnati 7] Milwaukee [])Sen Francisco (=) Paris 
Cj Clevelend () Minneapolis 5) San Juan TS Rome 
Tj Columbia. [=] Mobile (© Savenneh [5 Singapore 
© Dallas CO Newark Seattle (Tel Aviv 

Denver (] New Haven } Springfield () Tokyo 
© Detroit [2 New Orleans Tampa 
Cl El Paso [1 New York City Washington Field 
CE] Honolulu — E} Norfolk Quantico 

ae Dae _May 28, 1975 

INSTITUE FOR POLICY STUDIES 
1520 New Hampehive Avenve, N.W. 

Washington, D.C, 
SH - MISCELLANEOUS 

Retention For appropriate 
(J For information [7 optional §&) action T) Surep, by 
(CI The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report, (1) conceal all 

sources, |} paraphrase contents. 

CO Enclosed are corrected pages ftom report of SA 
dated 

Remarks: 

Re. PG letter, 4/14/71. 

Classify relet per 3347, Category 2, Inde- 
finite, as of 5/28/75, : sa 

L96/ fox 
Site cory 

a“ “ 

\ 

ALL TNTCENATION CONTAINED 

TEREIN 15 YNSLA E N i a 

Ene. 
ae 100447935 
urile PG 1200-16460 

WHO 100-46784 



OPTIONAL, FORM No. 10. 
‘MAY $982 EDITION 
GSA FPmn Gt GPR) 11-184 " , . 
UNITED STATES APex000887 | , 

Memorandum : 
To } \:DERECTOR, FBI (100-7935) pate: 4/19/71 nD prom U{SAC, HOUSTON (100~11903) (RUG) 

susjecr: INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES 

1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE 
WW, WASHINGTON, D.c. 
IS-MISC 

| (00: WFO) 

: ; Re Bu let, 2/5/71 and HO let, 12/21/70. 

Since receipt of referenced Bureau letter, no infor~ 
mation has been developed through establishéd sources or 
informants relative to captioned matter. 

In the event any information is developed concerning 
this matter, Bureau and origin will be immediately advised. 

fe PEF OD 
2*= Bureau (aM) 
1 - WFO (100-16784) (Info) (RM) 
1 + Houston 

j Des/sjm 
(4) 

ner. 06,/0 — 747925 — 7 
. . 6  APR.221971 b6 
Sy _ b7c 



Mr, Bishop. 
Mr. Brennan Qo 
Mrz. Callahay NR GOS AT PLAIN 

S:09¢€ PM UBGENT 4721/71 ELS 

TO DIR OR 

Mr. Waltera "D6 Mr. Sars 
_ FROM ATLANTA 1QO-NEW 4p peg 

L£ Y TEFL 
Ase. FOR SOUTHERN STUDIES SPONSORED DEMONSTRATION 

PLANNED AT STOCKHOLDERS MEETING ,- 

GAs, APRIL TWENTYSEVEN , SEVE TYONE ts, - MISC ¢ 

oo] 
de A SOURCE HAS ADVISED IN APRIL, SEVENTYONE , THAT PERSONS, 

ASSOCIATED WITH INSTITUTE FOR SOUTHERN STUDIES CSS), FIVE 

FORSYTH STREET, ATLANTA, Cae, ARE CURRENTLY MAKING PLANS TO” 
DEMONSTRATE AGAINST GULF OIL CORPORATION AT A STOCKHOLDERS 

WEETING_20_BE-HBLDOUR A ATEANTA -ON-APREL-FUENTYSEVEN SEVENTYONE | 
SOURCE ADVISES THAT ISS IS PLANNING ON ADDITIONAL PARTICIPATION 
FROM AREAS OUTSIDE ATLANTA, PLaNs TO INFILTRATE THE STOCKHOLDERS wake 
MEETING THROUGH THE USE oF PROXIES , ‘AND INTENDS TO DISRUPT. THE 
— ee 

MEETING , CREATE CONFUSION AND POSSIBLY CONDUCT PICKETING ferel oe CRATE CONFU BLY 
OUTSIDE THE MEETING B (U) REE 0 4 gf en | a oaee THE MEET 
oe) ABOVE MENTIONED SOURCE Hab 5 sb02 sep IN JULY, SEVENTY, We dpr 29 qo7t 
“Werrrure FOR POLICY. STUDIES, (IPS) HAD OPENED A NEW OFFICE Adon. 
END PAGE ONE 

My 
"ee 6 io 

CBU A: (07 
i i D EXCEPT 

SHOWN OTHERWI 

B7C 1 



PAGE Two @ @ cs . ° 

AT 199-NEW k 

FIVE FORSYTH STREET, ATLANTA, GA., AND SOURCE THEREAFTER INDICATED ‘ 

THAT SAID ORGANIZATION WAS ALLEGED TO BE STUDYING THE EFFECTS OF 

WAR ON THE SOUTHERN ECONOMY, THAT IT WAS CONDUCTING RESEARCH ON 

WAR RELATED INDUSTRIES IN THE SOUTH, THAT ITS PURPOSE WAS TO 

IDENTIFY WAR RELATED INDUSTRIAL CONTRACTORS IN THE ATLANTA AREA 

AND DETERMINE THE EXTENT OF THE PART PLAYED BY THESE CONTRACTORS 

IN THE "MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX". 

IN FEB., SEVENTYONE, SOURCE SAID THE ATLANTA GROUP WAS THEN 

BEING REFERRED TO AS THE “INSTITUTE FOR SOUTHERN STUDIES". 

THE IPS HAS BEEN CHARACTERIZED, TN PART, IN AN ARTICLE IN “THE 

EXAMINER", WASHINGTON, Delos WEEKLY NEWSPAPER , DATED SEPT. 

een 

“TWENTYF OUR , SIXTYSEVEN , PAGE TWENTYTWO, BY ONE EDITH KERMIT 
ieee Acca erence anne co 

ROOSEVELT AS A WASHINGTON BASED “THINK FACTORY” WHICH HELPED 

TRAIN EXTREMISTS WHO INCITE VIOLENCE INU U.S. CITIES, AND WHOSE 
ae ite 3 

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH | SERVES AS A COVER R FOR INTRIGUE AND 

POLITICAL AGITATION. THROUGH ITS CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS, THE 

IPS EXERTS A CONTINUING INFLUENCE ON THE IDEOLOGY AND TACTICS 

OF THE NEW LEFT, ACCORDING TO ROOSEVELT. 

A LENGTHY ARTICLE IN THE APRIL NINETEEN, SEVENTYONE ISSUE 

OF “THE GREAT SPECKLED BIRD™, ATLANTA NEW LEFT UNDERGROUND 

__NEVSPAPER » PURPORTEDLY BASED UPON DATA COMPILED BY THE ISS FROM REPORTS 

BY THE "AMERICAN COMMITTEE oN AFRICA" AND THE “COMMITTEE oF RETURNED 

VOLUNTEERS”, ANNOUNCES THE PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AGAINST “GULF 

OIL CORPORATION TO THE PUBLIC AND ADVISES THAT SAME WILL COMMENCE AT 

END PAGE Two 



PAGE THREE @ 

AT 19@-NEY 
isto 

TEN AM 2 APRIL TWENTYSEVEN , AT THE ALLIANCE THEATER, FIFTEENTH 
eee 

AND PEACHTREE, LOCATION OF THE GULF STOCKHOLDERS MEETING. THE 
an ec a, 

ee 

ARTICLE INDICATES THE ACTION WILL BE THE Focus FOR SEVERAL 

GROUPS WORKING AGAINST U.S. - SUPPORTED RACISM AND. COLONTALISH 

IN AFRICA, AND CHARGES THAT, THROUGH ITS OPERATIONS IN PORTUGUESE 

COLONIES. IN AFRICA, GULF IS “a PRINCIPAL pULWARK Alb PRORTIERR 

OF THE WHITE MAN'S CONTROL OF AFRICA”. IT INDICATES THE SOUTHERN 

AFRICA TASK FORCE OF THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, BACKED 

BY A NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL AND INSTITUTIONAL STOCKHOLDERS , HAS 

INCLUDED FOUR PROPOSALS ON THE MEETINGS AGENDA, ALL OPPOSED BY 

GULF MANAGEMENT, WHICH PROPOSALS ARE 1) TO ESTABLISH A COMMITTEE 

10 EXAMINE GULF 'S INVOLVEMENT IN PORTUGUESE AFRICAs 2) TO DISCLOSE 

GULF 'S "CHARITABLE GIFTS"; 3) TO ENLARGE THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

0 REPRESENT THE INTEREST OF PEOPLE AFFECTED BY GULF s AND 4) TO 

ERMINATE GULF ‘'S OPERATIONS IN COLONIAL RULED AREAS. ISS 

ATES SUPPORTERS OF THE PROPOSALS “WILL BE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE 

THE MEETING TO MAKE SURE THE ISSUES ARE DEALT WITH -- ISSUES 

lof THIRD WORLD COLONZALISN AND RACISM, OF MULTINATIOWAL CORPORATIONS ° 

lsccounTaBLLITY TO HUNAN NEEDS. 

ATLANTA POLICE DEPARTMENT, U.S. SECRET SERVICE, ATLANTA, 

ONE ELEVENTH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE GROUP, FT. MC PHERSON, HAVE 

BEEN ADVISED. 

[_asststant DIRECTOR, SECURITY DEPARTMENT, 

GULF OIL CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS, COGNIZANT. 

END PAGE THREE 



PAGE FOUR 

ADMINISTRATIVE ¢ 

SOURCE WHO FURNISHED INFORMATION SET FORTH ABOVE IS IDENTIFIED 

ATLANTA WILL CLOSELY FOLLOW THIS MATTER AND WILL KEEP THE 

BUREAU ADVISED OF PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS . 

LHM WILL BE SUBMITTED UPON CONCLUSION OF ACTIVITY. 

AM COPY BEING FURNISHED WFO, 00 IN CASE INVOLVING IPS. 

END “4 

EJF FBI WASH DC 



i BE. 179% 

a v 8. DEPT. OF “jUSTICE 

SENSTUDY 75 

NOTATIONS HEREIN ACCOUNT FOR ACCESS AYD“OR DELIVERY OF THIS DOCUMENT TO SENATE 
SELECT COMMITTEE (SSC) AN 2OR HOUSE SELEG! COMMITTER {HSC) ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, 
yee Re JL NOTE, FORM IN WHICH ACCESS AND “OR DELIVERY WAS MADE MAY RE DIFFERENT 
LJHAN AS REPRESENTED BY THIS DJCUMENT IN THAT CE (AW EXCISeINS MAY HA“! BEEN 
pave. For ACCESS - DELIVERY FORM, SEE. BURILE $) 62-21G890 SCH, 62-116464 CHSC), . 

is y HS payed et oy 
i . gsc . 

ACC, ee DATE ee ACC. seen DATE 
: : DATE wen DEL. aL. DATE thebrs 

JR., WERE ALSO FURNISHED 8 SEL NE MARTIN LUTHOR KiNG, DOGUMENTS FURNISH 
TO ESTATE OS KING THROUGH TH+ DEPT. AS INDICATED BELOW FOR INSTANT DOCUMENT, DATE 
DENOTING DELIVERY TO DEPT. SEE BUFILE 109-106670 FOR FORM IN WHICH FURNISHED. 
nee FODEPT. 8, 

real 
"her 26 7 29 PH*T 

RECEIVED-GALE 
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bb a 8/23/72 ieee 

oo iz ~- Br. GD. Rosenqnuist 

(U) 
Le v/e b7D 

LESH 
Reiviet ¢ 

above which enclosed 
were Luynished to ¥ Y ROUTING 

Cc 
lane of 

OF. sATE AGENCIES Bi ED OFFICES 

This matter should receive prompt ottention, a 
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BD-265 | (Rev. 38-467 , q uv 

2 ' FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION . 

| Rebonnne oenicn OFFICE OF ORIEN Toate 
SAN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON FIELD | 4/29/71 4/16/71 ~ 4/27/71 

TITLE OF CASE REPORT MADE BY be ppreoer 
co 

,, INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS) b7C few 
(yf 1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE, N.W. CHARACTER OF CASE 

'{ WASHINGTON, D.C. 

IS ~ MISCELLANEOUS 

f 
| REFERENCES: San Francisco report of FRANCIS T. DAVIS, dated 
q 6/15/70. b6 
| Washington Field report of b7C 

dated 19/16/70. 

™* ADMINISTRATIVE: f 
eee fy 
s bo J 

, bIC 

i b7D 

ho Pretext intervi 11/20/70 and 
Py 1/15/71, were conducted by S who employed the b6 

“DIC 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED ACQUIT-f case HAS SEEN: 

sonvic |auto.} rus, FINES SAVINGS © RECOVERIES TALS 
PENDING OVER ONE Year [_]yes NO 
PENDING PROSECUTION 

OVER 51X MONTHS (ves (Jno 

APPROVED Vs SPECIAL AGENT - DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW 

75 WAGE: 6 7 ~ - 7 rn 
cry Bureau (1007447935) (RM) /00-| #47 73S F 

- Washington Field (100-46784) er 6-68. - 
2 - San Francisco 

a ~ 100-61761} 1 MAY 8 t971 maid 
0-69056) (BAL ae 

ond Awe eo a thed 1, — wey igs 
gle ta AE: guln Ryvmyso tty TRS; 04 
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pretext of being a Pacific Gas and Electric Official who 
had received a letter from the IPS requesting industrial 
security information and who understood that the BAI was 
affiliated with IPS and could provide information concerning 6 
IPs. b 

bIC 
Thi epresentative of the FBI who interviewed 

on 327710 vas'sa | 
On 4/26/71, 

| Wells Fargo Bank, San Francisco, California, was 
contacted by TT asked if the policy of 
his bank would permit providing Information concerning the 
account of an organization under investigation by the FBI, 
After consulting with the Head Cashier of the bank, 
advised he could not provide any information conceming an 

. account without a subpoena duces tecum. 

It should be noted as a matter of administrative 
interest that during a telephonic pretext of the BAI in 9/70, 
it was learned thatho whé was previously reported 
to be associated with the BAI, as set out in first referenced 
report, had only been associated with the BAI on one event in 
4/70, had no_current connection with the BAT, and was living 

and working[ =] 
Inasmuch as investigation has failed to determine 

any affiliation between the IPS and the BAI, investigation 
of the IPS at San Francisco is being placed in a closed 
status. San Francisco will continue to follow the activities 
of the BAI; and in the event that such an affiliation is 
pubsequently established, this investigation will he 
reopened. 

This report is classified -cenfidentiai since 
he unauthorized discjosure of information provided by 

T-1 through SF ould reasonably result in the (J) 
identification of informants and sources of continuing 
value, compromise their future effectiveness, and thus could 
be injurious to the defense interests of the United States. 

B 
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Sep, to: 
b6 

. : os . oe 
Report of: Loe Office: San Francisco, California 
Date: 

Say ft 
Field Offiee File i 100-61761 Bureau File ¢: L00-447935 aw 

3 Title: Sad 
INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS) we 
1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE, N.W. Po 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Character: INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS b6 

oO ~J Qa 

_ INFORMATION CONTAIN 

Synopsis: 

| Crores bay Area Institute (BAZ), 
advise é BAT has no connection with, or direct knowledge ° 
of, the IPS other than knowledge obtained through two studies 

B During November, 1970, a representative of the . 
= Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) contacted the BAI, b6 
A FF 9 Sutter Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California. bTC 
on An unidentified re tative of the BAI advised that b7D 
at hile the IPS are known to the BAI, the 
S65 AL is not affiliated with the IPS. 

a . 

This information should not be made public without 
an issuance of a subpoena duces tecum. 

S EXON... ” your ayedey; it and its contents dre nol to be gistributed oyfo ide ySar agency. 
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i, 
_~zc70n November 20, 1970, and again on January 15, 

1971, _ as interviewed 

presentative of the FBI under a suitable pretext. 

stated on both occasions that the BAI was not the 

re fo} Ss ast Office of the IPS, nor is it i ny way connected 

i . He advised that he knevw| . 
and through him had obtained tw6 subcontracts which 2 

Eeqguired work in the San Francisco area. These ‘subcontracts 

dealt primarily with obtaining figures regardina ras between 

the West Coast and Far Eastern Countries. stated 

that as far as he knew, the IPS was a rionprofit educational 

that accepts contracts from anyone to do research. 

Ce alstated that he knew of no projects conducted by the 

er than the two which the BAI participated in under 

contract. an ‘ 
ttt 

On_December 7, 1970, a representative of the FBI 
interviewed BAI, at 

9 Sutter Street, Room 300, San Francisco, which is the office 

of the BAI.” No other_organization was listed on BAI's door 

er on its stationery|_"__Jappeared to work in one room 
of the office space, and two other rooms appeared to be used 

fox research by two white ma hite female, all of 

whom were in their early et des veluctant to 
discuss anything with the FBI representative. 

attended a Students For A 
Democratic Society (SDS) conference here at 
Richmond, California, on August 2, 1969. 

(SF t-1, o9/o5y¥ (U) 

A characterization of the SDS is contained 

in the Appendix. 

appeared on a panel discussion in New York 

City to discuss the problems of pollution; and in reference to 

Consolidated Edison, a New York tility [o> aid that 
if Consolidated Edison did not take steps to solve pollution 

problems, the only alternative would be to blow up their 

plant. 

[sp v2, 1/26/70) (u) 

bo 
b7C 
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On January 26, 1971, SF T-3 advised that he | 

visited the offices of the BAI. In conversation with 

unidentified indivi i i roe was b7D 

told that 



STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY IC 

Students For a Democratic Society, commonly 
known as SDS, came into existence at a founding convention 
held during June, 1962, at Port Huron, Michigan. From an 
initial posture of “participatory democracy," Marxist- 
Leninist ideology of various shadings became predominant 
during 1968-1969 with debate centering on how best to 
create a revolutionary youth movement. SDS moved from 
involvement in the civil rights struggle to an anti-Vietnam 
war position to advocacy of a militant anti-imperialist 
line linking up the oppressed peoples of Asia, Africa and 
Latin America with the black Liberation movement in the 
United States. ‘All major factions within SDS embrace 
Marxism-Leninism and identify internationally with China, 
Cuba and North Vietnam as countries leading the worldwide 
struggles against the United States. However, the Soviet 
Union was regarded as imperialist and with the Communist 
Party, United States of America, "revisionist" in nature. 

[eh 

SDS operated under a national constitution which 
called for an annual National Convention (NC) and quarterly 
National Council meetings wherein programs were initiated 
and debated. Three national officers were elected annually 
with a National Interim Committee to run the organization. 
Regional offices and college chapters elected delegates to 
the national meetings but each functioned independently on 
local matters, Its official publication "Fire" (formerly 
"New Left Notes") last appeared in December, 1969. 

Internal factionalism of se.ious proportions de- 
veloped during 1968~1969 and the following three factions 
evolved as a result of a split at the June, 1969, NC: 

Weatherman, Worker Student Alliance (WSA), and Revolutionary 
Youth Movement (RYM). The effect of the split on SDS chapters 
throughout the country was divisive. Some alligned with one 
or the other of the three rajor factions. Others, unable to 
identify with any faction, disassociated with SDS completely 
and changed names. 

The SDS national office in recent years was located 
at 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. It was closed 

in February, 1970. 

The Weatherman and RYM groups no longer consider 
themselves associated with DS, and the WSA group refers to 

itself as the true Spun. 



an Ye e 

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY MM 

"The New York Times" city edition, Tuesday, 
April 20, 1965, page 27, reported that a new party of 
“revolutionary socialism" was formally founded on 
April 18, 1965, under the name of the Progressive Labor 
Party (PLP) which had been known as the Progressive Labor 
Movement. 

te 

According to the article, "The Progressive Labor 
Movement was founded in 1962 by MILTON ROSEN and MORTIMER 
SCHEER after they were expelled from the Communist Party 
of the United States for assertedly following the Chinese 
Communist line.“ 

A source advised on June 3, 1968, that the PLP 
held its Second National Convention in New York City, 
May 31 to June 2, 1968, at which time the PLP reasserted 
its objective of the establishment of a militant working 
class movement based on Marxism-Leninism. 

The source also advised that at the Second 
National Convention MILTON ROSEN was unanimously re-elected 
National Chairman of the PLP and 

to dead the PLP until the next convention. 

The PLP publishes "Progressive Labor,” a bimonthly 
magazine, and “Challenge-Desafio," a monthly newspaper. 

Source advised on May 25, 1970, that the PLP 
utilizes an address of General Post Office Box 808, 
Brooklyn, New York, and also utilizes an office in Room 
617, 1 Union Square West, New York, New York. 

APPENDIX 
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REVOLUTIONARY YOUTH MOVEMENT ay 

A sonrce advised that the Revolutionary Youth 

Movement IL (RYM II) faction of Students for a Democratic 

Society (SDS) held a national conference at Atlanta, Georgia, 
from November 26 to 30, 1969. At this conference it was 
decided to foxm a new organization to be known as Revolutionary 
Youth Movement (RYM), characterized as a mass anti-imperialist 

youth organization, said organization being proposed as separate 

and distinct in form and content from SDS. The "Principles of | 

Unity" adopted by the conference included a struggle against 

white supremacy and male supremacy; fights against imperialism, 
anticommunism, fascism and oppression of youth; and support of 

the right of self~-determination of all “oppressed nations," also 

support of the right of all “oppressed and exploited" peoples 

"to armed self-defense," It was agreed that RYM would not be a 

Marxist-Leninist organization; however, source said this was 

decided in order to indicate an organization broad enough in 

form to be acceptable to everyone. A temporary National 

Steering Committee (NSC) made up of eight females and two males 

was elected to govern RYM until national officers could be 
elected during the Spring of 1970. 

RYM publications have listed the RYM National Office 

(NO) at Post Office Box 5421 and Post Office Box 77012 C, both 

Atlanta, Georgia, and a second source has advised that the NO 

has no office space but would probably be considered as located 

at Apartment 27, 1067 Alta Avenue, Northeast, Atlanta, 

Second source advised that women dominated the founding 

conference and have continued to dominate NSC meetings to the 

point that "women's liberation” has apparently become the RYM's 

principal issue - also that RYM's poor financial condition has 

resulted in its failure to publish a paper. During early 1970, 

RY¥YM has decided to cater to the working class rather than youth, 

since the potential for social revolution lies in workers. 

A third source has stated that it was decided at the 

March, 1970, NSC meeting that RYM women had decided the organi~ 

zation will be molded inte a “working class, Marxist~Leninist, 

revolutionary, anti-imperialist, pro-black nationalist, 
people's women's liberation organization.” 

AEPENDIX 
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WEATHERMAN 

Initially called the “Action Faction," Weatherman 

wame into being immediately before the June, 1969 Students 

for a Democratic Society (SDS) National Convention (NC). At 

this NC Weatherman won all three national officer positions 
and a majority of the National Interim Committee as well. 
Subsequently, they took over the SDS National Office (NO) in 
Chicago, and controlled its funds, paper and national records. 
Although internal struggle existed until late 1969, Weatherman 
for all major purposes controlled SDS nationally from June, 

1969, until its NO closed in February, 1970, At this time it 
no longer considered itself part of SDS. 

The term Weatherman emerged from an ideological paper 

prepared by its leaders entitled, "You Don't Need a Weatherman 

to Know Which Way the Wind Blows," ("New Left Notes,” June 18, 
1969). This statement outlined the basic stance of Weatherman: 
Marxist-Leninist in content but with strong advocdcy that action 
not theory would bring about revolution in the United States. 
This posture was complemented with an international identification 
to the Cuban revolution and CASTRO's statement that the duty of 

a revolutionary is to make revolution. 

During October, 1969, Weatherman riots in Chicago 

resulted in more than 260 arrests for mob action and related 

charges. A program of armed struggle was finalized during a 

December, 1969, "War Council” wherein terrorist tactics and 

political assassination were contemplated. The basic strength 

of Weatherman was then revealed to be some 300-350 nationally 

and geographically apportioned to the Midwest, New York, and 

some Northwest. 

As its rhetoric of violence escalated, Weatherman 

leaders increasingly discussed the necessity of an underground 

operation wherein more than 90 percent of the organization 

would be submerged; "affinity groups" of three - five members 

would function independently. In February, 1970, Weatherman 

leaders announced a program of “strategic sabotage" with police 
and military installations as primary targets. 

In February, 1970, Weatherman abandoned the SDS NO, 

1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois, and throughout 

the country entered an underground status. 

, APPENDIX 
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WORKER STUDENT ALLIANCE/PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY 

RY source advised during August, 1969, that at 
the National! Convention (NC) of Students for a Democratic 
Society (SDS} held in Chicago, Illinois, during June, 1969, 
a split arose between the Progressive Labor Party (PLP) and 
the National Office (NO), the NO becoming known as the 
Weatherman faction. The PLP faction drew the largest 
support among those in attendance at the NO. 

Source further advised that during late Summer, 
1969, the PLP faction of SDS established its National 
Headquarters (NH) on the second floor of a loft-type 
building at 173-A Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 
The campaign on which the PLP faction centered was to build 
a worker student alliance or a campus worker student alliance. 
Thus, they adopted the names of Worker Student Alliance (WSA) 
or Campus Worker Student Alliance. 

Source stated that the “New Left Notes," printed 
in New York City, is the official publication of the WSA 
faction. 

A second source advised during January, 1970, that 
within the SDS, the WSA is a caucus of which the PLP consti- 
tutes the leadership. 

A third source advised during July, 1970, that 
during demonstrations staged in the Boston area during the 
Spring and Summer of 1970 by the NH, the main theme of 
previous demonstrations staged by the NH shifted from 
protestations of the Vietnam War and other United States 
foreign policy matters to attacking domestic issues such 
as racism and unemployment and demonstrating support of 
the "workers' struggle." 

APPENDIX 
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Federal Bureau of Investigation 

May 28, 1975 

Director of Special Investigations 
The Inspector General 

Department of the Air Force 
Forrestal Building 
Washington, D.C. 20814 

1. For your information, I am enclosing communications which may be 
of interest to you. 

2. It will be appreciated if you will have the investigation conducted 
as requested in the enclosed memorandum and fumish the results. 

3. No farther investigation is contemplated with regard to this matter. 

4 You will be advised of the pertinent developments in connection 

with this inquiry. 

5. Please note change in caption of this case. 

Incomplete 
b6é ! 
b7c 

Director 
‘ederal Bureau of Investigation 

Pleat Classify report captioned 
‘Institute for Policy Studies, 1520 
New Hampshire, N.W., Washington, D.C, 
Internal Security-Miscelianeous." It 

a yas classified confidential and sent 
c Oo your office 5/10/71, 2 

Lg} toe File eo 
Pie 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION t 

CONS 
In Reply, Ploase Refer to eee 

File No. . es ‘ . 
SF 3100-61761 San Francisco, California 

April 29, 1971 

Title INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS) 
1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Character INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 

dated and captioned as above, 9 
at San Francisco, California. 

ALL sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
@re concealed in referenced commmication have furnished reliable 

information in the past. 

‘This document contains neither recommendettommnurcunclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents ate not to be distributed outside 
} your agency, . . ‘ 

: . 
i . 
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Federal Bureau of Investigation 

July 15, 1975 

Director of Special Investigations 
‘The Inspector General 
Department of the Air Force 

Forrestal Building 
Washington, D.C. 20314 

1, For your information, 1 SAR RSN RIMMER ARORA INTRA BSR 
BRRSRRAI, 

2. It will be appreciated if you will have the investigation conducted 
as requested in the enclosed memorandum and furnish the results. 

(13. No further investigation is contemplated with regard to this matter. 

4, You will be advised of the pertinent developments in connection 
with this inguiry. 

5. Please note change in caption of this case. 

6. Status of case: Completed Incomplete 

Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

NOTE: Please declassify memorandum 
captioned "Cambridge Institute, In- 
ternal Security-Miscellaneous," It 
is dated 5/10/71 at Boston, Massa- 
chusetts, and was classified Confi- 
dential, ee 

LIB/tagys, peroranzoy QNEAEN Bile copy 

HERELI 3 
Sate 24 

Enc. 
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UNITED STATES GOWBANMENT 

Memorandum 
* FO + DIRECTOR, FBI (t00-sa7 oF erp eaertag 5/12/71 
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SAC,, ATLANTA (100-7852) (P) 

gl . ) ie * E UIE FOR POLICY STUDIES, joy sai é 1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, N. Wynne ee OU gper 
WASHINGTON, D, C. “a . IS - MISC 
00: WFO 

Re Atlanta letter to the Bureau, 11/30/70; WFO 
letter to the Bureau, 1/13/71; and 0-1 form dated 4/15/71, 7 
as received from the Bureau, 

Referenced WFO letter indicates that Institute 
for Southern Studies (ISS) (under which name Institute for 

: Policy Studies (IPS) appears to be operating in the South) = 
* was issued another check by IPS, Washington, D, C., during be 
December, 1970, this check in the amount of $1,000, b7C 

Ty bID y advised on 2/18/71, + 
= ere identified among approximately 
a individuals who were in attendance at a meeting of the 

y Angela Davis Defense Committee, held at the Edgewood Y.W.CyA, 
Building, Atlanta, Geor: £ i of 2/17/71, This 
source has stated that re attempting t. 
operate ISS in Atlanta, an previously identified 

sani valerie associated with ISS, 5 Forsyth | 
ie U 

1 
i | 

me m0 |) Street, Atlanta, | 
d a ! 

i \ Source said that Angela Davis Defense Committee in 4 
a J Atlanta is predominantly white, and was meeting on 2/17/71, 
i 3 | to plan for the raising of funds for the defense-of DAVIS, (U) 
y muten monies raised were to be sent to the Black Panther Party. 

yf 
Same source advised on 3/11/71, that, as of that 

Ai e period, the ISS seemed to have increased its activity in : 
we or Atlanta, Source indicated that the organization appeared to b6¢ 
ai have informal relationships with b7c 

both of whom were not formaily ed at the Institute but | 
Ver GM ASA 

z od 
- Bureau (RM) SM a x le 

2 - WFO (100-46784) qx | 
2 - Atianta Ae 
GRM:pab ois 

3s0 (6) Ls . 

mat 2190 “pie tay aes = 55 Buy U.S. Savings B : ge p10: a CONEIBEMSME 
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apparently expected to be formally employed by the organi-~ 
zation, ISS had obviously some smail financial backing, 
according to source, and was seeking foundation sources 
to expand its operation, Source further indicated the ; 
Institute continued to have as its main focus research 
on Southern problems, especially research concerning 
military industrial Spending.\y“ (uy 

Source ha: 

On 4/2/71 commonly known a: 

visite ie ice of ISS, . 
KN 5 Forsyth Street, Atlanta, according to source who furnished 

information on date of said visitng (U) 

Source also advised in April, 1971, that ISS was, 
during that month, making plans to demonstrate against Gulf 
Oil Corporation at a GOC stock holders? meeting, to be held 
in Atlanta, on 4/27/71, ISS was planning on building 

Zo. demonstration participation through the utilization of persons 
from outside the Atlanta area, according to source, and planned 
to infiltrate the stock holders‘ meeting through the use of 
proxies, and intending to disrupt the meeting, create confusim 
and possibly conduct picketing action outside the meeting Oy, (UW) 

hdvised on 4/27/71, that of ISs 
bad, on 4, >» .ndicated that Atlanta area people who disagree 
with Gulf's involvement in Africa were then securing proxies b6 
so that they caild attend the annual Gulf Oil Corporation stock b7c 

De holderst meeting to make their views known, Source also indi- “ 
cated that he had observed pamphlets and booklets at the office 67D 
of ISS, same concerning U, S, industrial involvement in Africa, 
these see one having been made about January or February, 

j 

1971, (U) 

Gulf Oil a — —_ — on a be 
3 ~ 

Uv that on said datc, af its annual stock holders' meeting held b7C 
at the Alliance Theater in Atlanta, Georgia, a group of persons 
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utilizing proxies, publicly identified themselves as 
“Southern Africa Task Force of United Presbyterian Church", 
urged stock holders' support to investigate Gulf involvement 
in Portuguese Atricg? cyPes y alleged the Gulf Oi1 Corporation 
helps maintain eolont v Yess; on of blacks in Africa, 
and that its activities may have an oppressive affect on 
human rights and liberty, During the nomination period for 
election to the Gulf Board of Directors, it was alleged Gulf 
has no minority representation on its Board of Directors, 
and the group hominated_several Negores. for positions on b6 
the Board, according | It was also noted that bIc 
two persons had to be forcibly removed from the meeting a 
after being ruied out of order by the chairman when they 
insisted on pursuing a discussion concerning Gulf supporting 
an alleged Portuguese dictatorship in Angola which results 
in alleged oppression and exploitation of Africans,and who 
declined to relinquish the microphone, 

L____ihso advised that approximately 20-25 
demonstrators gathered near the entrance to the Alliance 
Theater prior to and during the stock holders' meeting to 
stage a"guerrilla theater" during which skits were performed 
allegedly to show that "Gulf kills" in Africa, 

» advised that he observed b6 
ut KL among those who were located 

near the entrance to the Guif 011 Corporation stock holders’ b7C 
b7D 

U 

meeting on 4/27/71 Bo (U) 

Atlanta is continuing to follow the activities of 
the Institute for Policy Studies, also known as Institute 
for Southern Studies, in the Atianta area, 
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» UNITED STATES GO| NMENT + 

“Memorandum 
DATE! 5/24/71 

FROM : SAC, WFO (100-46784) 

AMP Issn BL pa — a 
~ +> (§} OF, 

#@ “78 AGENCIDS 
suxecr: ENSTITUTE FOR POLICY STupIgs BPPROPRT NT ons 

SM - MISCELLANEOUS an FTES ™ 

bac 

Re Bure) letter dated ace and WFO LHM dated 
~ 2/19/71. 

Zz a Ne WFO believes that the Institute for Policy Studies 
PS) is the heart, brains and driving force behind the 

New Left movement in this country. IPS has formulated five 
year plans to radicalize the thinking of the American public; 

service IPS and it is understood that IPS is in contact with 
every college in the country. There has also been some 
indication that IPS may have contributed financially to the, 
recent May Day demonstrations in Washington, D.C., which / 
were in sore financial trouble. It also appears that IPS / 
May have an illegal arm as well as a legal one. WFO needs § 
a disereet lookout to determine if the above assessment is 
correct and to conduct an in depth survey of IPS. 

Lookout possibilities are almost non existent in 
the neighborhood of IPS due to the fact that it is zoned for 

vera 

SIED EXCEPT 

mostly by law firms, It is agreed that $375 per month is a 

lookotfh 
represents: the most discreet and | 

est coverage of IPS. WFO does not intend to confine this 
investigation to a lookout.operation, but it is believed 

‘the investigation should begin there. With better coverage 
5 of IPS, it is expected that WFO will be in a position to 

ascertain New Left activities long in advance as well as 
possible illegal IPS involvement. The Bureau is Tequested 

VES Ba Gah 

5010-10-05 

concentrating on our young people. Seventeen telephone lines 

professional organizations and all appropriate space is rented, 

i 

| 3 

b7D 

to reconsider WFO's proposed rental of ne ae a eae: te 

Re GL 
3 

xs 
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Memoratdum 
: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-447935) pate: 6/1/71 

C, WFO (100-46784) (P) 

1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NW. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. ~ 
Is - MISC . Yo 
(00: WFO) 

4/29/71, captioned as above;_and San Francisco 
letter to Bureau, 1/20/71, captioned] | SM-MISC. 

Review of referenced WFO report dated 10/16/70 
fails to disclose any indication of (having re- 

Re WFO report of SA 10/16/70 — . 
ceptions! as above; San Francisco report of SA bic 

os, in the context of having furriished information pertaining . 
to establishment of Bay Area Institute.’ Therefore, no full he fo 

security investigation concerning her is warranted by San 
Francisco and no letter is being submitted by WFO under 

ease caption setting-:out data pertaining to her. 

sided in San Francisco and reference to her was made only 4 

pe 
é.~ Bureau ST 10, REC As» Y/R lif 
& - San Francisco (100-61761) (RM) 706 YY7935- . 

(1-100-69056) (Bay Area Institute) D6 

Co a 
1. - WFO — a 

JAV:a11 

(7) 

£4, 

ry QIUN 291974 os : 
N 

Buy U.S. Saving? Bonds Regularly i Savings Plan 

UNRE.URDED COPY F* 



WFO 100-46784) 

The above information is confidential and should not 
: e : : : : : * : : : 

Investigation re IfS continuing at ‘Yashington D.C. 

b7D 
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INSTITUTE POR POLICY STUDIES (IPS) i 

1520 NSY WAMPSHIRE AVENUE, NORTHWEST ¥ 

WASHINGTON, D.C, 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 

e Retention For appropriate 
O For information 7) optional GJ action  Surep, by —-___ 

(Cl The enclosed is for your infomation. Hf used in a future report, {7} conceal al: 

sources, {_] peraphrase contents. 

[7] Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA 
dated 5 

Remarks: 

Re. Bu Airtel to WFO, et al, 7/12/71. 

Classify airtel SecretaiteForetenDissemine- | 

Ts ADE > per 3347, Category 2, 
Indefinite, as of 5/28/75, 
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“_UNETED STATES opeoiens Sohn 

. l= Mr. W. C. Sullivan), 222%, Memorandum L— Mr. J. i. Gale Ns a 
1 - M een 

Dalbey 

TO > Mr. C.D. Bremd{? DATE: % Gale 

are co -~ Mr D. Brennan i FROM : R, L, Shackelforgf/| Y Tie R ee -_Mr. L. Sh: Lfordeaver 
i Tele, Room “bé 

: * sug) cork? A Sent 7 . J * INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS) =< bIC 1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, N. W. oss 
WASHINGTON, D, C, Kee 

bé INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELUD 
B7C 

PURPOSE: 

To request. authority for WFO to expend $375 pe 
month for a 90-day period for the rental of space for an 
observation post on stitute ee dies (IPS). 

en 10, 
b6 

BACKGROUND: bIC 

IPS has b A tislibtevinea as tH€ "Think Fac 
of.the New Left which helps train extremists who incite 
violence and whose educational research serves as a cover 
for intrigue and political agitation, Continued investigation 
of IPS as a New Left subversive organization was recommended 
aS waS an expansion of this investigation beyond contacts 
with established sources in January, 1971, This was approved 
by the Director. oe 

IPs leaders are alt on Priority I of the ° Security 
Index and are C 

b7D | New Left id DATE OF 

, research on security procedures used by American (vu) 
Uingdustries, travel to North Vietnam and conferences with a 
North Vietnamese officials, support of disruptive demonstra-— 
tions and advocacy_of abolition of the FBI, Secret Service, 
and other Government. aa agencies = $4 

105 REO 770 PET T3S- 
Persons suspected o: ‘involvement in two embassy 

bombings in Washington, DB. C., in 1970 have closely associated 
with IPS, uv Addi tionatty} several Bureau fugitives who are 
New Left activists have apparently had IPS contacts. Two 
of te fe ‘Are directly involved in a bank robbery and murder 
and; ib urd is a Weatherman fugitive ‘ ader indictment for 
Movatidal ‘6f! antiriot laws. 
Enclosure<a.cl~ 7-F- / to Lo ce € Ss NGO ese —vaet 

100-447935 JuL is 1974 
1- (6221 1B) RY bé CONT vE 

wap FP eign °° GOIUL 4 

iy 
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan 
Re: Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) 

1520 New Hampshire Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

is very friendly with 

persons associated wi. : dditionally, it has been 
reported that IPS is well along the way to having a book 

published on the’-Vietnam study documents, 

[recent mititant 
demonstrations in Washington, D. C., said in January, 1971, 
that IPS had donated $1,000 to him. IPS officials also 
reportedly are part of a message network to a? 
North Vietnam according to statements made by in 

February, 1971, 

OBSERVATIONS: 

IPS apparently exercises considerable influence 
in the New Left movement and may have as its goal the . 
destruction of the U.S. Government, as presently constituted, Pr 
by other than lawful means. \ 

Informant coverage of IPS to date has provided 
information of considerable value but sources have not been : 
able to penetrate the top echelon where planning and i 
strategy take place. It is felt that employment of an 
observation post to identify visitors to IPS would enable 
WFO to target selected individuals who have access to top- 
level information for development as informants. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That attached airtel be sent to WFO authorizing 
expenditure of $375 per month for rental of lookout space 
on IPS, for a period of 90 days. 



7/9/71. 

1+ Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Airtel 1-Mr. J. H. Gale 

, 1 - Hr. A. Rosen 
CIO 1 . Mr. C. D. Brennan 

To: SAC, WFO : Roe ; ’ (1900-46784) REC-58 be bé 
t ; y vi From: Director, FBI (100-447935) _— 8 DTC 

RPPROPRIATE AGENCIDS 
INSTITUTE YOR POLICY STUDIES -D OFFICES 
1520 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, N. W. (3 

. WASHINGTON, D.C. 
IS ~ MISCELLANEOUS 

urairtel 6/30/71 and report of SA b6 
[oo fasted 6/29/71, both captioned as above. bIC 

Bureau authority is granted for WFO to expend 
$375 per month for 90 days for the rental of an observation 
post on captioned facility. Two weeks prior to the expiration 
of this authority, submit your recommendation regarding the 

continuation of this lookout coverage. Include informatio: 
in your recommendation showing tangible results developed. Th 

{nsure that the utmost discretion is utilized in 
e the employment of this lookout and take ne action which will 

/) result in embarrassment to the Bureau. 1) 

aN 

aes 
Fe ie , 

Aes ‘ ‘see memdrandum R. L. Shackelford to Mr. €. D. Brennan 
: dated 7/8/71, captioned as above, prepared by WGD:j1lm. 

Tolson 
Sullivan 
Mobr 
Bishop 
Brennan, C.D. — 
Callahan 
Casper 
Conrad 
Dalbey 
felt 
Gale 
Reson 
‘Tavol 

MAILED 10 

Re = 3074 
Walters 

Sayaite, oe. ie [eee ee | “EB 

Bear al ZUM 
Holmes 
Gandy MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT| 
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” C a1 ry 
FROM: 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-447935) 

h. SAG, WFO (100-46784) 
‘~. INSTITUTE FOR POLICY sryprEs (IPS) ch pres | ' 

1520 NEW HAMPSH3fw AVENSE, N.W., os ~ 
WASHINGTON, D.C. . 
IS-MISCELEANEOSS nate 
(00: uO) Wor 

Attached herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies 
of WFO report of SA eaptioned as above 
and dated 6/29/71. 7 . i! 

Attached report sets out current projects of IPS ' 
and affiliated.or funded organizations; covert activities woke, 
related. to IPS and/or" ‘associates; meetings of New Left ‘tye é 
organizations held at IPS; and financial statement concerning | 
IPS . during the period 8/31/70 thru 5/28/71. 2K th 

On basis of information set out in attached repobt, 
Bureau is’ respectfully requested to reconsider previous WF 
request for expenditure of $375 per month no establish 
lookout coverage on captioned organization. 2 Te a, l. 

. wy dt . 

x05 ul 
“NPPROPRIATE AGENCIES bs, eine | 

‘Vee an aaa 

21 Bureau (Enc. 11) 
1- WFO 

IVW; kvn bé 
(3) BIC 

ED EXCEP 
WN OTHER t 

Approved: Sent = M Per 
Special Agent in Charge 
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p OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 7 MAY 1987 EDITION pS caren Gl oe) wins ~W-> 
UNITED STATES ERNMENT —s . 

| TO: DIRECTOR, FBI CONSE ‘. pate: 7/29/71 

FRI SAC, ATLANTA (100-8773), (C) 

_ er y . . . b6 
SUBJECT: “(INSTITUTE FOR SOUTHERN STUDLES Ty hh hu m2 fOr b7c 

SPONSORED DEMONSTRATION PLANNED Molt igen, } : 
' J fae f | UY” STOCKHOLDERS MEETING, “D / . 

I OIL CORPORATION, . kel Y 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA - ah 

pf) Apu OT 
‘ Is - MISC 

Re Atlanta teletypes to Bureau, 4/21/71 and 
4/27/71, 

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and 5 
ten copies and for WFO two copies of an LHM, dated and Z 
captioned as above. a 

Sources referred to in LHM are identified as / 
b7 follows: 

Source one\is (U) 
Source two iis 
Source three is* . 

RE 

gas SEL - Bureau (Enc, 11) (8M) 
~ WHO (Ene. 2) (BM) 

ii~ Atlanta 
(1 - 100-8773) 4 won! 
(1 ~ 100-7852) (188) aoe {7 
(2 - 187-621) TL _] A TGF - 
(1 — 100-5718) <a0n Wb. 44 77535 

we (1 - 100-7925) : a 
B Ek (1 — 100-7296) s 
ES (1 - 100-7018) eo. 
Se we (1 ~ 100-7248) Bui 
aas (1 - 100-7371) zs 
EEE (1 - 100-8762) ta 
BE a GL ~ 100-8729) % 
a a8 rcp: pab 7 

G5) b7E 
war oScraasry pos; Shaté £52 )) 
REG. REC'D sa HE 

om GLASS. & EXT. B 

we jt feat ede ATE OF REVIEW. 

AU 6 9 1874 S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



nen STATES DEPARTMENT OF SUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Atlanta, Georgia 
File No. saty 29, 1971 USSR TEL 

INSTITUTE FOR SOUTHERN STUDIES 
SPONSORED DEMONSTRATION PLANNED 
AT STOCKHOLDERS MEETING, 
GULF OIL CORPORATION, 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
APRIL 27, 1971 

fisersa, 1971, a source/advised that persons 
associated with the Institute for Policy Studies (IPS), 
Five Forsyth Street, Atlanta, Georgia, were formulating 
plans to demonstrate against Gulf Oil Corporation at its 
annual stockholders meeting at Atlanta on April 27, 1971. 
These plans included infiltration of the stockholders 
meeting through use of proxies in an effort to cause 
disruption and confusion within the meeting and possibly 
conduct a picketing action outside the meeting. () .) 

/fhis source had advised in July, 1070 nat \ 
IPS had opened an office at Five Forsyth Street in Atlanta 
and thereafter reported that IPS was allegedly studying \ 
the effects of war on the southern economy, that it was \ 
conducting research on war-related industries in the South} 
and that its purpose was to identify war-related industrial! 
contractors in the Atlanta area to determine the extent of 
the part played by these contractos in what they termed 
the "military industrial complex". 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

ne Ff 
en OSUHE, 



INSTITUTE FOR SOUTHERN STUDIES 
SPONSORED BEMONSTRATION PLANNED 
AT STOCKHOLDERS MEETING, 
GULF OIL CORPORATION, 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
APRIL 27, 1971 

{U) 
In February, 1971, this sourc6} reported that 

the Atianta IPS was affiliated with thé IPS headquartered 
in Washington, D. C., and in Atlanta this group was being 
referred to as the Institute for Southern Studies (188) . 

The Institute for Policy Studies been he 
characterized in an article by Edith Kermi#(Roosevelt 
appearing on page 22 of the September 24, 1967, edition 
of a former Washington, D, C. weekly newspaper, "The 
Examiner.’ She stated in part that the IPS is a Washington- 
based "Think Factory” which helped train extremists who 
incite violence in United States cities and whose educational 
research serves aS a cover for intrigue and political 
agitation, Through its conferences and Seminars the IPs 
asserts a continuing infiuence on the 
ideology and tactics of the New Left. 

A lengthy article in the April 19, 1971, issue 
of "The Great Speckled Bird", an Atlanta New left underground 
newspaper, purportedly based upon data compiled by the ISS 
from reports by the “American Committee on Africa" and that 
"Committee of Returned Volunteers", announced the proposed 
demonstration against Guif 0il Corporation to the public and 
advised that same will commence at 10:00 A. M., April 27, 
1971, at the Alliance Theater, 15th and Peachtree Streets, 
location of the Gulf stockholders meeting, The article 
indicated the action will be the focus for several groups 
working against United States-supported racism and colonialism 
in Africa, and charged that, through its operations in Portuguese 
colonies in Africa, Gulf is “a principal bulwark and profiteer 
of the white man's control of Africa". It indicated the 
Southern Africa Task Force of the United Presbyterian Church, 
backed by a number of individual and instititional stockholders, 
has included four proposals on the meeting's agenda, all opposed 
by Gulf management, which proposals are (1) to establish a 
committee to examine Guif’s involvement in Portuguese Africa; 

(2) to disclose Gulf's “charitable gifts"; (3) to enlarge 

oe 
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the Board of Directors to represent the interest of people 
affected by Gulf; and (4) to terminate Gulf's operations 
in colonial ruled areas ISS states supporters of the 
proposals "will be inside and outside the meeting to make 
sure the issues are dealt with--issues of third world 
colonialism and racism, of multinational corporations’ 
accountability to human needs. 

In April, 1971, a second source advised that a 
meeting of the Atlanta Student Organization for Black 
Unity (SOBU) was held at the Atlanta University Complex 
on April 22, 1971. The primary purpose of this meeting 
was to generate support for a protest against Gulf Oil 
Corporation at its annual stockholders meeting in Atlanta. 
Approximately 25 persons attended this meeting. The dis- 
cussion concerned Guif's involvement in oil produgtion in 
Portuguese Africa and off the coast of Vietnam (U) 

SOBU was formed in 1969 at Greensboro, 
North Carolina, with the basic aim to 
initiate, coordinate, and lead a black 
student movement in the United States. 
During May, 1969, an organizational con- 
vention was held, attended by weil~known 
black militants from the eastern part of 
the United States. 

This second source advised that on April 24, 1971, 
approximately 20-25 persons met at the Atlanta University 

Complex to attend an address presented by a representative 

of Angola who discussed the relationship of Gulf in Angola 

and with Portugal and gave a brief history of Portugal and 
its involvement in Angola. During the course of his 
presentation, he noted that he is in the United States 

attempting to solicit financial, political and moral support 
for the citizens of anges (U) 
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This second source further advised that on April 
26, 1971, Atlanta SOBU met at the Atlanta University Complex 
with some 35-55 persons present. This meeting prompted 
further discussion concerning Gulf and its involvement in 
Angola, The purpose of this meeting was to further establish 
support for protest against Gulf and additionally to show a 
film concerning Angola, The movie projector was not properly 
functioning, however, d most attendees dispersed without 
viewing this fim, BX (4) 

On April 27, 1971, a third source reported that 
on the morning of April 27, 1971, approximately 15-25 
persons gathered outside the entrance to the Alliance 
Theater where Gulf was scheduled to conduct its annual 
stockholders meeting. This group “leafleted" persons attending 
the stockholders meeting. These leaflets concerned Gulf's 
presence in Angola which presence was allegedly called racist 
and supportive of the Portuguese Government to the detriment 
of Angolans. Those Atlantans recognized as being present 
and engaged in le ntified as follows: 

be | 
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Gulf Oil Corporation, Houston, Texas, advised on Aprii 27, 
1971, that on the same date Gulf Oil held its annual stock- 
holders meeting at the Alliance Theater in Atlanta, Georgia, 
from 10:30 A. M. to 12:30 P. M. This meeting was described 
as orderly with only exceptions being two persons forcibly 
removed from the meeting who were ruled out of order by the 
chairman and who insisted on pursuing the discussion con- 
cerning Gulf supporting alleged Portuguese dictatorship in 
Angola, which results in oppression and exploitation of Africans, 
and who declined to relinquish the microphone. 
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TE stated that during the 
course of ie meeting 2 group of persons utilizing proxies 
publicly identified themselves as "Southern Africa Task 
Force" of United Presbyterian Church and urged stockholders! 
support to investigate Gulf involvement in Portuguese Africa, 
alleging Gulf helps maintain colonial oppression of blacks 
in Africa and its activities may have an oppressive effect 
on human rights and liberty. During the nomination period 
for the election to the Gulf Board of Directors, it was 
alleged Gulf has no minority representation 9n the Board 
of Directors, after which time several es were nominated 

Ludin: 
Southern is ship Conte 

anta, Georgia. t-aas todtosted 3 that anti- 
management stocktiolders, including “Sathern Africa Task 
Force" officially furnished microphone time to address the 
pody concerning issues of interest. 

] Brtgrnal Security unit, 
Atlanta Police Department, advised on April 27, 1971, that 
no incidents of violence or arrests occurred in connection 
with the Gulf meetings. He further noted that at approxi- 
mately 10:00 A, M,, 20-25 demonstrators gathered near the 
entrance to the Alliance Theater where they distributed 
anti-Gulf Oil leaflets, At approximately 10:15 A. M., 
demonstrators staged a "guerrilla theater" where skits were 
performed allegedly to show that "Gulf killis" in Africa. 
Demonstrators remained at the entrance until the conclusion 
of the stockholders meeting at approximately 12:30 P. M., 
after which time demonstrators as well as stockhoiders 
dispersed, 

An article which appeared in the morning edition 
of the “Atlanta Constitution" dated April 28, 1971, written 
by Gene Tharpe, Constitution Business Editor, entitled "Gulf 
Shareholders Veto Protest", is set forth as follows: 

b6 
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Gulf Sharé holder 
Veto Protest 

By GENE THARPES 
Constitution Buslness Edtior 

The chairman of Gulf Oi 
Corp. said charges made 
against it Tuesday during the 
Giant company’s annual meet- 
ing in Aflanta were “untrue 
and unrealistic.” 67.0. 

Gulf was accused of assist- 
ing in the “suppression” of 
Angolans and “helping kill 
them in their “struggle for 
freedom.” : 

E. D, Brockett, Gulf chair. 
man, denied the charges and 
others made against the com- 
pany during the meeting. 
An estimated 800 persons at- 

fended the meeting in the Alli- 
ance Theatre of the Memorial 
Arts Center. It was the first 
ume Gulf had held its annual 
‘meeting here, 
| Brockett, during ‘is, format 
breech to the stockholders, ‘said Gulf's consolidated net in- 
come for the first quarter rose 
to $146.2 million or 70 cents 
per .share, up from $139.2 mil- 
Hon or 67 cents per share a 
year ago. For 1970, Guif's in- 
come was down by almost 10 
per cent, . 

Gulls directors also de 
clared a regular quarterly 
cash dividend of 37% cents per 
share payable June 10 to 
stockholders of record May 7. 

Angola fs a Portuguese-con- 
trolled country in southern AE 
rica where a guerrilla fight for independence has been going on since the early 1960s, Gulf, the fourth largest off 

inpany, has $130 million Ine? ‘ested in oil exploration and roduction in Angola, and ys taxes and fees to the An- 
renee, -kolan government, ~ 

“' Abel Guimnarres, “president” 

after being ruled out of order. 

‘of, the Angolan Student Union’ 
fof, America, said these taxes 
, and fees help support a Porto~ _ 
| guese army which is “helping < 
fo kil Angolan men, women‘ 

+ and childrens’ ms 
Before the meeting, a group 

. of demonstrators marched to _ 
» the beat of drums outside the ? 
center’s entrance, During the 
meeting, two speakers were 
ejected from the theatre when’ 
they refused to yield the floor 

The discussion centered on 
four resolutions of protest 
which appeared in the proxy 
statement, and which were 
Sponsored by the Southern Af- 

rica Task Force of the United 
Presbyterian Church, 

‘The resolutions sought: 

1, To establish a committee 
to examine Gulf’s involvement 
in Portuguese Africa; 

2. To disclose Gulf’s chari 
1 ble gifts: oa 

3. To enlarge the board of 
directors to represent the in 
_erests of people affected by} 
Gulf; ni 7 : rad 

i 4, To terminate Gulf’s oper- 
 atfons in colonial-ruled areas, 
| About 20 persons, some | 
i speaking for themselves but, 
| most representing a religious ; 
; or minority organization, 
spoke in support of the resolu- 
tions. Lo be 

Josiah Beeman, field direc- 
tor for the Presbyterlan | 

' group, said Gulf's investment. 
! in Angola “contributed to the 

suppression of desire for self- 

government by Angolais.7—"*- 



' "The Rev.“ Andrew’ Young of, 
Atlanta urged Gulf to use iis 

+ mee end ous economic 
_ power” | fo, bring “pea 
Eeange ta‘the world... 4 
~ Another speaker, who ident! 
fied “hiniself' as’ an- Angolan 

attending an Ameri. 

can university, sald he could 
not understand why American 
eitizens would permit any Gulf 
money fo he used “to kill any 
of my people.’ $ 

* This" inconceivable,” he 
hen “all ayer, the world: 

theré ‘are’ tombs of American: 
soldiers! who ‘died so others 
would e.” 3 5 
“All four Fesolulions were dy 

feated, with approximately 1%) ° 
: million-shares voted agains’* 
;. each ‘ohe and between 1 ‘and 2" 
‘million shares. voted for each 

providing jobs and education. 

“The baste question, Gulf 
“said In a prepared statement, 

=~ DRA 

; “Does an American corpo- 
, ration have any right to at- 
, tempt to intrude in the politl 
j cal affairs of another nation? 
sce» The officers and dire({ 
tors of Gulf Oil Corp, believe 
17 47e-de-zot have, that right by 
nor should we ever have it.” ff 
Several nominations for 

Gulf's board of directors wert 
made from the floor, including 
two Africans, Dr. Augustino 
Neto, president of the Angolan 
liberation effort, and Amilcar 
Cabral, an agronomist from 
Guinea, 

. Miss Davis received mo . 
than 15,000 votes, not enou, i 
to win. None of the nomin 
From the floor was elected, | 
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an Pee 
1 - Mr. W.R. Wannall 
1- Mr. J.R. Wagoner 
i - Mr. H.J. Morgan 

Me. W, BR. Wannali g/2/71 

H. J. Morgan 

MC LEK 
(NATIONALITIES INTELLIGENCE) 

stated, among other things, that 

been informed that a set of the task force papers seemed to be 
in circulation among "New Left types or that, at least some 
materials gleaned from the task force seem to be being leaked." 

L__]was reinterviewed 7/2/71; however, he could 

) 
is very friendly 

with persons associated with aaa ee oe Rahs Stud es 
(IPS), Washington, D. C. In addttiGn, Stated-he-tad~ 

b3 

DIE 

not furnish ¢ ide: ies of any persons at the IPS who were aI 
friendly with He stated he had heard this from 
unrecaliled persons. 

Based on the above, a detailed file review was con~- av 
ducted concerning without locating any information . 
showing a tie-in by with the IPS, This review included 0/7C 
a serial-by-serial review of the IPS file, 100~447935. b7D 

= 
It was noted during review of the IPS file that the 2 

Boston Office considers the Cambridge Institute, 56 Boylston fal 
Street, Canbridge, Massachusetts, as being identical with the 
IPS branch in that city. 

ACTION: 
Boston is being instructed, by separate at 

be alert during its investigation for any conection) | 
has had in the past or currently has with the Cambridge 
Institute or persons associated with that Institute. WFO is 
being likewise instructed with regard to IPS and its personnel. 
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1 - Mr. W.R, Wannail 

L- Mr. J.R. Wagoner 
Airtel 1- Mr. H.J. Morgan 

ph b3 
To: SAC, Boston ——| bIE 3 

i #35 
From: Director, wy | LOO- ft? 

MC LEK 
(NATIONALITIES INTELLIGENCE) 

During interview o 

was very iriendly W: persons associated 
te for Policy Studies (IPS), Washington, D. C. 

has been unable to furnish the identities of any of 
these persons at IPS. 

Boston is referred to its file 100-39531 concerning )¢ q] 
IPS and particularly, Boston letter 5/10/71 wherein it was Ic! 

stated Boston considered the Cambridge Institute as being 

identical with the IPS Institute in Cambridge. 

During course of instant investigation, Boston should 
be particularly alert for_any information showing a current or 
past connection betwocy pad the Cambridge Institute 
or persons connected with that Institute. In this regard, 

additionally stated that he had been informed that a 
set oO © task force papers seemed to be in circulation among 
"New Left types" or data from the task force papers seened 

to have been Leaked. 

WFO should be alert for any connection between 
[Jana IPS or its personnel. 
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